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Abstract

The present thesis attempts to extract the dynamical mechanisms underlying neuronal excitability and its regulation,
through the use of experimental and mathematical techniques. In particular, tools of dynamical system theory are
used to extract physiologically relevant key players in the firing activity of various neuron types.

The main contribution of the thesis highlights the role of voltage-gated calcium-permeable channels in neu-
ron excitability and firing patterns. Calcium channels are shown to induce a novel type of excitability that correlates
to the electrophysiological properties of many neuron types, including midbrain dopamine-releasing cells, the neurons
that initially motivated our study. In particular, calcium channels play a critical role in the generation and regulation
of burst firing activity, a firing pattern that is important for the signaling of many cells.

The first part of the dissertation is dedicated to the mechanisms underlying dopaminergic (DA) neuron ex-
citability (Part II). It identifies key players in the regulation of DA neuron firing patterns both in vitro and in vivo,
including voltage-gated calcium channels and calcium-activated potassium channels. In particular, it shows that
these channels are key regulators of DA neuron excitability.

The second part further investigates the dynamical phenomena extracted from dopaminergic neuron electrophysiol-
ogy and generalizes these concepts to other neuronal populations (Part III). It incorporates the role of voltage-gated
calcium channels in the current global picture of neuronal excitability proposed by FitzHugh in 1961. The inclu-
sion of calcium channels in reduced models leads to a revised picture that uncovers two novel types of excitability,
whose electrophysiological signatures are shared by many neuronal populations. This analysis is further extended to
conductance-based models of arbitrary dimension, highlighting the impact of the balance between restorative and
regenerative ion channels on neuron excitability. The regulation of this balance is shown to provide a physiologically
plausible route to neuronal bursting.

The last part of the thesis illustrates a potential systemic consequence of the previous insights for Parkinson’s
disease (PD) (Part IV). It spotlights the systemic role of small conductance calcium-activated potassium channels
in the regulation of many neuron types, many of these neurons being affected in PD.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis combines experimental in vitro and in vivo
recordings and mathematical reduction of conductance-
based biophysical models to advance the systems electro-
physiology of dopaminergic (DA) neurons. It highlights
the role of specific ion channels - L-type calcium chan-
nels, small conductance calcium-activated (SK) potas-
sium channels and KCNQ potassium channels - in ex-
citability, pacemaking and burst firing activity of DA cells.

The critical role of calcium channels in DA neuron sig-
naling is captured by reduced models that differ from the
classical reductions of the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model
in that they account for the specific regenerative nature
of such channels in excitability and bursting. The newly
proposed reduced models apply to arbitrary conductance-
based models and address important and poorly under-
stood issues such as the physiological route to bursting.

Current Challenges in DA Neuron Electro-
physiology

Midbrain dopaminergic neurons are continuously active
excitable cells that sustain important functions in every-
day actions. Located at the basis of neuronal loops that
involve numerous heterogenous populations, they act as
real conductors of cellular rhythms that underly concrete
behavioral properties. Notably, switches in their spiking
activity correlate to switches in human behavior. For
instance, a brief increase in excitability of substantia ni-
gra pars compacta (SNc) DA neurons induces rhythmic
changes in the basal ganglia loop, underlying the initia-
tion of movement [97].

The complexity of DA neuron electrophysiology arises
from this signaling property. These cells are indeed capa-
ble of switching between three different firing patterns:
regular (pacemaker) firing, irregular single-spike firing,
and bursting. Each firing pattern is governed by different
ion channels and involves different mechanisms. Because
of the diversity of involved ion channels, the challenge is
to identify the key players in the different firing patterns.

The present thesis originated from a collaboration be-
tween the neurophysiology lab of the GIGA Neuroscience
and the research unit in system and modeling at the Uni-
versity of Liege. Our master thesis investigated through a
detailed computational model the role of a specific potas-
sium channel on DA neuron signaling. The use of a state-
of-the-art complex biophysical model of DA neurons (13
compartments accounting for soma and dendrites, more
than 160 variables and thousands of parameters) allowed
to make analyses and predictions that were successfully
verified experimentally, extracting the selective influence
of this ion channel on bursting activity (see Chapter 7).

We quickly faced the obstacle, however, of making
qualitative predictions and extracting core mechanisms
of firing patterns in a high-dimensional nonlinear model
with many parameters. This motivated the development
of reduced models to advance the understanding of DA
neuron electrophysiology and, more generally, to propose
new hypotheses on the generation of bursting patterns
as the core contribution of this thesis.

The Importance of Reduced Modeling

Since the early days of neurophysiological modeling, re-
duced modeling has been essential to extract basic mech-
anisms underlying neuron firing. The need of reduced
modeling is even stronger in modern conductance-based
models of neurons that successfully reproduce neuronal
firing and provide interesting hypotheses on the role of
different ion channels, at the cost of including many dif-
ferent ion channels in the model. The resulting com-
plexity, which rises with the complexity of the neuron
under consideration, makes complex models impractical
for qualitative mathematical analyses of the underlying
firing mechanisms. This limitation was already clear in
the very beginning of neurophysiological modeling, with
the analysis of the first biophysical model of excitable
membranes proposed by Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Hux-
ley in 1952 [81], whose critical parameters were not easily
extractable, even though the model was very basic.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The strategy of Richard FitzHugh in 1961 [50] was
to reduce the complexity of the original Hodgkin-Huxley
(HH) model via the aggregation of variables and the ex-
ploitation of timescale separations. Thanks to this re-
duction, the author proposed a simple two dimensional
model which qualitatively reproduces the behavior of the
original one. Its simplicity enabled the use of the tools of
dynamical system theory in the analyses of action poten-
tial generation, such as phase portrait analyses, for in-
stance, and he was able to extract critical conditions for
neuronal spiking, such as strong timescale separation and
bistability of the fast subsystem. Importantly, these qual-
itative features have been shown to be shared by almost
all neurons regardless of their diversity, highlighting the
power of this approach. To date, this reduced modeling
strategy is widely used and has given rise to neurodynam-
ics, a field of computational neuroscience focused on the
understanding of the dynamical phenomena underlying
neuronal excitability.

In the present dissertation, we mimic this reduced
modeling strategy in order to extract the basic mech-
anisms of DA neuron signaling. Firstly, on the basis of
the state-of-the-art complex model we used in our mas-
ter thesis as well as experimental evidences, we develop
a basic conductance-based model of DA neuron signal-
ing endowed with the minimal set of ion channels that
are critical to reproduce DA neuron firing patterns and
the switches between them, while omitting the channels
that solely affect quantitative properties (see Chapter 4).
The resulting five dimensional model is used to extract
the key players in the firing patterns of these cells both
in vitro (Chapter 5) and in vivo as well as the switch
between them (Chapter 6), using tools of dynamical sys-
tem theory such as bifurcation analyses, among others.
In addition, some of these phenomenological results are
validated by the use of experimental protocols.

Secondly, we further reduce this conductance-based
model to a two-dimensional model, following the orig-
inal strategy of FitzHugh (Chapter 9). The proposed
reduction is novel and differs from FitzHugh reduction of
HH model. It is motivated by the observation that most
of the dynamical mechanisms observed on the five di-
mensional DA neuron model are not captured by existing
reduced models (Chapter 8). In particular, our analyses
of DA neuron signaling highlight the prominent role of
calcium channels in all firing patterns, both in vitro and
in vivo, these calcium channels being absent from the
original HH model and all reduced models that derive
from it.

The reduction of the HH model augmented with cal-
cium channels leads to a novel global picture of neuronal
excitability that differs from the one originally proposed
by FitzHugh. This novel picture is able to mechanistically
explain the origin of the dynamical mechanisms extracted

in the minimal conductance-based model of the DA neu-
ron. In particular, it uncovers two novel types of ex-
citability that differ from the three commonly described
ones (see Chapter 10), and whose electrophysiological
signatures are observed in a large amount of neurons,
including DA cells. Specifically, most of these neurons
are able to switch from a classical type of excitability to-
wards a newly described one and conversely, through the
dynamical regulation of particular ion channels, which we
term “regenerative ion channels”.

The Role of Regenerative Ion Channels in
Neuronal Dynamics

In the two-dimensional models analyzed in Chapters 9
and 10, modeled neurons are able to switch between dif-
ferent excitability types via the regulation of one single
parameter, reproducing switches of firing patterns ob-
served physiologically. One illustration is the switch of
firing observed in thalamocortical relay neurons during
wakefulness and sleep, which can be reproduced in our
proposed two-dimensional model through the change of
a single parameter.

In order to shed light on the physiological meaning of
this parameter, we extend our approach to conductance-
based models of arbitrary dimensions. Generalizing
the analyses of our two-dimensional models to high-
dimensional conductance-based models leads to a simple
mathematical condition that determines the type of ex-
citability (see Chapter 11). This condition expresses a
balance between ion channels that provide a slow neg-
ative feedback to membrane potential variations, called
“restorative channels”, and ion channels that provide a
slow positive feedback to membrane potential variations,
called “regenerative channels”, regardless of their partic-
ular molecular nature.

The role of restorative ion channels has been widely
investigated in neurodynamics to date. Their main repre-
sentatives are voltage-gated potassium channels, a criti-
cal component of action potential generation. In general,
restorative channels are merged in a single “recovery”
variable in existing two dimensional models, and their
dominance leads to one of the three commonly described
excitability types, which we term “restorative excitabil-
ity”.

In contrast, the role of regenerative ion channels seems
to have been disregarded to date in low-dimensional mod-
els, perhaps for historical reasons. Indeed, regenera-
tive ion channels, whose main representative are voltage-
gated calcium channels, are absent from the original HH
model, and therefore from the Fitzhugh phase portrait.
We show that these channels are the main generators of
the newly described types of excitability, called “regen-
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erative excitability”. Namely, conductance-based models
of arbitrary dimension are able to express these excitabil-
ity types, provided that the role of regenerative ion chan-
nels is dominant at rest.

In addition, most of regenerative ion channels can be
physiologically regulated, allowing a dynamical switch
from restorative to regenerative excitability and con-
versely, as shown in Chapter 11. One simple example
is the case of T-type calcium channels, which are regen-
erative channels that inactivate at low threshold. When
these channels are present, the resting state of the neu-
ron determines the amount of them which are activable,
and thus indirectly determines neuron excitability type.
For instance, an hyperpolarization of thalamic reticular
and relay cell membrane generates a switch from restora-
tive to regenerative excitability, strongly affecting cell re-
sponse to external stimulations, as observed experimen-
tally. In that sense, regenerative ion channels, and partic-
ularly voltage-gated calcium channels, are therefore key
players in neuron excitability and firing pattern regula-
tion.

Impact of Reduced Models on Experimen-
tal Electrophysiology

In the last part of the dissertation, we return to the
original motivation of the thesis, that is, we investigate
the physiological implication of the mathematical insights
gained from reduced modeling. In particular, we analyze
the physiological impact of a switch from restorative to
regenerative excitability on neuronal firing.

We show that switching from restorative to regener-
ative excitability generates a switch from robust single-
spike firing to robust burt firing both in two-dimensional
models and in conductance-based models of arbitrary di-
mensions (Chapter 12). This switch is due to the ap-
pearance of a robust bistable zone in regenerative ex-
citability, this bistable zone being fragile or even absent
in restorative excitability. Knowing that excitability type
is determined by the balance between restorative and re-
generative ion channels, any regulation of this balance
provides a potential physiological route to bursting. As
an illustration, a deinactivation of T-type calcium chan-
nels by membrane hyperpolarization in thalamic retic-
ular and relay neurons, which generates a switch from
restorative to regenerative excitability, is responsible for
the switch from single-spike firing to bursting in these
cells. Similarly, an heterogeneity in DA neuron L-type
calcium channel density is proposed to explain the het-
erogenous firing pattern that is observed in vitro when
their SK channels are blocked.

In addition, we investigate whether such a simple
mechanism can produce the great bursting diversity ob-

served in neurons. We observe that the quality of burst-
ing is given by the combination of two parameters, that
is the balance weight and the adaptation gain, different
couples of parameters generating different bursting types
such as parabolic bursting, square-wave bursting or tri-
angular bursting, even though the underlying mechanism
is similar. This observation contrasts with the common
view of neuronal bursting, where each bursting type is
viewed as arising from a different underlying mechanism.

Taken together, these results show how reduced mod-
eling can help experimental electrophysiology. Under-
standing the dynamical mechanisms underlying spiking
behaviors allows the extraction of key players in the reg-
ulation of neuronal activities, which can apply to many
different neuronal types regardless of their specificities.
In the last part of the dissertation, we exploit this sys-
tem viewpoint on neurodynamics to propose a potential
origin for the selective neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s
disease (Chapter 13). We emphasize the systemic role
of SK channels as main regulators of the adaptation gain
of many neurons affected in the disease, which suggests
that a global dysregulation of the channels might affect
these neurons in a similar way. In particular, such dysreg-
ulation would increase neuron entrainability and bursti-
ness, strongly affecting calcium homeostasis, a potential
source of neurodegeneration.
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Introduction

The human body is composed of trillions of cells, the
functional basic units of life. These units form distinct
compartments, functionally isolated from each others and
the extracellular medium by selectively permeable mem-
branes. Small molecules such as oxygen, carbon diox-
ide and water can freely cross this membrane, while
larger molecules and ions can enter/leave the cell only
through specific “gates”. The specific exchanges of large
molecules and ions occurring through the membrane of
a cell are closely correlated to its functions.

There exist about 210 distinct human cell types, each
carrying out particular functions. However, despite this
great variability, cells share many common structures, as
sketched in Fig. I.I. Almost all animal cells are com-
posed of two main components: the nucleus, a mem-
brane bound structure that contains cell’s hereditary in-
formation; surrounded by the cytoplasm, consisting of
all of the intracellular elements. The latter is isolated
from the extracellular space by the plasma membrane
and contains organelles, specialized subunits that have
specific functions and are usually enclosed within their
own membrane.

The functions of the different organelles are highly
conserved from cell to cell, and even from species to
species. Some are specialized in protein manufactur-
ing (rough endoplasmic reticulum, ribosomes), packag-
ing and secretion (Golgi apparatus), others in cellular
digestion (lysosomes) or cell morphology (cytoskeleton).
Similarly, mitochondria are involved in cellular respiration
in every eukaryotic cells and, together with the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER), have an important role in intracel-
lular calcium homeostasis. This highlights an important
fact frequently observed in nature: the great diversity
and richness in biological architecture arises from the in-
terconnection of simple basic structures.

In the present study, we do not focus on particular
organelles, these intracellular compartments being barely
involved in the mechanisms under consideration. We bet-
ter consider the cell as a compartment which tightly reg-
ulates the exchanges of substances between the intracel-

lular and extracellular spaces. This regulation mechanism
involves an important component of the cell: the plasma
membrane.

The Plasma Membrane

The cell membrane, or plasma membrane, is a biolog-
ical membrane that separates the cytoplasm from the
extracellular medium. As mentioned above, it is selec-
tively permeable to ions and large organic molecules and
regulates the exchanges of substances between the intra-
cellular and the extracellular spaces.

A scheme of the plasma membrane is given at the bot-
tom of Fig. I.I. It is composed of a phospholipid bilayer,
which is permeable to small molecules and water but al-
most fully impermeable to ions and large molecules, such
as glucose. This part of the membrane can be seen as
a passive element, through which the diffusion of small
molecules occurs, following their concentration gradient.
It is also the place of an osmotic flow for water, which
emerges from a concentration gradient of non diffusible
molecules across the membrane. This highlights the im-
portance for a tight regulation of this concentration gra-
dient, any disturbance in the balance resulting in a mas-
sive flow of water that might affect the integrity of the
cell.

The flow of large molecules and ions, which do not dif-
fuse through the phospholipid bilayer, is allowed by the
presence of proteins embedded in the plasma membrane
and crossing it from side to side (transmembrane pro-
teins). These proteins act as gateways to regulate the
transport of specific substances in and out of the cell.
There exist many types of transmembrane proteins, selec-
tively permeable to one or few particular substances and
whose gating is regulated by various mechanisms. These
proteins may assist in the movement of substances by fa-
cilitated diffusion or active transport. Among the great
diversity in these transmembrane proteins, two families
are particularly relevant in the context of this report: ion
channels and active transporters.
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Figure I.I – Besides diverse morphological, physiological and functional peculiarities, cells share many common struc-
tures. Roughly, cells are composed of a nucleus and a cytoplasm, which is delimited by the plasma membrane and contains
many specialized organelles, such as mitochondria. The figure represents a typical eukaryotic (animal) cell. Please note that
the list of components represented in the figure is not exhaustive. ER=endoplasmic reticulum.
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Ion channels

Ion channels are macromolecular pore-forming proteins
which allow the flow of specific ions through the plasma
membrane, following their concentration gradient. They
are generally highly selective to one particular ion that is
strongly involved in cell signaling, such as sodium Na+,
potassium K+, calcium Ca2+ and chloride ions Cl−,
and their gating is regulated by various mechanisms. Ion
channels that are selective for Na+ are named sodium
channels, and similarly for other ions.

One has to realize the dual role of such channels in cell
homeostasis. In addition to regulating the concentration
of ions inside and outside the cell, they critically impact
the charge repartition across the cell membrane, ions be-
ing charged molecules. This has an important role in cells
that are highly involved in signaling, and more precisely
in excitable cells, as extensively discussed below.

Active transporters

Active transporters allow the movement of a substance
across the cell membrane against its concentration gradi-
ent, using chemical energy provided by adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) for instance. They are critical to maintain
unbalanced concentrations of substances inside and out-
side the cell, this concentration gradient being involved
in many cellular functions.

An essential active transporter in human cells is
the Na+/K+ATPase, also called the sodium pump.
This transporter, which pumps K+ inside and Na+

outside, is responsible for cells containing relatively high
concentrations of K+ but low concentrations of Na+.
This is of critical importance in many cellular behaviors,
such as transport or control of cell volume. It consumes
up to 85% of produced ATP in the kidney and the
nervous system, where Na+ and K+ concentration
gradients are essential for cell function.

Note that the plasma membrane also contains other
types of proteins, such as integral membrane proteins,
which are embedded to the cell surface, as well as many
other molecules such as carbohydrates, glycoproteins, or
glycolipids. These molecules play many different roles in
cell signaling. In addition, the activity/gating of many
proteins is regulated through the action of external
molecules, called ligands, acting as authentic receptors
of specific external stimuli. Finally, the quantitative
repartition of these proteins is not static but dynamic.
Namely, the viscosity of the lipid bilayer confers an im-
portant fluidity to the plasma membrane, and molecules
such as transmembrane proteins are dynamically added
to and removed from the membrane.

These facts highlight the importance of the plasma

membrane in cell integrity and communication with the
external environment. In several categories of cells, such
as excitable cells, this membrane is even the key player
in the achievement of their function.

Excitable Cells

To ensure an harmonious management of the whole or-
ganism, each cell is devoted to a particular function. For
instance, many cells form tissues that line the cavities
and surfaces of structures throughout the body, for which
they are designed to maintain robust and impermeable
cohesions. Other cell types are devoted to the signaliza-
tion between cells, and between the organism and the
environment, and regulate the responses to stimuli. This
is for instance the case of hormone releasing cells, such
as pancreatic β-cells, which respond quickly to spikes in
blood glucose by releasing insulin. Another example are
myocytes, or muscle cells, in which external stimuli in-
duce contraction.

Cells that are actively involved in information pro-
cessing share a common property: they are excitable.
Namely, they can be stimulated by external electrical or
chemical stimuli to create an electric current, through a
dynamical regulation of ion flow across their membrane.
These responses can be very different from cells to cells,
and even in the same cell depending on environmental
conditions. The present thesis focuses on the mecha-
nisms underlying these responses in highly excitable cells
composing the nervous system: the neurons.

Neurons

Neurons are excitable cells that constitute the functional
units of the nervous system. They receive, integrate
and transmit informations that come from the organism
or the environment and organize the responses to these
stimuli.

The different types of neurons can be very different
from one to the others and sustain very particular func-
tions, as illustrated in Fig. I.II. However, almost all
neurons share a common typical structure (Fig. I.III).
Typical neurons possess a cell body, usually called soma,
from which emerge a variable number of thin extensions,
called dendrites. These dendrites often extend for hun-
dreds of micrometers and branch multiple times, giving
rise to what is called a “dendritic tree”. In addition,
neurons possess a single axon, specialized structure that
arises from the soma or a primary dendrite and makes
synapses with a set of distant neurons, up to 1 meter far
from the soma in humans.

Typically, informations coming to the neuron are col-
lected by the dendrites and integrated in the soma. An
electrical signal, called action potential or spike, is thus
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Figure I.II – Neurons have various sizes and shapes. The
figure compares a Purkinje cell of the cerebellar cortex (left)
to a pyramidal cell of the cerebral cortex (right). Neurons are
highly polarized cells. Taken from [21].

generated in the axon initial segment (AIS), then prop-
agated along the axon and back-propagated to the den-
drites (the neuron is said to fire). When this electrical
signal arrives at the synapses, it is directly transmitted to
the target neurons (electrical synapses), or, more gener-
ally, it induces the release of a chemical compound called
neurotransmitter, which is transmitted to the target neu-
ron (chemical synapses, Fig. I.IV).

A chemical synapse is composed of a presynaptic ter-
minal, which ends the axon of the transmitting (afferent)
neuron, and a postsynaptic terminal, which arises from
a dendrite of the receiving (efferent) neuron (Fig. I.IV).
These two terminals are separated by the synaptic cleft.
After their release by the afferent neuron, neurotransmit-
ters diffuse into the synaptic cleft and eventually bind to
receptors present at the surface of the postsynaptic ter-
minal, which generates an electrical signal in the efferent
neuron. In addition, some of the released neurotransmit-
ters are recaptured by the afferent neuron itself, through
the action of specific transporters located at the surface
of the presynaptic terminal. Non-neuronal brain cells,
called astrocytes, can also help in the regulation of neu-
rotransmitter concentration and diffusion in the synaptic
cleft.

There exist many different types of neurotransmit-
ters, some of the most known being noradrenaline (NA,
or norepinephrine), acetylcholine (ACh), serotonin (5-
HT), dopamine (DA),glutamate (Glu) and GABA. A neu-
ron that release dopamine is called “dopaminergic”, an
“adrenergic” neuron releases adrenaline, and so on.

Each neurotransmitter acts as a ligand to specific

Soma
(Integration)

Dendrite
(Reception)

Axon
(Propagation)

Synapse
(Output)

Input Signal

Output Signal

Neurotransmitter

AIS

Figure I.III – Typical structure of a neuron. A typical
neuron is composed of a cell body, called soma, from which
emerge dendrites and an axon. The dendrites make connec-
tions with afferent neurons, where they receive external stim-
ulations. These informations are integrated in the soma and
the resulting signal is transmitted through the axon, which
makes synapses with the dendrites/soma of efferent neurons.

receptors, and has different effects on target cells,
depending on the type of receptor it activates. As an
illustration, dopamine has an overall inhibitory effect
while stimulating D2 receptors, and an excitatory effect
while stimulating D1 receptors. In addition, for each kind
of receptor, the response to a neurotransmitter depends
on its concentration in the synaptic cleft, the receptor
having a particular affinity for this neurotransmitter (for
a given neurotransmitter concentration, the higher the
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4

Neurotransmitter Postsynaptic Receptor Figure I.IV – Typical structure and
function of a chemical synapse. The
synapse is composed of a presynaptic ter-
minal arising from the afferent neuron
and a postsynaptic terminal arising from
the efferent neuron, both separated by
the synaptic cleft. The occurrence of
an action potential (AP) induces the re-
lease of neurotransmitters in the synap-
tic cleft (1). These neurotransmitters
bind to postsynaptic receptors (2 and 2’),
inducing an electrical signal in the ef-
ferent neuron, either excitatory (excita-
tory postsynaptic potential, EPSP) or in-
hibitory (inhibitory postsynaptic poten-
tial, IPSP). Some neurotransmitters are
recaptured by astrocytes (3) or by the
presynaptic neuron itself (4).

affinity, the stronger the response). As a consequence,
although a single neuron solely releases one type of
neurotransmitter, it can transmit a rich amount of spe-
cific informations through chemical synapses. Namely,
various firing dynamics induce various neurotransmitter
diffusion dynamics, and result in various postsynaptic
receptor activations. The information is thus mainly
coded by the way action potentials are generated in the
soma, which is called the firing pattern. Note that some
neurons can also release several types of neurotransmit-
ters, further enriching their signaling possibilities.

The present thesis focuses on the mechanisms un-
derlying the generation of different firing patterns in
neurons. As a starting point, the following chapters
summarize the state of the art in single-cell neuro-
dynamics, the study of rhythmic neural activity from
a mathematical framework (Chapter 2), and give an
overview of available experimental techniques in the field
(Chapter 3). In particular, an effort is made to connect
mathematical analyses with physiological observations,
this connection being a guiding thread of the present
work.
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Chapter 2

Elements of Single-Cell Electrophysiology

In the early fifties, Alan Lloyd Hodgkin and Andrew
Fielding Huxley made an invaluable advance in physiol-
ogy: they proposed a biophysical model that explains the
ionic mechanisms underlying the initiation and propaga-
tion of action potentials in a nerve cell (the squid giant
axon) [81]. This work, for which they shared the 1963
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, was remarkable
from several points of view.

Firstly, their experimental technique was a real trapeze
act. They manually recorded the membrane potential of
a five hundred micrometers tick axon using an intracel-
lular electrode (Fig. 2.1, left), performing a technique
called voltage clamp, which is still widely used to date.

Figure 2.1 – Intracellular recording of the squid giant axon
action potential. A Picture a squid giant axon with the in-
tracellular electrode inside. Image taken from Hodgkin and
Huxley (1945). B Intracellular recording of an action poten-
tial.

Secondly, they were the first to quantitatively record
an action potential (Fig. 2.1, right), and to show the
involvement of sodium ions in its regenerative upstroke.
In addition, they uncovered the role of voltage gated ion
channels in the initiation and propagation of spikes, and
made a quantitative analysis of their kinetics, using sim-
ple experimental artifices.

Finally, they completed their study by a mathematical
modeling of action potential generation. Fitting equa-

tions to their experimental data, they developed a model
of the squid giant axon excitable membrane which was
able to reproduce its excitability behavior. This model,
known as the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model, is the basis
of modern single-cell electrophysiology and is still widely
used to date. Note that simulating this model in the
fifties was a serious labor, and it took three weeks to
Huxley to complete the simulation of the propagated ac-
tion potential.

This pioneering work gave rise to modern electrophysi-
ology. From an experimental point of view, state-of-the-
art electrophysiological techniques such as intracellular
recordings and patch-clamp can be seen as extensions
of the technique developed by Hodgkin and Huxley. In
addition, their mathematical modeling strategy is still
predominant today. On the one hand, the exact same
modeling principles are used to generate high-dimensional
quantitative models of specific neurons, these models be-
ing used to predict effects of pharmacological compounds
on cellular behavior, for instance. On the other hand, dy-
namical analyses of the HH model, initiated by the work
of Richard FitzHugh in 1961 [50], permit to uncover the
mechanisms underlying neuronal excitability, giving rise
to what is now called neurodynamics.

The present chapter contains a summary of these
important concepts, in order to make this thesis self-
contained. More complete descriptions are available in
many textbooks focused on neurodynamics [21, 46, 89,
101].

The Membrane Model

Signaling of excitable cells relies on the movement of
unequally distributed charges across the plasma mem-
brane. These charges are carried by ions, each ion be-
ing asymmetrically distributed in the intracellular and the
extracellular spaces. As an illustration, Fig. 2.2 shows
the relative concentrations of important ions across the
plasma membrane of mammalian excitable cells. These
asymmetric concentrations are generated by active trans-
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porters, or pumps, which use cellular energy to move spe-
cific ions against their concentration gradient. Among
others, the Na+K+ATPase is responsible for cells con-
taining relatively high concentrations of K+ but low con-
centrations of Na+, as mentioned above.

K +

Na+

Ca2+

Cl -

145 mM18 mM

135 mM
3 mM

120 mM
7 mM

V    = V    - Vm in out

Inside Outside

1.2 mM
10    mM-4

Figure 2.2 – Ions have a differential concentration across
the membrane of a neuron. Neuron membrane possesses
several ion channels that are selectively permeable to one or
several ions. The four main ones involved in cell signaling
are sodium Na+, potassium K+, calcium Ca2+ and chloride
Cl− ions (the concentrations shown in the figure are typical
for a mammalian neuron). These concentration gradients are
responsible for a voltage gradient across the membrane, giving
rise to a membrane potential Vm.

The flow of ions following their concentration gradient,
or passive diffusion, is finely regulated by the particular
structure of the plasma membrane: ions can only cross
the membrane through highly selective ion channels, the
other channels and the phospholipid bilayer being imper-
meable to them. The permeability of the membrane to

a specific ion is therefore a dynamical variable which is
defined by the density of ion channels selective to this
ion as well as their opening state.

The distribution of ions across the cell membrane and
the permeability of the membrane to these ions result
in an electrical potential gradient across the membrane,
called the membrane potential (Vm). Typical values of
resting membrane potentials are around −70 mV in neu-
rons, but it can rise up to 40 mV during action potential
upstroke. These membrane potential fluctuations are the
basis of excitable cell signaling.

Concentration and voltage gradients both play a role in
ion diffusion through ion channels

Ion channel opening leads to the flow of specific ions
through the plasma membrane, following their concen-
tration gradient. However, ions are charge molecules,
and their asymmetric distribution generates a voltage
gradient across the membrane, which also impacts ion
diffusion. The diffusion therefore occurs until the chemi-
cal and electrical driving forces are exactly balanced, i.e.
when the electrochemical equilibrium is reached.

Away from the equilibrium, the system possesses a
non-zero Gibbs free energy, which is due to the electro-
chemical gradient

∆G = −RT ln
[ion]out
[ion]in

+ ∆V zF (2.1)

where R and F are the gas constant and the Faraday’s
constant, respectively, T is the temperature in Kelvin,
and z the valence of the considered ion (z = 1 for Na+

and K+, z = 2 for Ca2+ and z = −1 for Cl−). By
convention, a negative free energy allows a spontaneous
diffusion from the extracellular to the intracellular spaces,
and conversely.

The first part of Eq. 2.1 represents the free energy
brought by the concentration gradient ∆Gconc: when
the extracellular concentration [ion]out is larger than the
intracellular concentration [ion]in, ∆Gconc is negative
and ions diffuse into the cell. Similarly, the second part
of the equation represents the free energy brought by the
voltage gradient ∆Gvolt: when the membrane potential
∆V is negative, there are more positive charges in the ex-
tracellular space, and positively (resp. negative) charged
ions diffuse into (resp. outside) of the cell. Indeed, for
positively charged ions, z is positive, and ∆Gvolt has the
sign of ∆V .

At the electrochemical equilibrium, the Gibbs free en-
ergy is zero by definition, and the chemical and voltage
driving forces are exactly balanced

∆V zF = RT ln
[ion]out
[ion]in

(2.2)
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which gives

∆V = VNernst = Vion =
RT

zF
ln

[ion]out
[ion]in

(2.3)

The potential VNernst defined in Eq. 2.3 is the mem-
brane potential at which the voltage driving force exactly
balance the chemical driving force brought by the asym-
metric distribution of the considered ion. This potential
is usually called the Nernst potential, or the reversal po-
tential. It is specific for each particular ion.

Based on the concentration values given in Fig. 2.2, we
can compute the typical reversal potentials of Na+, K+,
Ca2+ and Cl−, which gives VNa = 56 mV, VK = −102
mV, VCa = 125 mV and VCl = −76 mV, respectively.

Ionic currents can either depolarize or hyperpolarize the
membrane

At rest, the plasma membrane of an excitable cell has a
low and stable permeability to the different ions which,
together with the stable asymmetric distribution of these
ions across the membrane, generates a stable resting
membrane potential. This resting potential is always neg-
ative, and typically range from −50 mV to −100 mV in
neurons. In the case of monovalent ions (z = 1) such
as Na+ and K+, this resting potential is defined by the
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation

Vm =
RT

F
ln
(
PNa+ [Na+]out + PK+ [K+]out
PNa+ [Na+]in + PK+ [K+]in

)
(2.4)

which is a generalization of the Nernst equation 2.3. In-
deed, if we consider a plasma membrane only permeable
to potassium ions (PNa+ = 0 in Eq. 2.4), the GHK
equation becomes

Vm =
RT

F
ln
(

[K+]out
[K+]in

)
(2.5)

which is equivalent to the Nernst equation that defines
the reversal potential of potassium ions.

This result shows that the resting potential Vm of an
excitable cell whose plasma membrane is solely permeable
to K+ is equal to the K+ reversal potential VK , which
is very negative. In that configuration, the cell is said
to be hyperpolarized. Similarly, if the plasma membrane
is solely permeable to Na+, we have Vm = VNa, VNa
being very positive, and the cell is said to be depolarized.

This phenomenon in illustrated in Fig. 2.3, which
shows the evolution of the membrane potential with vari-
ations of K+ and Na+ permeabilities as predicted by the
GHK equation. At resting state, the plasma membrane is
slightly permeable to both K+ and Na+, and the resting
state is somewhere between both reversal potentials VK
and VNa (the permeability to K+ being larger than to
Na+, the resting potential is hyperpolarized). As K+

plasma membrane permeability increases, the resting po-
tential tends to approach the K+ reversal potential. This
phenomenon, which generally relies on potassium chan-
nel opening, generates a hyperpolarization of the mem-
brane. On the other hand, an increase in Na+ permeabil-
ity depolarizes the cell, following the same mechanism.

In summary, any modification of plasma membrane
permeability to ions significantly affects the membrane
potential of the cell, some ions hyperpolarizing the cell,
other depolarizing it. In excitable cells, this permeability
is dynamically regulated, which is at the origin of action
potential generation and cell signaling.

The Mechanisms of Action Potential Gen-
eration

The plasma membrane can be modeled as an electrical
circuit

The particular structure of excitable cell plasma mem-
brane makes it particularly suitable for mathematical
modeling. Indeed, it can be easily assimilated to a clas-
sical electrical circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Each ion channel lets ions flow through the membrane,
following their concentration gradient, until the mem-
brane potential Vm reaches the ion reversal potential
Vion. These ion channels can therefore be assimilated
as resistors, whose conductance gion is dynamically reg-
ulated as the channels regulate their opening state. The
flow of ion therefore define an ionic current Iion, which,
following the Ohm’s law, depends on the conductivity of
the channel gion and the difference between the mem-
brane potential and ion reversal potential:

Iion = gion(Vm − Vion). (2.6)

The term (Vm − Vion) accounts for the fact that, the
smaller the difference between the membrane potential
and ion reversal potential, the weaker the electrochem-
ical force (2.1), and thus the smaller the ionic current.
Ion channels generate an ionic current that tends to ap-
proach the membrane potential to their specific reversal
potential, as predicted by the GHK equation (2.4). By
convention, an inward (resp. outward) current has neg-
ative (resp. positive) sign.
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Figure 2.3 – Variations of K+ and Na+

plasma membrane permeabilities op-
positely affect neuron membrane po-
tential. Values are computed from the
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation,
considering K+ and Na+ ions only. Ion
concentrations are as in Fig. 2.2. An in-
crease in K+ permeability induces an hy-
perpolarization of the cell (Vm decreases),
whereas an increase in Na+ permeability
depolarizes the cell (Vm increases). Note
that the membrane potential is always
contained in the range VK ≤ Vm ≤ VNa.
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Figure 2.4 – The plasma membrane can be modeled as
an electrical circuit. Each ion channel can be assimilated
as a resistor of variable conductance gion (spring-shaped line)
associated to the reversal potential of its specific ion Vion.
The phospholipid bilayer can be assimilated as a capacitor of
capacitance Cm.

The membrane is also mainly composed of a phospho-
lipid bilayer, which is impermeable to ions. This part of
the membrane accumulates ions to its intracellular and
extracellular sides, acting as an authentic capacitor. Its
capacitance Cm is fixed by the structure of the mem-
brane as well as the morphology of the cell. Any changes
in the distribution of charges across this membrane ca-
pacitance can be assimilated as a capacitive current IC ,
which can be defined as usual:

IC = Cm
dVm
dt

(2.7)

where dVm/dt represents the variations of the membrane
potential per unit of time.

Considering the case of the four ion channels repre-
sented in Fig. 2.4, the application of Kirchhoff’s current
law gives

IC + IK + INa + ICa + ICl = 0 (2.8)

where each ionic current is defined as in Eq. 2.6 and the
capacitive current as in Eq. 2.7, which gives

Cm
dVm
dt

= −gK(Vm − VK)− gNa(Vm − VNa)

−gCa(Vm − VCa)− gCl(Vm − VCl)(2.9)

If we generalize Eq. 2.9 to an arbitrary set of n different
ionic currents and add an applied current Iapp represent-
ing external stimulations, we have

Cm
dVm
dt

= −
∑
n

gion(Vm − Vion) + Iapp (2.10)

This equation models the variations of membrane poten-
tial induced by variations of ion channel permeability. It
is at the basis of electrophysiological modeling and neu-
rodynamics.

Ion channels involved in action potential generation are
voltage-gated

Neuronal signaling relies on a tight regulation of mem-
brane potential variations, these variations being induced
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by variations of ion channel permeability. Neuronal sig-
naling therefore indirectly relies on the tight regulation
of ion channel opening states.

In their early work on the squid giant axon, Hodgkin
and Huxley experimentally observed that the amplitude
of specific ionic currents was directly dependent upon the
membrane potential itself. This voltage-dependent regu-
lation is the basic mechanism underlying excitability and
axon potential generation. In particular, they identified
that the underlying channels were voltage-gated, which
was at the origin of this regulation mechanism. Their ob-
servation has been extensively confirmed in later works,
showing that this voltage-gating is strongly widespread
in mammalian neurons as well, through a great richness
in voltage-gated channel family.

An easy way to model the voltage-gating of ion chan-
nels is to consider that they possess gates that can open
or close the channel, these gates being controlled by
membrane potential variations. In that configuration,
plasma membrane permeability to a particular ion can
dynamically oscillate between a zero value, where all ion
channels are closed, to a maximal value ḡion, where all
ion channels are opened. The maximal conductance ḡion
depends on ion channel density present in the plasma
membrane. As mentioned in the introduction, the dy-
namical property of the plasma membrane makes this
density strongly regulable.

The dynamical variations of membrane permeability
between these two extreme values can be modeled fol-
lowing the law of mass action. Considering the kinetic
diagram

C
αn(Vm)



βn(Vm)
O

where O corresponds to channel open state, C to its close
state, and αn(Vm), βn(Vm) are the voltage-dependent
rate constants ; variations in the fraction of open chan-
nels (n) over time is expressed by

ṅ = αn(Vm)(1− n)− βn(Vm)n (2.11)

where n ∈ [0, 1]. Defining

n∞(Vm) =
αn(Vm)

αn(Vm) + βn(Vm)
(2.12)

τn(Vm) =
1

αn(Vm) + βn(Vm)
, (2.13)

we have

τn(Vm)ṅ = (n∞(Vm)− n) (2.14)

where n∞(Vm) is the fraction of open channels at steady-
state and τn(Vm) the channel time constant. These func-
tions are specific for each ion channel type and can be
extracted from experimental recordings, as detailed be-
low.

Following these assumptions, an ionic current Iion can
be defined by

Iion = ḡionnion(V − Vion). (2.15)

Ion channel voltage-gating is generally monotonic.
Channel gates that open with a depolarization of the
membrane are called activation gates, whereas gates that
close with a depolarization of the membrane are called
inactivation gates. Note that one channel can possess
both an activation and an inactivation gate, the kinet-
ics of the latter being generally several times slower than
that of the former. Transient sodium channels provide
the most famous example of this kind. They are key
players in action potential generation.

Action potential generation involves sodium and potas-
sium channels

At rest, excitable cell membrane is hyperpolarized
(around −70 mV), as predicted by the GHK equation,
the cell being slightly more permeable to potassium than
to sodium in that state. As an external excitatory stim-
ulation occurs, it induces a modest depolarization of the
cell, from which two scenarii are possible: either the stim-
ulation is not strong enough to activate the endogenous
machinery of the cell, which recovers its resting poten-
tial as soon as the stimulation is relaxed (the stimulation
is said to be “subthreshold”, and the information is not
transmitted by the neuron) ; or stimulation amplitude
is sufficiently high (“suprathreshold”) to generate a cas-
cade of membrane permeability changes to sodium and
potassium ions, which are at the origin of the action po-
tential generation. These permeability changes rely of
the particular kinetics of sodium and potassium channels
inserted in the membrane, as sketched in Fig. 2.5.

Cell membrane of most excitable cells contains tran-
sient sodium channels and delayed-rectifier potassium
channels. Transient sodium channels are voltage-gated
ion channels that are selectively permeable to sodium. As
mentioned above, their gating shows a bidirectional sen-
sitivity to membrane potential variations: they are rapidly
activated but slowly inactivated by membrane depolariza-
tion. Delayed-rectifier potassium channels are solely ac-
tivated by membrane depolarization, activation kinetics
being in a similar time-scale of transient sodium channel
inactivation, therefore several times slower than sodium
channel activation. This configuration is illustrated in
Fig. 2.5, activation (resp. inactivation) channel prop-
erties being illustrated by activation (resp. inactivation)
gates.

At rest, the membrane potential is hyperpolarized;
sodium and potassium channel activation gates are both
closed and sodium channel inactivation gate is open,
which makes cell membrane barely permeable to these
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Figure 2.5 – Mechanisms of action potential generation. The figure shows the time-course of a typical action potential
(left) as well as an illustration of the intracellular mechanisms at the origin of its generation (right). A. At rest, membrane
potential being hyperpolarized (Vm ' −70 mV), sodium and potassium channel activation gates are both closed and sodium
channel inactivation gate is open, which makes cell membrane barely permeable to these ions. B. The depolarization induced
by the excitatory stimulus promotes the rapid opening of sodium channel activation gate (b1), whereas sodium inactivation
gate and potassium activation gate do not move, due to their slower kinetics. This induces a massive flow of sodium ions
into the cell, generating a strong membrane depolarization, membrane potential converging toward sodium reversal potential
(Vm ↗ VNa ' +40 mV). C. After several hundreds of microseconds, potassium channel activation gate starts to open (c1) and
sodium channel inactivation gate start to close (c2), due to the strong membrane potential depolarization. This both disrupts
the flow of sodium across the cell membrane and allows potassium to flow out of the cell, generating a strong membrane
hyperpolarization, membrane potential now converging toward potassium reversal potential (Vm ↘ VK ' −90 mV). D. Cell
hyperpolarization first promotes the closing of sodium channel activation gate (d2), and than the closing of potassium channel
activation gate (d1) and the opening of sodium channel inactivation gate (d3). The membrane recovers its initial permeability
to sodium and potassium ions together with its initial resting potential.
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ions (phase A in Fig. 2.5). The occurrence of a
suprathreshold stimulation induces the generation of an
action potential, whose mechanisms rely on the following
cascade of ion channel gating variations:

i. The depolarization induced by the excitatory stim-
ulus promotes the rapid opening of sodium chan-
nel activation gates, whereas sodium inactivation
gate and potassium activation gate do not move,
due to their slower kinetics. This induces a mas-
sive flow of sodium ions into the cell, generating
a strong membrane depolarization, membrane po-
tential converging toward sodium reversal potential
(Vm ↗ VNa ' +40 mV) (phase B in Fig. 2.5).
Here, the rising phase of the action potential shows
a slow initial phase (B) followed by a rapid phase
(B‘). This comes from the voltage-dependence of
sodium channel activation time constant, this con-
stant decreasing as the membrane depolarizes.

ii. After several hundreds of microseconds, potassium
channel activation gates start to open and sodium
channel inactivation gates start to close, due to
the strong membrane potential depolarization. This
both disrupts the flow of sodium across the cell
membrane and allows potassium to flow out of the
cell, generating a strong membrane hyperpolariza-
tion, membrane potential now converging toward
potassium reversal potential (Vm ↘ VK ' −90 mV)
(phase C in Fig. 2.5).

iii. Cell hyperpolarization first promotes the closing of
sodium channel activation gates, and than the clos-
ing of potassium channel activation gates and the
opening of sodium channel inactivation gates. The
membrane recovers its initial permeability to sodium
and potassium ions together with its initial resting
potential (phase D in Fig. 2.5).

Note that ion concentrations across the cell mem-
brane are here considered constant during action poten-
tial generation. Indeed, ion concentration variations are
very small and their asymmetric distribution across cell
membrane is ensured by active transporters such as the
Na+/K+ATPase, as mentioned above. However, this
parameter can be important for neuron excitability in spe-
cific cases.

These physiological events can be mathematically
modeled, following the mathematical steps described
above. Namely, if we solely consider the case of transient
sodium channels and delayed-rectifier potassium chan-
nels, Eq. 2.10 becomes

CmV̇m = − ḡNamNahNa(Vm − VNa)
− ḡKmK(Vm − VK)
− gleak(Vm − Vleak) + Iapp, (2.16)

where the term gleak(Vm−Vleak) accounts for the passive
diffusion occurring through the membrane independently
of voltage-gated channels.

The variables mNa and hNa are the activation and
inactivation variables of sodium channels, respectively,
and mK the activation variable of potassium channels.
In the remaining of this disseration, the term mx (resp.
hx) will always refer to the activation (resp. inactivation)
variable of the current Ix. Following the formalism of Eq.
2.14, the kinetics of these variables are given by

τmNa
(Vm)ṁNa = (mNa −mNa,∞(Vm)) (2.17)

τhNa
(Vm)ḣNa = (hNa − hNa,∞(Vm)) (2.18)

τmK
(Vm)ṁK = (mK −mK,∞(Vm)). (2.19)

A negative ṁx means that the activation gate mx is
closing, and conversely.

Equations 2.16, 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 define a model
of neuronal membrane potential variations, composed of
transient sodium channels and delayed-rectifier potas-
sium channels. This model is therefore potentially ca-
pable of generating action potentials in response to ex-
ternal excitatory stimuli, according to the kinetics of the
included channels.

The voltage-clamp technique

Ion channel kinetics can be measured experimentally us-
ing the “Voltage-clamp” technique. This method con-
sists in fixing the membrane potential to particular con-
stant values and recording the ionic currents flowing
through the membrane at these potentials. Indeed, if
Vm is fixed, V̇m = 0 and Eq. 2.16 becomes

Iapp = + ḡNamNahNa(Vm − VNa)
+ ḡKmK(Vm − VK)
+ gleak(Vm − Vleak), (2.20)

which shows that the applied current needed to maintain
Vm at a target value is a direct image of the ionic cur-
rents, the amplitude of these ionic currents being there-
fore indirectly measured. Moreover, specific ion channels
can be isolated from the others, either pharmacologically
or via changes in the experimental protocol. For instance,
Hodgkin and Huxley extracted the potassium current by
removing all sodium ions from the extracellular medium,
which made the presence of a sodium current improbable.

Two key parameters of ion channel kinetics can be
extracted from these recordings: its voltage-dependence
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(X∞(Vm)), which can be measured for each value of
membrane potential when the current has reached its
steady-state, and its time constant (τX(Vm)), which can
be extracted from the transient phase occurring in re-
action to an abrupt change in Vm. These experimental
traces can be fitted by a mathematical expression. For in-
stance, fitting experimental results obtained on the squid
giant axon to the HH model proposed the following equa-
tions

CmV̇m = − ḡNam
3
NahNa(Vm − VNa)

− ḡKm
4
K(Vm − VK)

− gleak(Vm − Vleak) + Iapp,

with

τmNa
(Vm) ˙mNa = −(mNa −mNa,∞(Vm))

τhNa
(Vm) ˙hNa = −(hNa − hNa,∞(Vm))

τmK
(Vm)ṁK = −(mK −mK,∞(Vm)),

where

τX(Vm) =
1

αX(Vm) + βX(Vm)

X∞(Vm) =
αX(Vm)

αX(Vm) + βX(Vm)
,

and

αmNa
(Vm) =

Vm + 35
10
[
1− e−(Vm+35)/10

]
βmNa

(Vm) = 4e−(Vm+60)/18

αhNa
(Vm) = 0.07e−(Vm+60)/20

βhNa
(Vm) =

1
1 + e−(Vm+30)/10

αmK
(Vm) =

Vm + 50
100

[
1− e−(Vm+50)/10

]
βmK

(Vm) = 0.125e−(Vm+60)/80.

Fig. 2.6 shows a simulation of the effect of subthresh-
old and suprathreshold excitatory inputs on the behavior
of the model, which demonstrate that model behavior
is very close to experimental observations. This model
can therefore be used to investigate the evolution of an
excitable cell plasma membrane in different conditions.

A constant depolarizing current can induce sustained
membrane potential oscillations

Fig. 2.7 shows the response of the HH model to two
step inputs of excitatory current. In response to a sub-
threshold step input, the modeled neuron generates a
transient action potential before reaching a new stable
steady-state (Fig. 2.7A). In contrast, in response to a
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Figure 2.6 – Effect of subthreshold (A) and suprathreshold
(B) inputs on HH model behavior. A and B. Variations of
membrane potential (top) and gating variables (bottom) over
time.

suprathreshold step input, the neuron membrane poten-
tial starts to oscillate (Fig. 2.7B). Physiologically speak-
ing, these oscillations can be assimilated to a periodic
opening and closing of the Na+ voltage-gated channels
and conversely for the K+ voltage-gated channels.

From a system theory point of view, such a change in
system behavior relies on an abrupt change in its intrin-
sic dynamical properties: the system undergoes a bifurca-
tion. These qualitative changes are generally analyzed via
the construction of a bifurcation diagram, which shows
the behavior of the model according to the value of a
chosen parameter, called the bifurcation parameter.

Fig. 2.8 shows the bifurcation diagram of the HH
model, where the amplitude of the applied current Iapp
is the bifurcation parameter. Indeed, the change in be-
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(B) step inputs on HH model behavior. A and B. Variations
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over time.

havior that occurs in Fig. 2.7 is due to the application
of a step input of excitatory current of sufficient am-
plitude, which justifies the choice of this parameter as
the bifurcation parameter. This diagram shows three
qualitatively different zones, delimited by two bifurca-
tions (HBlow and HBhigh, HB for Hopf bifurcation).
Below HBlow, the system has one stable steady-state
Vss corresponding to the hyperpolarized resting poten-
tial (black full line). This configuration corresponds to
Fig. 2.7A, where the neuron returns to its resting state
after generating one transient action potential. Between
HBlow and HBhigh, the stable steady-state correspond-
ing to the hyperpolarized resting potential becomes un-
stable (black dashed line), whereas a stable limit cycle

appears, whose minimum and maximum values are de-
picted by the blue curves (Vmin and Vmax, respectively).
This configuration corresponds to Fig. 2.7B, where the
neuron exhibits sustained oscillations as a response to
the step input of excitatory current. Finally, the stable
limit cycle vanishes and the steady-state becomes stable
again above HBhigh, which corresponds to a stable de-
polarized resting potential, often called “depolarization
block” in experimental electrophysiology.

These analyses show how bifurcation theory can help
understanding dynamical phenomena observed in neu-
rons. It is widely used in the investigation of neuronal
excitability (see [46, 90, 101], among others). In par-
ticular, the three different types of excitability originally
described by Hodgkin [80] have been shown to originate
from different bifurcation types [46, 90], leading to the
concept of Type I, Type II and Type II excitability. In-
deed, many bifurcation types exist, from which originate
specific dynamical properties. These concepts are fur-
ther analyzed and discussed in Part II and Part III of the
dissertation.

A two-dimensional reduction of the Hodgkin Huxley
model uncovers the dynamics of action potential gen-
eration

Conductance-based models of neurons are high-
dimensional models whose complexity makes their dy-
namical analyses complicated. In particular, although
HH model has given strong insights on the mechanisms
of action potential generation, the key parameters are
not easy to extract from this model.

In the early sixties, Richard FitzHugh proposed a strat-
egy to reduce HH model complexity [50]. Taking ad-
vantage of timescale separation, he reduced the four di-
mensional HH model to a two-dimensional model that
qualitatively reproduces the behavior of the original one.
In particular, he realized that transient sodium channel
activation mNa is one order of magnitude faster than
all other gating variables, whereas sodium channel in-
activation hNa and potassium channel activation mK

evolve on a similar timescale. As a consequence, he
considered sodium channel activation as instantaneous
(mNa ≈ mNa,∞(Vm)), and combined hNa and mK

in one slow variable w (mK = w, hNa = 0.8 − w).
FitzHugh reduction of HH model reads

CmV̇m = − ḡNam
3
Na,∞(Vm)(0.8− w)(Vm − VNa)

− ḡKw
4(Vm − VK)

− gleak(Vm − Vleak) + Iapp,

τw(Vm)ẇ = − (w − w∞(Vm)).

The interest of reducing HH model complexity to a
two-dimensional model is to allow the use of phase por-
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Figure 2.8 – Bifurcation diagram of the HH model
with the applied current Iapp as the bifurcation pa-
rameter. The black line corresponds to the steady-
state Vss (full line=stable, dashed line=unstable). Blue
lines correspond to limit cycles (full line=stable, dashed
line=unstable). HB denotes an Hopf Bifurcation. Ap-
plying a step input of excitatory current of sufficient am-
plitude induces a bifurcation in the HH model, switching
from a stable resting potential (red dot) to sustained
oscillations (red oriented lines).

trait analyses to uncover the dynamics of action potential
generation, as shown in Fig. 2.9. A phase portrait is a
visual display of system characteristics, each axe display-
ing one state variable. The blue and red curves represent
nullclines, i.e. the locus of points where the derivative
is null. The V -nullcline corresponds to all (Vm, w) for
which V̇m = 0 (red curve in Fig. 2.9). Similarly, the
w-nullcline corresponds to all (Vm, w) for which ẇ = 0
(blue curve in Fig. 2.9). The intersection between the
two nullclines, where both V̇m = 0 and ẇ = 0, corre-
sponds to a fixed point of the system. This fixed point
can be stable or unstable, depending on the local prop-
erties of the vector field at this point.

Fig. 2.9A illustrates the excitability of the HH model in
the phase portrait. For subthreshold stimulus, the volt-
age increases only sightly before it decreases monotoni-
cally to its steady-state value. For suprathreshold stim-
ulus, the neuron produces an action potential. Firstly,
the membrane potential quickly increases, whereas w
barely varies, and the trajectory is almost horizontal until
it reaches the sodium resting potential (Phase 1 in Fig.
2.9A). Secondly, w slowly increases. It corresponds to the
inactivation of sodium channels and the activation of the
potassium channels (Phase 2 in Fig. 2.9A). Thirdly, w
becomes large and Vm starts to decrease quickly, reaching
the potassium resting potential (Phase 3 in Fig. 2.9A).
Finally, w decreases slowly and the neuron reaches its
initial resting potential (Phase 4 in Fig. 2.9A). This is
the typical geometry of action potential generation.

Phase portrait analysis is useful to extract key param-
eters of neuronal excitability. It shows that a growth of
potential for suprathreshold simulations is solely possible
if the voltage dynamics are much faster than the recov-
ery dynamics, allowing the horizontal trajectory of phase
1 in Fig. 2.9A. Likewise, the inverted N shape of the
V -nullcline is also essential. Namely, an action potential
is generated if the stimulation puts the trajectory below
both the V -nullcline and the w-nullcline, which defines
the excitability threshold (further explanations on these
properties are provided in [46, 90, 101], among others).
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Figure 2.9 – Phase portrait analyses of the reduced HH
model for two different values of Iapp. A and B. Top:
Variations of the membrane potential over time for two dif-
ferent initial conditions (full line and dashed line). Bottom:
phase portrait of the reduced model, showing the V -nullcline
(red), the w-nullcline (blue) and the trajectories correspond-
ing to the time-courses of the top panel (full and dashed black
curves).
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These dynamical properties are shared by most neuron
types.

Fig. 2.9B shows membrane potential response to the
application of a constant current. As it is the case for the
original HH model, the application of a sufficiently large
constant current generates oscillations. With the phase
plane analysis, we can now investigate the dynamical ori-
gin of these oscillations. Applying a constant current
translates the V -nullcline vertically. The intersection be-
tween the two nullclines is moved to the right, and when
this intersection passes the local minimum of the V null-
cline, the fixed point becomes unstable and a stable limit
cycle appears in the phase plane, resulting in sustained
oscillations (dashed black line). This phenomenon corre-
sponds to the bifurcation we extracted from the original
HH model in Fig. 2.8.

To summary, bifurcation analyses of conductance-
based models and phase portrait analyses of reduced
models give important insights on the mechanisms un-
derlying neuronal excitability and action potential gener-
ation. These tools are extensively used in the forthcom-
ing chapters.

The Richness of Neuronal Excitability

Neurons exhibit a wide variety of electrophysiological
properties

The mechanisms of action potential generation described
above are common to almost all neurons. However, there
exist many different neuron types that sustain various
functions within the nervous system. These neurons
build their diversity on their morphology, interconnec-
tions, electrochemistry, etc. ; but also on the particular
way they generate action potentials over time. That is,
each neuron is able to exhibit one or several specific firing
pattern, this firing pattern being a key component of its
signaling.

Fig. 2.10 shows different firing patterns exhibited by
different neuron types of the mammalian brain. Its shows
that the firing rate and pattern can be highly different
from one neuronal population to the other, but also in a
same population, as illustrated for cortical pyramidal and
thalamic relay cells. Two important firing patterns are
often described: single-spike firing and burst firing. Burst
firing corresponds to the generation of relatively high fre-
quency spiking periods separated by quiescent periods.
Many cell types are able to switch between these two
modes, as illustrated in the figure. The mechanisms un-
derlying this switch of firing pattern represent one main
investigation of the present dissertation.

Neurodynamical richness relies on ion channel diversity

Action potential generation in the squid giant axon solely
relies on one transient voltage-gated sodium channel and
one delayed-rectifier voltage-gated potassium channels,
as shown above. However, a large amount of different ion
channels exists. Namely, ion channels can be permeable
to different ion types, the more frequent being sodium,
potassium, calcium and chloride. These channels can
be voltage-gated, ligand-gated, molecule-gated, etc., and
even channels whose permeability and gating properties
are similar can strongly differ in their properties, such as
gating kinetics for instance, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11 for
voltage-gated potassium channels.

Figure 2.11 – Phylogenic tree of voltage-gated potassium
channels. Taken from [69]

The great diversity in neuronal excitability arises form
this diversity in ion channel subtypes. A main challenge in
modern electrophysiology is therefore to extract the key
players of the firing patterns of the different neuron types,
which is the main motivation of the present dissertation.
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Figure 2.10 – Neurons exhibit various electrophysiological properties. The figures show different firing patterns exhibited
by different neuron types of the mammalian brain. Taken from [21]



Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

This chapter attempts to give a brief overview of sev-
eral experimental techniques available for single-cell elec-
trophysiology. Its main goal is to familiarize the reader
with the different techniques used in this thesis.

Single-cell recordings on brain slices

In vitro recordings are generally performed on brain slices
or cell cultures. Brain cells are kept alive artificially, via
the continuous perfusion of an oxygenated artificial cere-
brospinal fluid (ACSF) in the recording chamber. The
ACSF shares most properties of the physiological cere-
brospinal fluid, such as its pH (around 7.4), its osmolarity
(around 300 mOsm), its ionic composition (high sodium
concentration, low potassium concentration), etc. There
exists three main types of in vitro recordings, that is ex-
tracellular recordings, intracellular recordings and patch-
clamp recordings (Fig. 3.1).

Extracellular recordings

It is possible to record neuron electrical activity from the
extracellular medium with a rather thick electrode. With
this technique, only abrupt changes in target cell mem-
brane potential can be recorded, not the membrane po-
tential itself (Fig. 3.1, left). This technique is therefore
widely used to record neuron firing pattern and analyze
its response to pharmacological compounds, for instance.
As for all in vitro recordings, these compounds are per-
fused in the recording chamber together with the ACSF,
so all neurons of the brain slice are affected.

One main advantage of this recording technique is that
it does not affect the integrity of the cell, the electrode
staying in the extracellular space, in contrast with the
other techniques. On the other hand, it is not possible to
directly record the membrane potential or ionic currents,
as mentioned above. In addition, it is not possible to
apply any current to the neuron.

Intracellular recordings

Intracellular recordings allow a direct recording of neuron
membrane potential (Fig. 3.1, middle). In this case, a
very thin electrode is inserted into the cytoplasm through
the plasma membrane. This technique is therefore rather
invasive, but the cell generally tolerates it thanks to the
thinness of the electrode and the fluidity of the plasma
membrane.

Current clamp is possible during intracellular record-
ings. Namely, it is possible to inject either excitatory
or inhibitory currents to the recorded cell to investigate
its excitability properties. This technique is well suited
for current clamp recordings because it barely affects the
composition of the intracellular medium, electrode thin-
ness limiting the diffusion of its internal solution.

Patch clamp recordings

Patch-clamp recording is the most advanced technique
used in single-cell electrophysiology. It has been devel-
oped by Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, for which they received the Nobel Prize
in Physiology or Medicine in 1991.

In this case, the electrode is sealed onto the surface
of the cell membrane, rather than inserted through it
(Fig. 3.1, right). Similarly to intracellular recording, it
allows a direct recording of neuron membrane potential,
but greatly extends the analysis possibilities. It allows to
record neuron activity both in current-clamp or voltage-
clamp mode. The latter mode is used to measure the ion
currents through the membrane of the recorded cell while
holding the membrane voltage at a target value. This
technique also makes single-channel recordings possible.
There indeed exists many different patch-clamp config-
urations, such as cell-attached, whole-cell, inside-out,
outside-out and nucleated patch, among others. Each
of these configurations permits to extract particular pa-
rameters.

One main peculiarity of the patch clamp technique is
the existence of a continuum between the internal pipette
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Extracellular Recording Intracellular Recording Patch-clamp Recording

Pharmacology Current-Clamp, Pharmacology Voltage-Clamp, Current-Clamp,
 Pharmacology

Figure 3.1 – Neuron electrical activity can be recorded using different techniques.

solution and the cytoplasm in whole-cell configuration. It
induces the diffusion of the different molecules from the
intracellular space to the pipette and conversely, which
can be a good and a bad thing. Firstly, this property
can be used to diffuse a specific dye or pharmacological
compound into the cytoplasm of the sole recorded cell.
This technique is often used to permit the post localiza-
tion of the recorded neuron in the slice, via the diffusion
of a fluorescent dye. On the other hand, diffusion of the
internal pipette solution into the cytoplasm can induce
the dilution of the cell intracellular space, potentially af-
fecting its integrity. As a consequence, we keep using
extracellular and intracellular recordings when we need to
record neuronal activity in endogenous or current-clamp
configurations.

Single-cell extracellular recordings in vivo

It is also possible to record neurons in in vivo conditions,
both on anesthetized or awake animals.

Theoretically, the three methods described for in vitro
recordings might be used in vivo. However, extracel-
lular recordings are most widely used, because of their
relative simplicity and because neuron firing pattern is
generally the signal of interest. Some laboratories start
nevertheless to perform patch clamp recordings in vivo,
but mainly in neurons that are close to the brain surface,
such as cortical neurons.

There are three main ways of applying pharmacologi-
cal compounds during in vivo recordings: Intraperitoneal
(i.p.) injection, intravenous (i.v.) injection and microion-
tophoresis. The injection methods are systemic. In that
sense, they spread the compound into the whole organ-
ism, which potentially affects all cells. They can there-
fore act indirectly on the recorded neuron via changes
in the firing of their afferents. This limitation can nev-
ertheless be overcome by the use of synaptic blockers.
This technique is usually used for the application of un-
charged pharmacological compounds that can cross the
blood brain barrier.

Microiontophoresis can be very local. This technique
involves a microiontophoresis pipette located very close
to the recording electrode, in which are stored one or
several pharmacological compounds. For instance, the
pipettes we use in the laboratory of neurophysiology are
composed of six channels, five of them being potentially
filled by one specific drug (the sixth one is the reference).
As a consequence, the applied compound specifically af-
fects the recorded neuron, and have little systemic ef-
fects. Only charged drugs can be applied using this tech-
nique. Indeed, the retention or extrusion of the drug is
performed via the application of a small current in the
corresponding channel. The amount of extruded com-
pound depends on the intensity of the applied current,
which makes a dose/response analysis possible.
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Introduction

Midbrain dopaminergic (DA, i.e. dopamine releasing)
neurons sustain important physiological functions such as
control of movement [97] and signaling of positive error in
reward prediction in the mesolimbic system [158]. A dys-
function of the DA system is implicated in the pathophys-
iology of Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, and drug
abuse [87].

Under physiological conditions, DA neurons can switch
between three distinct firing modes: tonic (pacemaker),
irregular [62], and burst firing [17, 63] (Fig. II.I), and the
firing pattern of these cells strongly affects behavioral pa-
rameters, because this pattern has a strong influence on
postsynaptic DA receptor activation. For instance, dis-
ruption of burst firing in the mesolimbic system, which
is known to blunt increases in dopamine concentrations
[27], has been shown to affect cue-dependent reward
learning [206].

Many studies have focused on the factors controlling
the switch of firing pattern in DA neurons. It is gener-
ally agreed that bursting requires an external glutamater-
gic excitatory input stimulating N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors [98, 137] . This has been further
demonstrated recently by the observation that selective
genetic inactivation of NMDA receptors in these neu-
rons strongly disrupts burst firing, with many important
behavioral consequences [206]. On the other hand, ac-
tivation of GABAA inhibitory receptors inhibits bursting
because of their shunting effect on the oscillatory behav-
ior [181]. Finally, both in vitro and in vivo experiments
show that a reduction of a potassium conductance me-
diated by small conductance Ca2+-activated K+ (SK)
channels greatly potentiates irregularity and/or bursting
[95, 133, 164, 167, 168, 191]. Although these studies
have brought important insights in firing pattern regu-
lation of DA neurons, the mechanisms underlying this
regulation remain unclear to date.

In the following chapter, we analyze the ionic mech-
anisms underlying these firing activities, via the combi-
nation of mathematical modeling, in vitro recordings on
brain slices and in vivo recordings on anesthetized rats.

In Chapter 4, we develop a minimal model of a DA neu-
ron that contains the minimal set of conductances that is
necessary to reproduce the firing patterns of these cells.
This qualitative model is sufficiently simple to allow deep
mathematical analyses, in opposition to existing detailed
models that focus on quantitative phenomena.

Using this simple model, we analyze the mechanisms
underlying DA neuron pacemaking in vitro in Chapter 5.
In particular, we discuss the cooperative role of sodium
and L-type calcium channels in the spontaneous genera-
tion of spikes and slow oscillatory potentials (SOPs), and
we highlight this cooperation as the origin of discrepan-
cies observed in the experimental literature regarding the
role of these channels.

In vivo entrainability mechanisms are discussed in
Chapter 6. This chapter mainly focuses on the role of
SK channels as regulators of synaptically-induced burst-
ing and synchrony of DA neurons. It suggests that physi-
ological regulations of these channels, through G-protein
coupled receptors (GPCR) for instance, might be at the
basis of the switches in firing patterns and synchrony ob-
served in DA neurons in vivo. This physiological switch
is critical for the generation of motor action [97], for in-
stance.

Finally, we analyze a potential origin of selective modu-
lation of bursting in DA neurons, via regulation of KCNQ
K+ channels. These potassium channels have been re-
cently detected in DA neurons, but they do not affect the
pacemaking behavior in vitro [75]. Using a published de-
tailed mathematical model [23] and in vivo extracellular
recordings on anesthetized rats, we show that the role of
this current is overcomed by SK channels in single-spike
firing, but strongly affects the quantity of SK channel
blockade-induced bursting in vivo.
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Figure II.I – Pacemaker and burst firing of midbrain dopaminergic neurons (adapted from [62, 63])



Chapter 4

A Simple Qualitative Model of a Dopaminergic Neuron

DA neuron electrophysiology has been modeled by sev-
eral groups [3, 23, 24, 105, 111, 113, 196]. Most of these
models were elaborated in order to reproduce experimen-
tal observations. Although they clearly succeed at mak-
ing detailed predictions, their complexity may prevent a
detailed analysis of the mechanisms underlying the firing
patterns of these neurons.

In order to extract the essential mechanisms of firing
of DA neurons, we develop a minimal model endowed
with the minimal set of conductances which is neces-
sary to reproduce the firing patterns of these cells. The
model follows a scheme based on the Hodgkin-Huxley
(HH) model [81]. An equivalent circuit of the model
is shown in Fig. 4.1. It is composed of voltage-gated
sodium channels INa and delayed-rectifiers potassium
channels IK,DR, which are responsible for the rising and
the falling phases of action potentials, respectively. The
equations for these currents are identical for those of the
HH model, where time constants are tuned to fit DA
neuron specifics (τDA = 0.25τHH , see [40] for detailed
equations).

Because the endogenous rhythm of SNc DA neurons
strongly relies on variations of intracellular calcium con-
centration [70], we added calcium dynamics to the HH
model:

d[Ca2+]in
dt

= − k1(ICa,L + ICa,pump)

− kC [Ca2+]in − k2INa.

Calcium enters through L-type calcium channels en-
dowed with calcium dependent inactivation (CDI) [78,
201], whereas calcium extrusion is carried out by calcium
pumps. We choose a particular category of calcium chan-
nels; called L-type calcium channels, because they have
been shown to play an important role in the pacemaking
of SNc DA neurons [70, 143, 144]. The kinetics of these
channels are given as follows:

ICa,L = ḡCa,LdLfL(Vm − VCa)

where

τdL

ddL
dt

= dL,inf − dL,

dL,inf =
1

1 + exp (−(Vm + 55)/3)
,

τdL
= 72 exp

(
−(Vm + 45)2/400

)
+ 6

accounts for the voltage-activation of the channels, and

fL =
KM,L

KM,L + [Ca2+]in

accounts for the calcium-inactivation of the channels
[78]. The current of the calcium pump is given by:

ICa,pump = ICa,pump,max

(
1 +

KM,P

[Ca2+]in

)−1

In addition, the model contains a SK-type calcium-
activated potassium current, which has been shown to
regulate the electrophysiological behavior of these neu-
rons:

IK,Ca = ḡK,Ca

(
[Ca2+]in

KD + [Ca2+]in

)2

(Vm − VK)

In agreement with experimental results, this current is
calcium-activated but not voltage-gated.

Finally, a depolarizing current activated by an external
input was added to mimic synaptic inputs:

Isyn = Rsynḡsyn(Vm − 0).

The external input Rsyn can have different shapes: de-
terministic shapes, such as step or square wave inputs; or
a stochastic shape. The latter is designed to mimic phys-
iological synaptic inputs, which can be modeled through
a Poisson stochastic process (small amplitude noise to
mimic in vitro-like conditions and high amplitude noise
to mimic in vivo-like conditions). The chosen rate for the
stimulations is about fifty events per seconds. For the jth
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Figure 4.1 – Equivalent circuit diagram of the model. The model is composed of one compartment containing the
conductances shown, in parallel with a membrane capacitance.
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Minimal model Extracellular recordings
low synaptic noise in vitro

high synaptic noise in vivo
I        onK,Ca
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Figure 4.2 – Comparison of the behavior of the detailed model of [23] (left) and of the minimal model (middle) in in
vitro and in vivo-like conditions with experimental data obtained from dopaminergic neurons (right). In each case, the
neuron fires regularly in single spikes in vitro, and an inhibition of calcium-activated potassium channels induces burst firing
in vivo. Experimental data are from Seutin (unpublished)(upper panel) and Drion (unpublished)(lower panel).

event that occurs at time tj , the marginal activation rj
is given by

rj(t) = 0 t < tj

rj(t) = psyn exp ((tj − t)/τsyn) t ≥ tj .

The global synaptic input Rsyn is given by the sum of
the n r(t) corresponding to the n events of the Poisson
stochastic process:

Rsyn(t) =
n∑
j=1

rj(t).

The values of the parameters used for these currents
are given in Supplementary Tab. S4.1.

The proposed minimal model is able to reproduce the
firing patterns exhibited by DA neurons, namely pace-
maker firing in vitro, irregular single-spike and burst fir-
ing in vivo, or be in a hyperpolarized state (Fig. 4.2).
As it has been shown experimentally, the switch between
irregular single-spike firing and bursting can be induced
by a blockade of small conductance calcium-activated
potassium (SK) channels [96, 191].

This model serves as a basis for the analyses of DA
neuron firing patterns in vitro and in vivo proposed in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.



Chapter 5

Mechanisms of Spontaneous Firing in vitro

The nature of the channels involved in the low fre-
quency pacemaking of DA neurons is still strongly dis-
cussed. Indeed, whereas many studies have shown that
L-type calcium channels are critical for this spontaneous
activity, others, including ours, have observed little ef-
fect of a blockade of these channels on this firing pattern
(see Tab. 5.1). Therefore, the respective contribution of
calcium and sodium channels in pacemaking remains un-
clear. On the other hand, it is commonly accepted that
low-frequency spontaneous firing requires oscillations in
the cytoplasmic free calcium concentration [102, 143].

In the presence of the sodium channel blocker
tetrodotoxin (TTX), DA neurons also exhibit slow os-
cillatory potentials (SOPs) [133, 139], which have been
shown to be sustained by L-type calcium channels [70].
Guzman et al. recently observed that SOPs and spikes
are not correlated in rate and regularity, from what they
concluded that pacemaking and SOPs are driven by dif-
ferent mechanisms [70]. This conclusion is used to sup-
port the hypothesis that L-type calcium channels would
not strongly contribute to pacemaking in DA neurons,
which is in opposition with many experimental results
[143, 144] (Table 1). An additional controversy results
from the fact that the block of SK channels prolongs
depolarizing plateaus under sodium channel inhibition,
whereas it only slightly affects the firing rate when the
neurons fire action potentials.

In this chapter, we use a mathematical analysis to ex-
tract the mechanisms underlying the spontaneous activ-
ity of DA neurons. The main conclusion of our analysis
is that pacemaker firing in DA neurons is sustained by
the cooperation of sodium and L-type calcium channels
(and more modestly N-type or P/Q-type calcium chan-
nels [143]), whereas variations of the intracellular calcium
concentration play a major role in the rate of this sponta-
neous firing pattern. On the basis of this mechanism, we
identify potential causes for the experimental discrepan-
cies mentioned above, using our minimal model, as well
as the detailed model. We observe that neurons only
differing by less than 1% in their maximal sodium con-

ductance react oppositely to a blockade of L-type calcium
channels. Experiments performed in rat brain slices con-
firm that L-type calcium and sodium channels cooperate
to generate pacemaking in these neurons.

As a secondary conclusion, our model shows that, even
though the initiation of SOPs and spikes is sustained by
the same mechanism, these oscillatory patterns are not
correlated, which is in agreement with experimental re-
sults [70]. We show that this absence of correlation is
due to different mechanisms of depolarizing phase termi-
nation in the two oscillatory behaviors, as well as different
kinetics of calcium entry (resp. exit) during depolariz-
ing phases (resp. hyperpolarizing phases). These results
show that the lack of correlation between pacemaking
and SOPs does not exclude a shared initiation mecha-
nism.

Results

Experiments on neurons with very similar channel build-
ups may lead to contradictory observations.

In the absence of synaptic inputs, DA neurons fire sponta-
neously in a very regular manner [164, 200]. The mecha-
nisms underlying this pacemaker activity are still strongly
discussed, experimental results being contradictory (Ta-
ble I). However, it is commonly accepted that pacemak-
ing of DA neurons requires calcium oscillations and that
SK channels are not critical to sustain this firing pattern
[200]. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the mechanisms involved in
pacemaker firing in the minimal model. As it has been
demonstrated experimentally [70], the spontaneous ac-
tivity is synchronized with calcium oscillations. Namely,
each action potential is generated when the intracellular
calcium concentration reaches a constant minimal value
(Fig. 5.1A). This is consistent with experimental results
[70, 139].

The mechanisms involved in the pacemaker activity of
the minimal model can be fully understood using bifur-
cation analysis. The bifurcation diagram shown in Fig.
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Reference Nature of the preperation Agent used Observed effect

Nedergaard et

al., 1993

Slices from adult guinea-pigs, SNc, intra-

cellular recordings.

nifedipine (1− 20 µM) Cessation of firing at undisclosed concentration.

Mercuri et al.,

1994

Slices from adult Wistar rats, SNc and lat-

eral VTA, intracellular recordings.

nifedipine and nimodipine

(0.3− 30 µM)

Decrease in the firing rate of about 50% with 1 µM

of both drugs.

Cessation of firing with 20− 30 µM of both drugs.

Puopolo et al.,

2007

Acutely dissociated neurons from the SNc

of juvenile (16 day-old) mice, whole cell

recordings.

1.8 mM Co2+ in re-

placement of Ca2+

nimodipine (1 µM)

ω-aga-IVA (200 nM)

Cessation of firing in all neurons (17/17).

Firing rate decreased in 9/17 neurons.

Firing rate decreased in 10/14 neurons.

Chan et al.,

2007

Slices from juvenile mice (younger than

P21), SNc, cell-attached and whole-cell

recordings.

Slices from young adult mice (older than

P28), SNc, cell-attached and whole cell

recordings.

isradipine (20 µM) and

nimodipine (20 µM)

isradipine (20 µM) and

nimodipine (20 µM)

“Firing largely unaffected” (but firing reduced by an

IH blocker).

Cessation of firing in all neurons (15/15):

“plastic” phenomenon in “several” neurons (firing

resumes during block > 1 hour in some neurons).

Guzman et al.,

2009

Slices from both juvenile and young adult

mice, SNc, cell-attached and whole cell

recordings

isradipine (5 µM) Firing unaffected.

Putzier et al.,

2009

Slices from juvenile rats (younger than

P21), SNc, whole cell recordings

nimodipine (10 µM) Cessation of firing.

Khaliq and

Bean, 2010

Slices from both juvenile and young adult

mice, medial VTA, whole cell recordings

0 Ca2+, 3 mMMg2+ Firing increased three-fold.

Seutin et al.,

unpublished

Slices from adult (> 6 week-old) rats, SNc,

extracellular recordings)

nifedipine (20− 50 µM)

nimodipine (5− 20 µM)

Firing unaffected (N = 5).

Variable effects, no clear trend (N = 5).

SNc: substantia nigra, pars compacta; VTA : ventral tegmental area. Rodents are classified as juvenile (< P21),
young adults (> P28) or adult (> 6 weeks)

Table 5.1 – Effect of manipulations that block voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels on the pacemaking of midbrain DA
neurons ex vivo or in vitro.

5.1B illustrates how the spike generation is governed by
the intracellular calcium concentration, the latter being
the bifurcation parameter. The diagram defines three
distinct ranges of intracellular calcium concentration :
a low range where the only stable steady-state is de-
polarization block ([Ca2+]in ≤ [Ca2+]in,low) ; a high
range where the only stable steady-state is hyperpolar-
ization ([Ca2+]in ≥ [Ca2+]in,high) ; and an intermedi-
ate bistable range where a limit cycle may coexist with
the two stable steady-states ([Ca2+]in,low ≤ [Ca2+]in ≤
[Ca2+]in,high). The thresholds separating these zones
are mainly dependent on the regulation of calcium chan-
nels and calcium pumps by the intracellular calcium con-
centration. Thus, a rise of the intracellular calcium con-
centration induces an inactivation of the L-type calcium
channels [78, 201], which reduces the amount of in-
ward (i.e. depolarizing) current, and an activation of
calcium pumps, which increases the amount of outward
(i.e. repolarizing) current [153]. As a consequence, the

excitability of the cell decreases with the intracellular cal-
cium concentration. A variation of the intracellular cal-
cium concentration that exceeds the high threshold will
induce a switch from firing to a hyperpolarized state.
Therefore, the high threshold, which is defined as the
value of [Ca2+]in at which the stable limit cycle disap-
pears, defines the maximal possible intracellular calcium
concentration which is compatible with firing.

The low threshold in Fig. 5.1 defines the value of intra-
cellular calcium concentration at which an action poten-
tial is spontaneously generated. As a consequence, the
current which initiates the depolarization at this point is
the critical one for pacemaking. For instance, for the set
of parameter values used in Fig. 5.1, action potentials
are generated by an opening of L-type calcium channels,
and a complete blockade of these channels prevents fir-
ing. But if we use other sets of values for the conductance
of sodium and L-type calcium channels, the mechanism
of spontaneous initiation of spikes can vary. This sug-
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Figure 5.1 – Analysis of the spontaneous activity of the
minimal model. A. Variations of the membrane potential
(top) and the intracellular calcium concentration (bottom)
over time. B. Sketch of the bifurcation diagram of the mini-
mal model, with [Ca2+]in as the bifurcation parameter. The
gray part corresponds to negative values of [Ca2+]in, which
is non physiological. Vss denotes the steady-state curve for
each value of the bifurcation parameters. The dotted part
of Vss shows its unstable part. HB denotes a Hopf bifurca-
tion and SN a saddle-node bifurcation. The trajectory of the
membrane potential is plotted in red.

gests a strong cooperation between sodium and L-type
calcium channels to drive the pacemaker activity of DA
neurons, as suggested by Guzman et. al [70].

The important consequences of this cooperation are
illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The threshold separating a hyper-
polarized state (white) from pacemaking (blue) is defined
by an almost linear combination of the L-type calcium
conductance ḡCa,L and the sodium conductance ḡNa.
Moreover, when the conductance of one channel type is
above a threshold value, these channels are sufficient to
drive a spontaneous activity during blockade of the oth-

ers. As a consequence, very similar neurons which would
have minimal differences in their sodium or L-type cal-
cium channel density may exhibit very different responses
to experimental manipulations that shut off one of the
two conductances, as illustrated in the various inserts of
Fig. 5.2.

Panels A to D of Fig. 5.2 show the behavior of the
minimal model in control conditions and during block-
ade of L-type calcium channels or sodium channels for a
particular set of conductances. The blockade is mod-
eled by setting the conductance to zero. Only the
sodium and L-type calcium conductances slightly dif-
fer in the four represented situations. Note that the
electrical behavior of each modeled neuron in control
conditions is almost similar: the differences in param-
eter values are very small, and the mechanisms that
underly their spontaneous activity are similar. How-
ever, these neurons react very differently to the block-
ade of one conductance. In the case of neuron D
(ḡNa = 240mS/cm2, ḡCa,L = 2.3mS/cm2), L-type cal-
cium current inhibition completely inhibits the sponta-
neous activity of the cell, whereas an oscillatory behav-
ior remains after a sodium current inhibition. On the
basis of these experimental-like scenarii, we would con-
clude that the pacemaker activity of neuron D is driven
by L-type calcium channels. If we examine neuron A
(ḡNa = 250mS/cm2, ḡCa,L = 2.2mS/cm2), L-type cal-
cium current inhibition barely affects the firing rate and
pattern of the cell, whereas a sodium current inhibition
induces a hyperpolarization of the membrane. These ob-
servations would therefore lead to the opposite conclu-
sion, namely that the pacemaker activity of neuron A
is driven by sodium channels. As a consequence, the
results of the two experiments would be contradictory,
despite the great similarity of the neurons. More gener-
ally, Fig. 5.2 illustrates the fact that very similar neu-
rons may produce drastically different responses to the
same experimental manipulation. Remarkably, the four
distinct behaviors exhibited by almost identical neurons
in the minimal model can be exactly reproduced in the
detailed model (see details in Supplementary Fig. S5.1).

Experimental confirmation that sodium and L-type cal-
cium channels cooperate to generate spontaneous pace-
making in SNc DA neurons.

In order to confirm that the spontaneous initiation of
spikes in DA neurons is mainly sustained by the cooper-
ation between sodium and L-type calcium channels, we
performed extracellular recordings (additional to those
reported in Tab. 1) of these neurons in slices from adult
rats containing the substantia nigra pars compacta. A
potential advantage of this recording method is that it
does not disrupt the contents of the neuron, contrary to
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Figure 5.2 – Cooperation between sodium and calcium channels in the generation of spontaneous activity in the minimal
model and in the detailed model. The center panels show the type of pacemaker activity according to the value of sodium
and L-type calcium conductances. The white zone represents the couples of conductances which result in a hyperpolarized
state of the cell and the dark blue zone accounts for pacemaking. Each insert shows the behavior of the model in control
condition and during a blockade of L-type calcium channels or sodium channels for a particular set of conductances. The
pacemaker behavior of the model strongly relies on the values of both the sodium and the L-type calcium conductances.
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Figure 5.3 – Effect of sodium and L-type calcium channel blockade on the firing of SNc dopaminergic neurons in vitro.
A1. Extracellular recording of a DA cell in control conditions (left) and after application of 20 µM nifedipine (right). A2.
Same as A1. after a 80% reduction of the sodium conductance by the superfusion of 30 nM TTX. B. Evolution of the mean
firing rate (samples of 2 minutes) of a DA cell over time. C. Mean firing frequency (N = 6) for each condition (mean ± sem).
A simultaneous application of TTX and nifedipine affects the firing of the cells more strongly, as compared to the application
of either of the two compounds alone. All experiments were performed in the presence of blockers of synaptic transmission.
Note that the superfusion of the blockers produces an excitation of the neurons, which can be attributed to the block of
inhibitory D2 autoreceptors. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.

conventional patch-clamp recordings. For these experi-
ments, we superfused the slices with blockers of synaptic
transmission (10 µM CNQX, 1 µM MK801, 10 µM
SR95531, 1 µM sulpiride and 1 µM CGP55845, which
block AMPA, NMDA, GABAA, D2 and GABAB recep-
tors, respectively), in order to isolate the neurons from
their afferences. Control experiments showed that ap-
plication of the synaptic blockers alone induced a small
increase in firing rate which was stable for at least one
hour (n=4, Supplementary Fig. S5.2).

We next tested the effect of 20 µM nifedipine (a L-
type calcium channel blocker), 30 nM TTX (a sodium
channel blocker), as well as their simultaneous applica-

tion on the firing rate of DA cells, respectively. This con-
centration of TTX was used because it had been shown
to block a major fraction (about 80%) of the somatic
sodium conductance [165], but did not abolish action
potentials. The precise experimental protocol is shown
graphically in Fig. 5.3B and is described in detail in the
Methods section.

These recordings were performed on eleven neurons.
In one case, nifedipine completely inhibited the sponta-
neous activity of the cell. In four other cells, nifedip-
ine produced little effect, whereas TTX completely sup-
pressed the firing (not shown). In the six other neu-
rons, coapplication of nifedipine and TTX inhibited the
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firing to a greater extent than either agent alone. In-
deed, an ANOVA test showed that the firing rate of the
neurons was different in the four experimental conditions
(synaptic blockers alone, +nifedipine, +TTX, +TTX and
nifedipine, F[3,20] = 21.12, p =0.000002). The appli-
cation of nifedipine alone did not significantly affect the
firing rate of these cells (from 2.51 ± 0.26 Hz to 2.11 ±
0.16 Hz, mean ± s.e.m., p = 0.52, Tukey’s post hoc test)
(Fig. 5.3). The application of TTX alone significantly
but only partially decreased the firing rate of the cells to
1.59 ± 0.10 Hz (p < 0.05), and reduced the amplitude of
spikes. The latter effect is in agreement with the fact that
the maximal sodium conductance is quite reduced. The
simultaneous application of TTX and nifedipine reduced
the firing rate of the cells to 0.37 ± 0.25 Hz (p < 0.001),
and this reduction was significantly larger than the effect
of either agent alone (p < 0.001 vs nifedipine, p < 0.01
vs TTX). Moreover, the simultaneous pharmacological
block of sodium (80%) and L-type calcium channels al-
most completely eliminated the spontaneous firing in 5
of these 6 cells (frequency ≤ 0.4 Hz). In summary, our
experiments confirm that the degree of cooperation be-
tween the two currents is highly variable from neuron to
neuron, even in a fixed experimental protocol.

Pacemaking can be driven by different cooperating cur-
rents.

The fact that L-type calcium channels and sodium chan-
nels can cooperatively drive the pacemaker activity of DA
neurons can be explained by comparing the I-V curves of
the two currents (Supplementary Fig. S5.3A). Indeed,
Putzier et al. recently showed that the only critical pa-
rameter of the L-type calcium current for pacemaking
is the value of its half-activation potential (V 1

2
), which

should not be too negative [144]. Moreover, they showed
that artificial NMDA receptors that would have a simi-
lar half-activation potential would also induce sustained
firing. The half-activation potentials of sodium and L-
type calcium channels are very similar (Supplementary
Fig. S5.3A), which explains why they can cooperate in
the pacemaking generation.

This similarity is observed in the detailed model as
well (Supplementary Fig. S5.3B). If we compare the I-V
curves of the other calcium currents, it is clear that, in
this model, N-type calcium channels have a V 1

2
similar to

the one of sodium and L-type calcium channels, whereas
V 1

2
of T-type calcium channels is much more negative.

On the basis of these observations, the previous analysis
suggests that N-type calcium channels should be able to
induce pacemaking if their density is high enough whereas
T-type channels, which have a significant more negative
V 1

2
, should not. We test this hypothesis in Fig. 5.4

(where we reduce the sodium conductance to reduce the

contribution of sodium channels to the pacemaking) us-
ing the detailed model. As predicted, a N-type calcium
current of sufficient amplitude is able to drive a low-
frequency pacemaker activity, whereas a T-type calcium
current is not, even with a very high maximal conduc-
tance value. Moreover, N-type channels are able to in-
duce SOPs when sodium channels are blocked, as L-type
channels do (Fig. 5.2C and D). These simulations are
therefore in agreement with the prediction that whatever
the nature of the depolarizing current, the only parame-
ter which is critical is its voltage dependence, and more
precisely its half-activation potential [144].

The common mechanism of pacemaking and slow os-
cillatory potentials does not imply that these oscillatory
activities are correlated or are affected in the same way
by the same experimental manipulation.

Our minimal model also sheds light on the mechanisms
of, and related controversies on, slow oscillatory poten-
tials (SOPs). Indeed, it has experimentally been shown
that SNc DA neurons exhibit SOPs during application of
TTX in vitro [133, 139], and that these SOPs are driven
by L-type calcium channels [70]. Recently, it has been
shown that pacemaking and SOPs are uncorrelated [70],
which led to the conclusion that these two oscillatory be-
haviors are driven by different mechanisms, thus rejecting
L-type calcium channels for pacemaking.

In addition, it has been reported that block of the SK
current on TTX-treated DA neurons strongly affects the
shape of SOPs. Namely, this manipulation significantly
increases the duration of the depolarizing and hyperpolar-
izing phases [139]. This observation led to the hypothe-
sis that, in control condition, this inhibition might induce
burst firing in DA neurons. However, experiments have
invalidated this intuitive suggestion, SK channel block-
ade only inducing irregularities in the firing of these cells,
but not bursting (at least not reproducibly) [200]. These
contradictory observations can be explained through an
analysis of the behavior of the minimal model in config-
urations that mimic these experiments.

For a sufficiently high value of ḡCa,L (compare Fig.
5.2C,D and Fig. 5.2A,B), SOPs are also observed af-
ter blockade of the sodium current in the minimal model
(Fig. 5.5C). As in the case of pacemaking, these SOPs
are synchronized with the calcium oscillations (Supple-
mentary Fig. S5.4). Fig. 5.5 shows how sodium channel
blockade affects the bifurcation diagram in the presence
and in the absence of SK channels. As illustrated in the
figure, sodium channel blockade has no effect on the low
threshold, which implies that a same mechanism initiates
both spikes and SOPs in the minimal model.

In contrast, sodium channel blockade has a critical im-
pact on the high threshold. Indeed, the Hopf bifurcation
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which defines the high threshold in pacemaking vanishes
when sodium channels are blocked. As a consequence,
the high threshold of SOPs is defined at the right saddle-
node bifurcation, which is masked by the Hopf bifurcation
in control conditions. This implies that, whereas the de-
polarization mechanism is identical in spikes and SOPs,
the repolarization mechanisms are different.

This difference has significant consequences on the
model behavior, all consistent with experimental data:

(i) SK channel blockade has little effect on the left
saddle-node bifurcation but a dramatic effect on the
right one (compare Fig. 5.5A,C and Fig. 5.5B,D).
This effect is masked in normal conditions because
of the Hopf bifurcation. As a consequence, inhi-
bition of the SK current barely affects the pace-
maker firing in normal conditions (Fig. 5.5A,B) but
strongly affects SOP frequency when sodium chan-
nels are blocked (Fig. 5.5C,D). These predictions
are in agreement with experimental data [139, 200].

(ii) There is no reason to expect a strong correlation
between spikes and SOPs.

Fig. 5.6A shows that the interevent interval his-
tograms of pacemaking (in light blue) and SOPs (in dark

blue) do not match either in the presence (Fig. 5.6A,
left) or in the absence (Fig. 5.6A, right) of SK channels.
Moreover, depending on the parameters of the model,
spike rate can be lower or higher than SOP oscillation
rate (Fig. 5.6B), as observed experimentally [70]. In
Fig. 5.6, the parameters that are varied are the conduc-
tances of L-type calcium channels and SK channels. The
main origin of this lack of correlation is that the quantity
and kinetics of calcium entry taking place during an ac-
tion potential strongly differs from the one taking place
during the depolarized phase of SOPs. This affects the
rate of their respective oscillations (Supplementary Fig.
S5.5).

In addition, Guzman et. al recently showed that spikes
are much more regular than SOPs in DA neurons [70].
In its low-noise configuration (representing the in vitro
condition), our model exhibits similar results (Fig. 5.6C,
which can be compared to Fig. 3e of [70]). Indeed, we
found that SOPs are much more sensitive to noise than
spikes in the presence of SK channels, mainly because
SOP oscillations induce less calcium entry than spikes
and because the kinetics of calcium entry is slower (Sup-
plementary Fig. S5.5).

These results show that a lack of correlation between
spikes and SOPs does not necessarily imply that the gen-
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erating mechanism of these two oscillatory behaviors is
different. Therefore, this experimental observation may
not be used to dismiss a role of L-type calcium channels
in the generation of spikes in DA neurons.

Discussion

The generation of spikes during low-frequency pacemaker
firing mainly relies on the cooperation between sodium
and L-type calcium channels, whereas its rhythm follows
the variations in [Ca2+

in ].

In spite of many experimental studies, the precise mech-
anisms underlying the spontaneous initiation of spikes in
DA neurons are still largely debated in the literature. Us-
ing our minimal model as well as a detailed model of a
DA neuron, we extracted two critical parameters for the
low frequency spontaneous firing.
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Firstly, low-frequency single-spike firing and high-
frequency intra-bursts firing have to be sustained by two
dynamics operating on different time scales. Fast firing
is limited by the refractory period of action potentials,
which is fixed by the kinetics of voltage-gated channels.
On the other hand, the dynamics that are the most likely
to limit the rate of low-frequency firing are the variations
of the intracellular calcium concentration. Indeed, an ac-
cumulation of calcium in the cytoplasm strongly reduces
the excitability of the cells, through the inactivation of
depolarizing currents (i.e. L-type calcium currents) and
the activation of hyperpolarizing currents (i.e. calcium
pumps and SK channels). This is in agreement with ex-
perimental data, which show that replacement of calcium
with either cobalt [143] or magnesium [102] strongly af-
fects pacemaking.

Secondly, the spontaneous initiation of action poten-
tials in DA neurons is the result of the cooperation be-
tween various depolarizing currents. In agreement with
the experimental results of Putzier et al. [144], we found
in the detailed model that any depolarizing current hav-
ing a half-activation potential less negative than −50mV
(voltage-dependent sodium channels, L-type and N-type
calcium channels) may play a role in this initiation. Their
relative contribution, as well as the robustness of pace-
making, depend on the respective density of each channel
type. Therefore, the fact that the selective blockade of a
particular channel does not completely disrupt pacemak-
ing does not mean that these channels are not involved in
physiological pacemaking. This might be an important
note of caution for experimentalists. Moreover, we con-
firmed experimentally that L-type calcium and sodium
channels do indeed cooperate to generate pacemaking
with a degree of cooperation that is highly variable. This
precise observation has never been made previously.

Experimental protocols are not robust to physiologically
plausible variability.

The most contradictory experimental results obtained on
DA neurons are probably those concerning the role of
L-type calcium channels in the spontaneous initiation of
spikes in vitro (Table 1). Using very similar modeled
neurons that differ by less than 1% in one conductance
parameter (all remaining parameters being identical), we
were able to reproduce these contradictory results both
in our minimal model and in a detailed model of DA
neurons.

Such subtle differences in conductance parameters are
quite likely to occur in various experimental conditions.
For example, it has recently been shown that there are
quantitative differences between DA neurons from the
SNc and the VTA in terms of density of these conduc-
tances [102, 143]. It was proposed that sodium chan-

nels play a major role in the spike generation of VTA
DA cells, whereas calcium channels are predominant in
SNc DA neurons. Among other findings, replacement of
calcium with cobalt in SNc neurons completely inhibits
the firing, whereas replacement of calcium with magne-
sium in VTA neurons increases the firing rate [102, 143].
Both these effects are also observed in the minimal and
detailed models whit slightly different maximal sodium
conductances (Supplementary Fig. S5.6).

A second source of contradictory experimental results
might be the difference between the preparations that are
used in different laboratories. For instance, in the case of
DA neurons, in which the initial segment is often remote
from the soma [13], it is clear that the total sodium cur-
rent will be smaller in acutely dissociated neurons than
in neurons recorded in the slice preparation. In terms of
the model that we have developed, this probably means
that the small conductance variations illustrated in Fig.
5.2 could result from minor experimental variations such
as dissociated neurons vs neurons recorded in slices, as
well as variable developmental stages of the animals.

The lack of correlation between spikes and slow oscil-
latory potentials is compatible with a same generating
mechanism.

SOPs exhibited by DA neurons during blockade of sodium
channels have been largely studied [70, 133, 139] and
compared to the spontaneous spiking activity. Moreover,
it has been recently shown that the two oscillatory pat-
terns are not correlated [70], a phenomenon that is also
observed in our model. It is tempting to conclude from
this observation that their underlying mechanisms are dif-
ferent. However, our analysis shows that the generation
mechanisms are actually the same. Moreover, Fig. 5.5
clearly illustrates that the different effect of SK channel
blockade on pacemaking and SOPs simply arises from
the fact that the high intracellular calcium concentration
threshold only slightly changes when sodium channels are
present, whereas a more than two fold change in this high
threshold occurs when sodium channels are blocked.
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Entrainability Mechanisms in vivo

The present chapter focuses on the role of SK chan-
nels on the firing pattern of dopaminergic neurons in vivo.
Remarkably, these channels are totally insensitive to the
variations of membrane potential, which makes their ac-
tivity an image of the intracellular calcium concentration.
These channels are important and prevalent in a large
set of neurons (for a recent review, see e.g. [187]). In
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells, these channels are lo-
cated close to NMDA receptors and mediate a negative
feedback loop by hyperpolarizing the membrane when
calcium flows through NMDA channels. This hyperpo-
larization in turn reduces the NMDA conductance and
reduces the development of synaptic plasticity [134]. In
dopaminergic neurons, it has been shown that the block-
ade of SK channels increases irregularity in vitro [200]
and bursting in vivo [76, 96, 191].

Here, we extract the firing mechanisms of dopamin-
ergic neurons in in vivo-like condition (i.e. submitted
to synaptic inputs) through the mathematical analysis
of the minimal model proposed above. We find that
the main role of SK channels in dopaminergic neurons
is to filter excitatory inputs, in order to protect the en-
dogenous single-spike firing pattern (i.e. inactive mode)
of the cell. On the other hand, when SK channels are
blocked, the neuron is critically sensitive to these exci-
tatory inputs, resulting in irregularities or bursting (i.e.
active mode) depending on the amplitude of the exci-
tatory noise. Moreover, the bursting mode is strongly
entrained by synaptic currents. These results suggest
that the information coded in the synaptic inputs is only
transmitted to the neuron when SK channels are down-
regulated, these channels being key players in the control
of the switch of firing pattern of dopaminergic neurons.

We also find that SK channels may control the syn-
chrony of sub-populations of dopaminergic neurons sub-
mitted to a common excitatory input. Indeed, SK chan-
nels normally filter this common excitatory input, let-
ting the neurons firing asynchronously in low-frequency
single spike firing according to their respective endoge-
nous rhythm. In contrast, when SK channels are down-

regulated, the neurons are strongly entrained by the com-
mon input, leading to synchronous bursting in the pop-
ulation. This switch of electrical activity is of critical
importance for the relative activation of post-synaptic
D1 and D2 receptors. Indeed, Dreyer and colleagues
showed that, whereas D2 receptors are saturated dur-
ing asynchronous single-spike firing, synchronized bursts
significantly activates D1 receptors [38].

To summarize, we propose that SK channels, through
their sensitivity to the intracellular calcium concentra-
tion, are regulators of synaptically-induced bursting and
synchrony of dopaminergic neurons, whereas the shape
of bursting mainly relies on the interaction between the
endogenous rhythm of the cell and the synaptic afferents,
where the information should be coded. Importantly, the
control of firing pattern and synchrony being sustained
by a same mechanism, their concomitance is ensured.

Results

SK channels regulate the synaptically-induced accumula-
tion of calcium in the cell, balancing the rise in concen-
tration that accompanies high frequency firing.

After having extracted the pacemaking mechanisms of
the DA neuron model, we now analyze how this firing
pattern is affected in vivo, starting by analyzing the effect
of a step input of synaptic current (Fig. 6.1).

In the presence of SK channels, the firing pattern is
barely affected, because the step input of excitatory cur-
rent does not affect the low ([Ca2+]in,low) and high cal-
cium thresholds ([Ca2+]in,high) that corresponds to the
initiation and termination of spiking, respectively (Fig.
6.1,right). Physiologically, the opening of L-type calcium
channels by supra-threshold synaptic inputs (or any other
source of calcium), activates the SK channels through the
rise of calcium concentration (see [117] for experimental
evidences). The resulting outward current balances the
inward current induced by synaptic inputs.

As illustrated in Fig. 6.2, the effect of a step input

45
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is dramatically different in the absence of SK channels.
The step input now changes the current balance, dra-
matically increasing the low and high calcium thresholds.
As a consequence, it takes many action potentials for
the calcium to accumulate beyond the hyperpolarizing
threshold. If the inward step current is large enough, the
calcium balance may even stabilize the calcium concen-
tration below the high threshold, resulting in sustained
high frequency firing (Fig. 6.2, right). Similarly, the
larger the previous synaptic activation, the more the cell
has to evacuate calcium before firing again, and thus
the longer the hyperpolarization period (Supplementary
Fig. S1). Qualitatively similar electrophysiological re-
sponses to a step of depolarizing current in the presence
and during blockade of SK channels have been observed
in experiments on dopaminergic neurons [160].

Fig. 6.3 shows how the low and high calcium thresh-

olds evolve with the level of input current. In the pres-
ence of SK channels (Fig. 6.3C), they are barely affected
whereas both thresholds dramatically increase with the
input current in the absence of SK channels (Fig. 6.3D).
These statements can be easily interpreted physiologi-
cally. As previously mentioned, the accumulation of cal-
cium into the cytoplasm reduces the excitability of the
cell, through the inactivation of inward currents and the
activation of outward currents. Therefore, the cell is
solely able to fire spontaneously when [Ca2+]in is lower
than a particular value, which we called the high calcium
threshold [Ca2+]in,high. This threshold, such as the low
threshold, corresponds to a particular combination of the
inward and the outward currents.

When synaptic inputs activate depolarizing channels,
they change the combination of the ionic currents, and
the cell becomes more excitable for the same value of
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during the application of an external stimulation (right). The application of a step input induces fast firing accompanied by
intracellular calcium accumulation in the absence of SK channels.

cytoplasmic calcium. As a consequence, the neuron is
able to fire, and thus accumulate calcium, to an extend at
which the entry of calcium exactly opposes the excitation
induced by the synaptic input. This value of cytoplasmic
calcium defines the new [Ca2+]in,high.

When present, SK channels are very sensitive to varia-
tions of [Ca2+]in and may generate high amplitude cur-
rents. Therefore, only small variations of calcium are
needed for these channels to generate a hyperpolariz-
ing current that fully offsets the excitatory depolarizing
current (Fig. 6.4A,C). This explains why the calcium
channels are barely sensitive to synaptic stimulation in
the presence of SK channels. On the other hand, when
SK channels are blocked, the effect of calcium accumula-
tion on the excitability of the cell is dramatically reduced,
this accumulation only mildly affecting the other calcium-
regulated channels. A large calcium entry is therefore

needed to counterbalance the synaptic stimulation, and
the values of the calcium thresholds become significantly
larger 6.4b,d. However, because the filtering mechanism
of SK channels only offsets a depolarizing current smaller
or equivalent to their maximal current, any depolarizing
pulse larger than this current would strongly affect the
firing, even in the presence of SK channels.

A similar behavior is observed in the detailed model,
as shown in Fig. 6.3E,F. As in the case of the minimal
model, the calcium thresholds are barely sensitive to the
step input current in control conditions, whereas the lat-
ter strongly increases these thresholds when SK channels
are blocked. The only difference between the detailed
and the minimal model is the difference between the low
and high calcium thresholds. In the detailed one, the
two values almost coincide due to additional balancing
currents, such as N-type and T-type calcium channels.
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A periodic activation of excitatory synaptic currents in-
duces burst firing only in the absence of SK channels.

The analysis of a step input in the previous section is
now extended to a (still not physiological) periodic input
(Fig. 6.5). In the presence of SK channels, the periodic
input only mildly affects the inter-spike intervals in the
tonic firing mode (Fig. 6.5A). The high threshold being
almost independent from the synaptic activation, the fir-
ing pattern is not significantly affected. A variation of
synaptic currents only speeds up or delays the generation
of the next action potential, hence the low frequency ir-
regularities in the firing pattern of the cell. Note that,
in that configuration, the firing is not time-locked with
the variations of the input, which shows that the neuron
preferentially follows its proper endogenous rhythm.

In the absence of SK channels, the modeled neuron
fires in bursts, synchronized with the variations of synap-
tic activation (Fig. 6.5B). Two phases are clearly distin-
guished (Fig. 6.5D): high-frequency firing when the input
is on (phase 1), which causes a strong calcium accumu-
lation ; followed by a silent phase when the input is off
(phase 2), allowing for evacuation of the calcium. When
a stimulation occurs, the ability of the cell to accumulate
calcium in the high-frequency firing mode is strongly in-
creased, which results in the generation of several action
potentials at a high frequency (period 1). During this
period, the intracellular calcium concentration critically
increases. When the applied synaptic current is stopped,
the neuron stops firing, which allows the evacuation of
the accumulated calcium (period 2). The phenomenon
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repeats itself periodically, resulting in a burst firing pat-
tern.

It is thus the periodic variation of the synaptic input
current that causes the bursting firing pattern. In that
sense, the bursting is exogenous rather than endogenous,
causing the rhythm of bursting to be correlated to the
one of the synaptic input.

SK channels act as a protection against excitatory noise
and reduce noise-induced firing irregularities

The deterministic analysis in the previous sections is use-
ful to understand the regulation mechanism, but does
not describe a physiological configuration. To gain real-
ism, we now model the synaptic afferents through Pois-
son stochastic processes of different amplitudes, which

crudely mimick in vitro and in vivo-like conditions.

In the absence of SK channels (Fig. 6.6B), the firing
in the simple model is strongly sensitive to the excitatory
inputs. A low level of noise (modeling in vitro condi-
tions) induces irregularities in the firing rate, whereas a
high level of noise (modeling in vivo conditions) induces
bursting. For a low level of noise, interspike intervals
(ISI’s) are separated in two main groups (Fig. 6.6D, left)
: a group of “long” intervals (around 100 ms), which
account for the endogenous rythm of the cell ; and a
group of “short” intervals (around 25 ms) representing
doublets. For a high level of noise (Fig. 6.6D, right), the
proportion of short intervals becomes more important,
whereas the group of long intervals is distributed over a
large number of intervals. This distribution is typical of
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a burst firing pattern. Fig. 6.6A shows that the sensitiv-
ity of the cell to synaptic currents is strongly attenuated
in the presence of SK channels. Indeed, the firing rate
is hardly affected. Even a high level of noise only in-
duces irregularities, without inducing high frequency fir-
ing. These behaviors are well captured by the interval
interspike histograms (ISIH’s) (Fig. 6.6C).

This stochastic analysis confirms that the SK current
prevents the generation of noise-induced high frequency
action potentials. In that sense, SK channels act as a
switch between resting and excited states. Moreover,
these results are supported by in vivo extracellular record-
ings in the anesthetized rat (Fig. 6.7, see methods). In-
deed, SK channel blockade in vivo induces bursting in
dopaminergic neurons [191]. This shows that, in vivo,
the tone of synaptic input is almost always high enough
to induce bursting in the absence of SK channels (Fig.

6.7, right and [191]). In contrast, SK channels filter
the synaptic inputs in Fig. 6.7, left. Moreover, the fig-
ure clearly indicates that the shape of bursting can be
qualitatively different from one DA neuron to the other,
even if their single-spike firing is comparable (compare
e.g. neuron 4 and neuron 7 in the figure, for instance).
This reinforces the claim that the bursting is not endoge-
nous but highly dependent on the shape of the excitatory
input.

SK channels counteract synaptically-induced synchro-
nization of neurons with different endogenous rhythms

In our model, SK channels strongly attenuate the entrain-
ability of the cell by excitatory external inputs. This prop-
erty has important implications at the population level.
If a group of dopaminergic neurons are stimulated by a
same set of glutamatergic inputs, SK channels could play
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an important role in opposing the collective synchroniza-
tion. This hypothesis is investigated in this section, by
the simulation of modeled neurons with different endoge-
nous firing rates, subjected to a same excitatory synaptic
input over time.

Since the synchronization of interest is a synchroniza-
tion of pattern rather than a synchronization of spikes,
it is more appropriate to analyze the correlation of the
most representative variable of this pattern, namely the
intracellular calcium concentration. Fig. 6.8A shows the
mean correlation coefficient of the variations of intracel-
lular calcium concentration over time of each cell com-
pared to a reference cell, according to their relative en-
dogenous rhythm.

Not surprisingly, when subjected to the same external
noise, identical neurons are fully synchronized in both
conditions. Interestingly, in the presence of SK chan-
nels (black columns), a difference of three percent in
the endogenous rhythm is sufficient to have poorly syn-
chronized cells (ρ < 0.4), and even cells that are not
synchronized at all for relative differences higher than
ten percents (ρ < 0.2). This observation supports the
hypothesis that, in the presence of a calcium-activated
potassium currents, the neurons follow their endogenous
rhythm rather than the external excitatory inputs, the

latter being filtered by the potassium current.

In the absence of SK channels (grey columns), the
synchronization is much more robust to differences in
the endogenous firing rate. Indeed, the neurons mainly
follow the time variations of the synaptic activation, be-
ing only slightly influenced by their endogenous rhythm.
The result is that these neurons are all entrained by the
synaptic inputs, and thus synchronized. Therefore, a set
of neurons differing only by their endogenous rhythm and
subjected to the same external excitatory inputs would
be synchronized only in the absence of SK channels
(Fig. 6.8B), and consequently only in bursting mode.
Fig. 6.9 illustrates the resulting significant impact on the
mean potential of such a neural network. Moreover, this
figure illustrates the fact that this synaptically-induced
synchrony is reversed as soon as SK channels are up-
regulated.

The analyses above suggest a potential regulation
mechanism at the population level: in the presence of
SK channels, the neurons fire tonically and are not syn-
chronous. Considering that the main goal of this firing
pattern is to maintain a constant low level of neurotrans-
mitter, the asynchronism of the neurons in that state en-
sures a constant low level of global release in the network.
In contrast, when SK channels are down-regulated, the
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neurons fire simultaneously in bursts and synchronize to
the synaptic afferents. Therefore, in that state, the re-
lease of neurotransmitter by the network is much larger
(because of the high intra-burst firing frequency), and
correlated to the excitatory inputs (Supplementary Fig.
S2). In other words, the network is in its excited state
and faithfully integrates and transmits the information
provided by the synaptic afferents.

This regulation mechanism might be of particular in-
terest regarding post-synaptic receptors activation. In-
deed, the relation between the firing patterns of DA neu-
rons and the relative activation of D1 and D2 receptors
has recently been investigated [38]. In this study, Dreyer
and colleagues showed that asynchronous irregular firing
preferentially activates D2 inhibitory receptors, these re-
ceptors being more sensitive to dopamine. On the other
hand, D1 excitatory receptors are preferentially activated
by bursting DA cells, at the condition that these bursts
are synchronous, which is ensured in our proposed regu-
lation mechanism.

Discussion

The switch between single-spike firing and bursting In
Vivo can be induced via a modulation of the SK channel
conductance.

In the absence of SK channels, stochastic excitatory in-
puts of sufficiently high amplitude induce burst firing.
In this configuration, the lengths of the bursts and of
the hyperpolarization periods are mainly determined by
the variations of the synaptic inputs, and the endoge-
nous rhythm of the cell plays a minor role. Namely, the
initiation and termination of bursts do not depend on
an additional ionic current. This is in agreement with
the fact that bursts can be of highly variable length and
highly variably spaced in a same cell (Fig. 6.7). Physio-
logically, the interest of this mechanism is that bursting
strongly follows the shape of the excitatory inputs, where
the information can be easily coded.

However, the enhancement of cell excitability by
synaptic afferents is accompanied by an increase in the
intracellular calcium concentration. As a consequence,
SK channels, when present, are indirectly activated by
these excitatory inputs, and generate an outward current
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that counteracts this phenomenon. The result is that, in
the presence of SK channels, the cell is barely excited by
these excitatory inputs, and therefore fires in single spikes
rather than in bursts. These observations are consistent
with the observed effects of SK blockade in DA neurons
[76, 96, 191].

The isolation mechanism performed by SK channels

may be important for two reasons. On the one hand, it
ensures a robust regular pacemaker firing, which is for
instance critical for neurons which encode information in
their firing rate. On the other hand, it acts as a switch
of firing pattern in neurons subjected to high amplitude
excitatory inputs. In that sense, the excitation state of
neurons, regulated by SK channels, and the information
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coding, carried by synaptic inputs, could be managed
by two independent pathways, which can be modulated
differentially.

A potential mechanism of synchrony of dopaminergic
neurons

The mechanism of neural synchrony that we propose is
based on the assumptions that populations of pacemaker
neurons having different endogenous rates would be ex-
cited by common inputs (Fig. 6.10). In the absence of
synaptic inputs, the neurons exhibit pacemaker firing, fol-
lowing their individual endogenous rhythm. In this state,
the cells are not synchronized (Fig. 6.10A). In the pres-
ence of synaptic inputs, the firing and synchrony of cells
will depend on the conductance of SK channels. This
can be controlled e.g. by G-protein coupled receptors
(GPCRs). For example, activation of norepinephrine re-
ceptors inhibits SK currents in dorsal root ganglion neu-
rons [119]. When GPCRs are inactive, SK channels are
not blocked and regulate the entrainability of the cells
by the synaptic inputs. The result is that the cells fire
asynchronously in single spikes, following their endoge-
nous rhythm (Fig. 6.10B). The blockade of SK channels
through GPCRs highly enhances the entrainability of the
cells by synaptic afferents. The neurons in which SK
channels are blocked fire in bursts, phased-locked to the
excitatory inputs. The inputs being common to all neu-
rons of the network, they are highly synchronized (Fig.
6.10C,D).

Different inputs (GPRC1,2) might differentially regu-
late the activity of the network, in order to suit specific
needs. For instance, in Fig. 6.10, SK channels of neurons
1 and 3 are both regulated by the G protein-coupled re-
ceptor GPCR1, whereas GPCR2 regulates the SK chan-
nels of the three cells. As a consequence, SK channel
regulation through GPCR1 will only induce synchronized
burst firing in neuron 1 and 3, whereas SK channel regu-
lation through GPCR2 will induce synchronized bursting
in all cells of the network.

Note that, in this illustration, the regulation of SK
channels by GPCRs is fully hypothetical, no physiological
evidence for their regulation in DA cells being observed
to date. However, it has recently been showed that SK
channels are regulated by muscarinic M1 receptors in CA1
pyramidal cells of the hippocampus [60, 19].

In summary, the quality of the bursts is controlled by a
glutamatergic input and the ability to switch to bursting
is regulated by the SK channels regulators. Moreover,
the switch of firing pattern and the synchronization being
sustained by the same mechanisms, their concomitance
is ensured ; and the synchronization does not rely on the
synchronization of the afferent glutamatergic neurons.
Another means of synchronizing neuronal activity could

be electrical coupling. However, there is little evidence
for dopaminergic neurons (at least in the adult) [185,
186]. Therefore, the mechanism that we describe may
be more widespread.

Physiologically, we hypothesize that the asynchronism
of these neurons in tonic firing is as important as the
synchronism in bursting mode. Mainly, the main pur-
pose of irregular firing being to sustain a constant low
level of neurotransmitter, the asynchronism of the neu-
rons in that state ensures a global constant release in
the network. In contrast, when SK channels are down-
regulated, the neurons fire simultaneously in bursts and
synchronize to the synaptic afferents. Therefore, in this
state, the release of neurotransmitter by the network is
much larger and phase-locked to the excitatory inputs.
This may be especially important in meso-accumbens
dopaminergic neurons, whose synchronized bursting may
be the mechanism of quick increases in dopamine con-
centrations induced by drug intake or positive error in
reward prediction [4, 158]. Moreover, it is completely
concordant with recent modeling results on how the pat-
tern of dopamine release, which is correlated to the fir-
ing pattern, influence receptor activation [38]. Namely,
Dreyer et. al showed that receptor occupancy is crucially
dependent on synchrony and the balance between tonic
and phasic firing modes, the synchrony being only critical
in burst firing.

Implications for further experimental strategies

Our model suggests a number of predictions that could be
tested experimentally. Namely, technical advances make
the realization of such analyses possible in vitro or in
vivo.

In vitro, simultaneous recordings of neurons using
patch-clamp would give insightful data on how neigh-
boring cells would react to a same synaptic activation
(mimicked using the dynamic clamp technique) when SK
channels are operating and when they are blocked.

Our synchronization hypothesis is based on the
existence of common glutamatergic inputs to sub-
populations of DA neurons. There is evidence for this
in other neurons such as GnRH neurons [22] but not, to
our knowledge, in DA neurons. Therefore, it would be
of great interest to verify this hypothesis anatomically in
dopaminergic neurons of the SNc and the VTA.

In more physiological conditions, simultaneous record-
ings performed in vivo on behaving animals would be of
great interest as well. Namely, it would be interesting to
compare the respective synchronizations of single-spike
firing cells and of physiologically and/or SK blockade-
induced bursting cells.

On the other hand, the understanding of these mech-
anisms allows to easily predict the effect of blockade of
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Figure 6.10 – Synchronization and firing mechanisms in dopaminergic neurons.

a particular channel on the firing of this type of neurons,
or how to act on the neuron to change its behavior in a
particular way. For instance, the modulation of a current
that is regulated by the intracellular calcium concentra-
tion or that can regulate the calcium dynamics would
act on the global shape of the firing pattern of the cell,
whereas the modulation of a voltage-gated current would
principally regulate the bursting quality, mainly the intra-
burst firing frequency [39].

In summary, our model provides a mechanistic descrip-
tion of the control of firing of dopaminergic neurons, at
the single cell level as well as at the population level.
Moreover, it may provide a conceptual framework to bet-
ter understand the mechanisms underlying firing patterns
and synchronization of such pacemaker neurons.



Chapter 7

Selective Modulation of Firing Patterns in vivo

In the previous chapters, we analyzed the mechanisms
underlying the pacemaker activity of DA neurons in vitro,
as well as the role of SK channels in generating switches
between single-spike firing and bursting activity in vivo.
Although the coexistence and switch between these fir-
ing patterns is essential for DA neuron signaling, each
of them has to be selectively regulated to modulate its
information processing.

In this chapter, we investigate the role of one poten-
tial molecular source of such selective regulation, that
is a K+ recently described to be present in DA neurons
[75, 106]. This current had the typical electrophysio-
logical signature [18, 109] and pharmacology of the M
current, being enhanced by retigabine and blocked by
10,10-bis(4-pyridinylmethyl)-9(10H)-anthracenone dihy-
drochloride (XE991) [180, 188]. Moreover, one of the
subunits carrying M-currents (KCNQ4) was highly ex-
pressed in DA neurons [75].

Blockade of the M-current by XE991 had only minor
effects on the spontaneous firing of DA neurons in rat
brain slices and in vivo ( [75], and see Results). Thus,
the M-current does not appear to act as a brake on low
frequency firing. We hypothesized that, given its voltage-
dependence, its rather slow activation rate and lack of
inactivation, the M-current could be specifically involved
in controlling the bursting behavior in these cells. Indeed,
depolarized plateaus are observed in DA neurons during
bursting [63] and they are a priori sufficiently long-lasting
(200-700 ms) to enable activation of M-channels.

We test this hypothesis using a combination of in vivo
extracellular recordings of nigral DA neurons, intracellu-
lar recordings in a brain slice preparation, and computer
modeling in which M-channels were added to the detailed
computational model of [23]. In particular, we show that
the M-current selectively gates the bursting behavior in
DA neurons, their blockade selectively enhancing burst
firing of DA neurons in vivo and increasing the propor-
tion of short interspike intervals in bursts.

Results

Effect of systemic and local application of XE991 on the
firing of DA neurons

In a first series of experiments, we studied the impact
of intraperitoneally administered XE991 (3 mg/kg i.p.)
on the firing of DA neurons. In previous in vitro ex-
periments, we had demonstrated that this compound
is a specific blocker of the M-current in these cells:
thus, it had no effect on the shape of action potentials,
on the resting membrane potential or on the medium-
duration afterhyperpolarization induced by the opening
of SK channels [75].

The effect of i.p. XE991 was variable, ranging from
no change to a large inhibitory effect (n = 6) (Supple-
mentary Fig. S7.1). This could be due to a mixture of
direct and indirect factors, since KCNQ channels are also
expressed by many neurons that project to DA neurons.
The firing of rat DA neurons is under the inhibitory con-
trol of GABAA receptors [181]. The experiments were
therefore repeated while iontophoresing a pharmacolog-
ically active (Supplementary Tab. S7.1) amount of the
specific GABAA antagonist SR95531. Under these con-
ditions, XE991 had no effect on the spontaneous firing
rate or pattern (Fig. 7.1A) of DA neurons: firing rates
were 2.9 ± 0.4 and 3.1 ± 0.4 spikes/s (mean ± SEM) (P
= 0.25, Wilcoxon test, n = 6) in control conditions and
in the presence of XE991, respectively. The percentage
of spikes in bursts (see Methods) was 4.2 ± 2.3 and 3.7
± 1.0 %, respectively (P = 0.89, Wilcoxon test, n = 6).

To evaluate the ability of the neurons to fire in bursts,
we iontophoresed a reversibly acting blocker of small con-
ductance Ca2+-activated K+ (SK) channels, N-methyl-
laudanosine (NML, 10 mM) [160]. This procedure fa-
cilitates bursting in these cells in an intensity-dependent
manner [191]; that is, the percentage of spikes fired in
bursts increases as a function of current intensity (30, 60
or 90 nA).

In order to assess the physiological relevance of our
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Figure 7.1 – XE991 selectively enhances burst firing of DA neurons in vivo, and increases the proportion of short
interspike intervals in bursts. A. M-current blockade was induced by a systemic administration of XE991 (3 mg/kg i.p.). A
GABAA antagonist (SR95531) was also iontophoresed (1mM, 100nA) during these recordings to block the most important
inhibitory afferences. B. Local M-channel blockade was performed by iontophoresis of XE991 (1 mM, 100 nA). Events which
are underlined correspond to bursts. C. Histogram showing a significant potentiation of bursting of DA neurons during M-
current blockade (intraperitoneal XE991, n = 6; iontophoresed XE991, n = 8). D. Both i.p. and local XE991 applications
induced a significant shift of ISIs toward the shorter intervals, as also illustrated by the insets in A. and B.. (*, p < 0.05).
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model of bursting, we compared the characteristics of
natural (i.e. spontaneous) and NML-induced bursts in
the absence of any other pharmacological agent. They
were found to be remarkably similar (Supplementary Fig.
S7.2 and S7.3 see also [191]). Thus, the mean value of
the interspike intervals (ISIs) was similar in both cases, as
was the fact that the first ISI was shorter than the next
ones, the values of which were close to 100 ms. Burst
size histograms showed that the relative frequency of the
bursts as a function of their number of spikes was similar
in both conditions (Supplementary Fig. S7.3A). Impor-
tantly, a progressive decrease in the amplitude of the
extracellularly recorded action potentials was observed
in both natural and NML-induced bursts, and this de-
crease had a mean amplitude (2̃0 %, Supplementary Fig.
S7.3B) that was similar in both conditions. The lat-
ter data strongly suggest that the membrane potential
changes underlying both types of bursts are quantita-
tively similar, confirming the validity of our model. More-
over, all these parameters were similar to those described
previously (e.g. [63]).

We next examined the influence of XE991 on NML-
induced bursts. Fig. 7.1A shows that i.p. administered
XE991 potentiated NML-induced bursting when GABAA
receptors of DA neurons were blocked with SR95531.
The amplitude of the effect of the M-channel blocker
was dependent on the NML iontophoresis current inten-
sity. Thus, during 30 nA NML, XE991 increased the
percentage of spikes in bursts from 16 8 to 39 15 %
(P = 0.028, Wilcoxon test, n = 6). A similar effect was
seen during 60 nA (from 29 ± 13 to 50 ± 13%, P =
0.028, Wilcoxon test). At 90 nA, no significant effect
was observed (from 41 ± 14 to 54 ± 12 %, P = 0.17,
Wilcoxon test), probably because of a saturation effect.
Control i.p. injections of the vehicle had no discernible
effect (n = 3, Supplementary Fig. S7.4A).

In order to test whether XE991 acts directly on DA
neurons, we next iontophoresed it onto the recorded neu-
rons. For these experiments, we chose not to use a
GABAA antagonist in order to mimic as closely as pos-
sible the physiological situation. Moreover, local appli-
cation of XE991 made any indirect effect of the drug
unlikely. As shown in Fig. 7.1B, the effects of the drug
were quite similar to those observed after i.p. injection.
Thus, XE991 (100 nA) had no effect on tonic firing (3.4
± 0.6 and 3.5 ± 0.6 spikes/s in control conditions and in
the presence of XE991, respectively, P = 0.21, Wilcoxon
test, n = 8), but increased the percentage of spikes in
bursts from 10 ± 8 to 26 ± 9 % during 30 nA NML (P
= 0.018, Wilcoxon test) and from 37 ± 10 to 53 ± 11 %
during 60 nA (P = 0.018, Wilcoxon test). At 90 nA, the
increase (46 ± 12 to 59 ± 9 %) was also significant (P
= 0.049, Wilcoxon test) (Fig. 7.1C, lower panel). Ion-
tophoresis of the vehicle had no effect at any intensity of

NML iontophoresis (n = 5, Supplementary Fig. S7.4B).
A close inspection of the bursting behavior revealed that
the M-channel blocker also modified it qualitatively. For
example, Fig. 7.1D shows that, when administered ei-
ther i.p. or by iontophoresis, it increased the proportion
of short ISIs during 60 nA (other results are shown in
Supplementary Fig. S7.5). This is also apparent in the
insets of Fig. 7.1A and B.

XE99 facilitates fast firing induced by current injection
in vitro

In order to confirm the ability of XE991 to facilitate the
occurrence of short interspike intervals in DA neurons,
we performed intracellular recordings of these neurons
in slices containing the SNc. This recording mode was
chosen because it is the least likely to disrupt intracellular
pathways, which are critical in the control of M-channels
[35]. For these experiments, we superfused the slices with
blockers of synaptic transmission (10 µM CNQX, 50 µM
APV, 10 µM SR95531 and 1 µM CGP55845) in order to
exclude indirect effects. A supramaximal concentration
of the SK blocker apamin (300 nM) was used to mimic
our in vivo conditions. Neurons were hyperpolarized to
-60 mV by negative current injection (-50 to -150 pA)
and depolarizing pulses (50-150 pA, 800 ms) were given
repeatedly to evoke spikes. In these conditions, 10 µM
XE991 significantly increased the number of spikes from
3.2 ± 0.5 to 5.2 ± 0.9 after 10 minutes (Fig. 7.2) (n
= 4) (F = 17.1, P = 0.000, repeated measures ANOVA;
values after the 5th minute of XE991 application were
significantly different from those of the control condition
(Newman-Keuls test); see Fig. 7.2 for the various levels
of significance). On the other hand, it had no effect on
the baseline voltage. XE991 had no significant effect in
the absence of apamin (not shown, data from [75]).

Computer modeling of the effect of the M-current

We next explored the mechanism underlying our in vivo
observations in a model of a DA neuron [23], which in-
cluded amongst others a SK current and a M-current.
The activation of synaptic currents was modeled by a
Poisson process. Many of the electrophysiological fea-
tures observed in DA neurons, including low frequency
pacemaker activity and burst firing were reproduced in
the model, which confirmed that the absence of M-
current potentiates SK blockade-induced bursting (Fig.
7.3A). Quantitative analysis of 6 different model neu-
rons (using different synaptic input patterns) reproduced
the experimental results (Fig. 7.3B, Supplementary Fig.
S7.5D). This effect was robust when the M-conductance
was 5 times that measured experimentally [106]. When
the conductance value was identical to the measured one,
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Figure 7.2 – XE991 increases fast firing in dopaminergic neurons in vitro. A. Intracellular recording showing that a given
amount of current (+ 120 pA) elicits more spikes (truncated in the figure) in the presence of XE991. The experiment was
performed in the presence of 300 nM apamin, 10 µM CNQX, 50 µM APV, 10 µM SR95531 and 1 µM CGP55845. Baseline
membrane potential was set at -60 mV by a continuous injection of -100 pA. The speed of the recording was reduced 100 fold
at the beginning of the superfusion of XE991. B. Summary plot showing the time-course of the effect of XE991 (n = 4). (**,
p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001 versus control)
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the effect was very modest (Supplementary Fig. S7.6).

The model also confirmed the ability of M-current
blockade to increase the proportion of short ISIs within
bursts (Fig. 7.3C). A plot of intra-burst firing frequency
versus [Ca2+]in (Fig. 7.3D) shows the predicted effect
of the SK and M conductances on the firing behavior of
the model neuron. As compared to the control condi-
tion, SK blockade allowed faster firing at intermediate

[Ca2+]in values. Additional block of M channels shifted
the curve to even higher frequencies (as observed exper-
imentally by a higher proportion of short ISIs).

We next analyzed the M-current quantitatively in the
model, both when the SK conductance was maximal and
when it was set to 0. The charge transfer through the
M conductance was higher in the second condition (Fig.
7.4A,B). The difference was even more striking when con-
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sidering the mean charge transfer at 20 ms before the
onset of action potentials in both conditions (Fig. 7.4C,
see Methods). Clearly, the M-current completely deac-
tivates between two successive action potentials during
low frequency pacemaker or irregular firing, but not when
the membrane potential is more depolarized during SK
blockade (Fig. 7.4A).

Discussion

Taken together, the experimental and modeling data
demonstrate that the M-current selectively gates the
bursting behavior in DA neurons. The effect that we
observe experimentally in vivo is most probably due to
the blockade of somato-dendritic M channels, whose ex-
istence has been demonstrated experimentally. Indeed,
the burst enhancing effect is observed when GABAA re-
ceptors (the major substrate of afferent inhibition in the
rat [181]) are blocked. Furthermore, our slice experi-
ments confirm that XE991 facilitates fast firing in these
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neurons by a direct effect. Although the precise mecha-
nism(s) underlying natural bursts in DA neurons in vivo
is (are) not known, our demonstration that natural and
NML-induced bursts have similar characteristics allows
to generalize our findings to the physiological situation.

Our results show that low frequency pacemaker firing
is largely unaffected by XE991, presumably because the
membrane potential does not reach sufficiently depolar-
ized levels for long enough for M-channels to become
substantially activated (Fig. 7.4A). The M-channels ac-
tivate during each action potential during this firing pat-
tern, but quickly deactivate, so that no current is flowing
through them at the onset of the next spike. On the
contrary, during burst firing, complete deactivation is pre-
vented by fast firing during depolarized plateaus and this
allows the channels to exert their inhibitory effect under
these circumstances.

Besides its quantitative enhancement of burst firing,
suppression of the M-current also alters the quality of the
bursts, with a relative enrichment of very short ISIs. This
effect is likely to be biologically important because it will
increase the saturation of dopamine transporters at the
terminals and hence sharpen the increases in the concen-
tration of dopamine. The effect of M-current blockade
on the distribution of ISIs was more spectacular in the
model than in the experiments (compare Supplementary
Fig S7.5b and d). This is probably due to the fact that
the dominant repolarizing currents (other than the SK
current) after the action potential deactivate too quickly
in the model. This leads to a high proportion of closely
spaced action potentials.

Our results demonstrate a novel pathway for selectively
altering the transient responses of DA neurons to exci-
tatory inputs without changing their low frequency tonic
activity. Given the variety of intracellular pathways that
control M-current in CNS neurons [35], it may offer a
powerful means by which various afferent neurotransmit-
ters can fine tune DA transmission. One obvious can-
didate is acetylcholine, which blocks the M-current via
M1/M3 receptors in many types of neurons. There is am-
ple evidence for an excitatory and burst-enhancing effect
of muscarinic agonists on midbrain DA neurons [65, 128].
However, acetylcholine obviously has multiple effects in-
cluding inhibitory ones - on DA neuron excitability, de-
pending on the concentration of synaptic acetylcholine
and its duration of action [49]. Pharmacological modu-
lation of the M-current should have a major impact on
DA signaling that could be exploited therapeutically in
the future (see [173] for further discussion).

More generally, our results demonstrate that M-
channels do not reduce spontaneous low frequency fir-
ing in DA neurons. This is because of the parameters of
their activation and deactivation relative to the voltage
trajectory during pacemaking. However, their presence

makes these neurons relatively insensitive to excitatory
inputs. Therefore, modulation of this conductance may
selectively control the excitability of these neurons when
they are in bursting mode. This may be an advantage in
some behavioral contexts.
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Discussion

Summary of Results

Part II of the dissertation is devoted to the analysis of the
qualitative mechanisms underlying dopaminergic neuron
electrophysiology both in vitro and in vivo, via the use of
mathematical modeling and experiments. It extracts key
players in the different DA neuron firing patterns, as well
as potential candidates for the important switch between
them, via the use of the minimal biophysical model of DA
neuron signaling proposed in Chapter 4.

Starting with in vitro conditions, we introduced the
dynamical properties of the spontaneous activities of DA
cells, namely pacemaker firing and slow oscillatory po-
tentials (Chapter 5). We highlighted the robustness of
pacemaking, which originates from a redundant cooper-
ation between sodium and calcium channels in the spon-
taneous generation of spikes. This observation suggests
an origin for the lack of robustness of certain experimen-
tal protocols, which may lead to conflicting conclusions
although the underlying mechanisms are common.

Continuing with in vivo conditions, we discussed the
exogenous origin of bursting activity and its regulation by
calcium-activated small conductance potassium channels
(Chapter 6). These channels were shown to act as fil-
ters against excitatory inputs, protecting the endogenous
rhythm of the cell in the presence of external noise or
stimulations. This analysis was extended at the popula-
tion level, where a similar mechanism is shown to be able
to regulate the synchrony of subpopulations submitted to
common synaptic inputs.

Finally, a mechanism of selective regulation of bursting
quantity was proposed (Chapter 7). It involves KCNQ
potassium channels, generating a M-type outward cur-
rent, in the regulation of short intraburst interspike in-
tervals. These channels being commonly regulated by
muscarinic receptors in excitable cells, this mechanism
might occur physiologically, and might also provide a tar-
get for the pharmacological treatment of diseases whose
symptoms correlate with a dysregulation of the dopamine
system, such as Parkinson’s disease.

Limitations and Open Questions

Although qualitative modeling provides insights on the
mechanisms underlying DA neuron signaling, this strat-
egy faces some limitations, particularly regarding quanti-
tative properties.

Firstly, the proposed minimal model of DA neuron
solely contains ion channels that are critical to reproduce
the firing activities of these cells. However, many other
ion channels have been shown to play quantitative roles
in these spiking behavior, one example being the KCNQ
channels discussed in Chapter 7, which are not included
in the reduced conductance-based model. This simpli-
fication certainly has some impacts on the results. For
instance, the role of the considered ion channels might
be overestimated, because they have to compensate for
the missing ones.

A second limitation is that, even if we attempted to
verify several of the mathematical results experimentally,
some of those still rely on unproved hypotheses. The
main example is the potential existence of a physiological
regulation of SK channels in dopaminergic cells, which is
at the basis of the mechanisms underlying the switch be-
tween single-spike firing and bursting in in vivo conditions
proposed in Chapter 6. Indeed, although such physiolog-
ical regulation of SK channels has recently been observed
in other neurons [60, 123], its existence still remains un-
clear in DA cells. Many experiments have therefore still
to be performed in order to validate or exclude the ex-
istence of the mechanisms proposed on a mathematical
basis in DA neuron signaling, as discussed in the “Con-
clusion and Prospects” section.

Finally, experimental protocols also face some limita-
tions. Indeed, even if experiments allow direct record-
ings of real neuron activity, these recordings are never
performed in a real physiological configuration. There-
fore, one has to keep in mind that the conditions of the
experiments might strongly affect the results, as shown
concerning the effect of L-type calcium channel blockade
on DA neuron pacemaking in brain slices, where even
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a same experimental protocol leads to conflicting con-
clusions. A second example is our analysis on the role
of KCNQ potassium channels on DA neuron bursting in
vivo. In this study, bursting is induced through a blockade
of SK channels, which might be different from what hap-
pens physiologically, even though we showed that bursts
are very similar in both cases.

In addition to a need for several experimental vali-
dations, the results discussed in Part II also raise some
general open questions concerning the dynamical mech-
anisms of neuronal excitability.

Firstly, even if the model we used to describe DA
neuron signaling is minimal, it is still a five-dimensional
conductance-based model for which the use of dynam-
ical system tools such as phase portrait analysis is not
possible. This motivates a further reduction to a planar
model as usually done in neurodynamics, in order to com-
pare its behavior with the available pictures of excitability
originally proposed by FitzHugh. For instance, the bifur-
cation diagram shown in Fig. 5.1B is quite different from
what is commonly described in neurodynamics, and DA
neurons exhibit electrophysiological signatures that are
not easily reproduced in current two-dimensional models,
such as after-depolarization potentials (see Fig. 5.5B, for
instance) and plateau oscillations.

Secondly, our analysis suggests a fundamental role of
calcium channels in the firing patterns of DA neurons,
both in vitro and in vivo. But, these calcium channels
are rarely integrated in reduced models, their activation
being generally approximated as instantaneous as it is the
case for sodium channels. This contradicts the observa-
tion that calcium channel activation is one order of mag-
nitude slower than activation of sodium channels [78],
which makes this approximation inappropriate in many
cases. This motivates an alternative reduction exploiting
the fact that they activate on the timescale of potassium
channels.

These theoretical open questions, raised by our analysis
of DA neuron electrophysiology, are investigated in the
following part.



Part III

Restorative and Regenerative Excitability
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Introduction

Since the early days of electrophysiological modeling,
neurodynamics has focused on the understanding of the
dynamical phenomena underlying neuronal excitability.
Tools of dynamical systems theory such as bifurcation
and phase portrait analyses have been used to study the
geometry of excitability over the years.

Many results in neurodynamical studies rely on the
phase portrait originally proposed by FitzHugh in 1961,
which comes from an empirical reduction of the Hodgkin-
Huxley model (see Part I or [46, 90, 101], among others).
This phase portrait helped explaining the mechanisms of
action potential generation, and has established itself as
the key dynamical structure of neuronal spiking to date.

Motivated by the analyses of the mechanisms under-
lying dopaminergic neuron signaling proposed in Part II,
the purpose of this third part is to deepen the understand-
ing of particular extracted dynamical phenomena and to
contrast these phenomena to state-of-the-art neurody-
namics. In particular, our effort will be to include the
role of calcium channels in the global picture of neu-
ronal excitability originally proposed by FitzHugh, these
channels being key players of the firing behavior of DA
neurons and many other cell types.

Bifurcation analyses on the five-dimensional
conductance-based model of DA neuron developed
in Chapter 4 with a high calcium channel maximal
conductance highlight examples of dynamical properties
that fail to be reproduced and explained by FitzHugh
phase portrait (Chapter 8). To address this limitation,
we mimic FitzHugh approach by empirically reducing
the Hodgkin-Huxley model augmented with a calcium
channel of physiologically relevant kinetics (Chapter 9).
This reduction leads to a revised picture of neuronal
excitability that is able to explain the dynamical prop-
erties observed in the DA neuron models. In particular,
it uncovers two novel types of excitability in addition to
the three generally described. Their electrophysiological
signatures are shared by many neurons including DA
cells (Chapter 10).

A similar qualitative picture is extracted in

conductance-based models of arbitrary dimensions
(Chapter 11). It shows that the three commonly
described types of excitability, merged into the term
“restorative excitability”, rely on the dominant role of
slowly activating ion channels that generate a negative
feedback to membrane potential variations, such as
voltage-gated potassium channels. In contrast, the
two novel types of excitability, merged into the term
“regenerative excitability”, rely on the dominant role of
slowly activating ion channels that generate a positive
feedback to membrane potential variations, such as
voltage-gated calcium channels. Moreover, the balance
between restorative and regenerative ion channels can be
modulated through the regulation of particular channel
properties, leading to a robust regulation mechanism of
neuronal excitability.

The major difference between restorative and regener-
ative excitability is the presence of robust bistability in
the latter. We view this robust bistability as a key com-
ponent of neuronal bursting, and we show that the switch
from restorative to regenerative excitability provides a ro-
bust physiological route to bursting in the presence of ion
channels that activate on an ultraslow timescale, such as
small conductance calcium activated potassium channels
(Chapter 12). The proposed mechanism is simple. Yet, it
is shown to account for many different bursting qualities,
via the regulation of two key parameters, called “balance
weight” and “adaptation gain”. As a result, we propose
a novel transcritical hybrid model of neuronal bursting
that is able to reproduce switches in firing patterns ob-
served in many neurons through the sole (physiologically
relevant) regulation of these two parameters.
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Chapter 8

Varying L-type Calcium Channel Density Affects DA Neuron
Excitability, not Pacemaking

In Chapter 5, we have discussed the mechanisms un-
derlying pacemaker firing in dopaminergic neurons. In
particular, we showed that sodium and L-type calcium
channels cooperate to generate this spontaneous activ-
ity, and that it is very robust against an heterogeneity
in these channels. Indeed, whether sodium or calcium
channel is the dominating channel barely affects the na-
ture of pacemaking. Calcium and sodium channels are in
this sense redundant in pacemaking generation.

Because of this redundancy, a blockade of these chan-
nels has been suggested to protect DA neurons against
neurodegeneration, without impacting the pacemaking
behavior [86]. Indeed, calcium entering through L-
type calcium channels during pacemaking is a source of
metabolic stress, leading to an exacerbated vulnerabil-
ity of these cells in neurodegenerative diseases such as
Parkinson’s disease [71]. However, the balance between
sodium and calcium channels might have a strong ef-
fect on neuronal excitability, even if it does not affect
pacemaking. Surprisingly, the effect of L-type calcium
channel heterogeneity on DA neuron excitability has been
barely investigated to date [99, 169].

In this Chapter, we investigate how changes in L-type
calcium channel density affect DA neuron excitability. In
particular, we show that increasing L-type calcium chan-
nel maximal conductance increases burstiness in the DA
neuron model, both in in vitro and in vivo conditions. We
experimentally validate this observation by showing that
SNc DA neurons heterogeneously respond to SK chan-
nel blockade in vitro, this heterogenous response being
abolished by an inhibition of the L-type calcium current.

Finally, we analyze the effect of varying the L-type
calcium channel density on the dynamical mechanisms
underlying the spontaneous generation of spikes in the
simple DA neuron model. We show that increasing L-
type calcium channel density induces a switch in the bi-
furcation mechanism at the origin of the spike initiation
during pacemaking, leading to the concept of “sodium”

and “calcium pacemaking”. Whereas the mechanisms
of sodium pacemaking are well known in neurodynamics,
those of calcium pacemaking seems to differ from what
have been described in the literature to date.

Results

An increase in L-type calcium channel density increases
burstiness in DA neurons

We previously showed that DA neuron spontaneous fir-
ing is robust against physiologically plausible variabil-
ity in L-type calcium channels (Chapter 5). Here, we
test whether such a variability would affect neuron re-
sponse against excitatory inputs, as it occurs in vivo. To
this end, we submit our simple DA neuron model to a
stochastic excitatory noise that follows a Poisson process
(see Chapter 4 for details on the model and the synaptic
noise).

Fig. 8.1A shows the electrophysiological behavior of
the model under SK channel blockade in in vivo condi-
tion, for three different values of L-type calcium channels
that have been shown to barely affect the pacemaker be-
havior. Note that the excitatory noise that defines the
in vivo condition is exactly similar for the three cases.
As illustrated on the figure, the response of the neuron
to a same input strongly differs depending on its L-type
calcium channel density. That is, the higher the L-type
calcium channel density, the more the neuron exhibits
synaptically-induced bursting. This observation suggests
that calcium channels, while redundant for pacemaking,
strongly affect the excitability of the neuron.

Interestingly, our model shows that a SK channel
blockade would also induce bursting in DA neurons in
vitro, as soon as L-type calcium channel density is suffi-
ciently high (Fig. 8.1B). This observation is at first sight
inconsistent with the current knowledge on DA neuron
electrophysiology, because it is commonly accepted that
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Figure 8.1 – Electrophysiological behavior of the simple DA neuron model in in vivo conditions for three different
values of L-type calcium channel maximal conductance. The figure shows the evolution of the excitatory input (top), the
membrane potential (middle) and the intracellular calcium concentration (bottom) over time. Each neuron is subjected to a
SK channel blockade and to the same external excitatory input. An increase in L-type calcium channel density increases the
burstiness of the neuron.

bursting necessitates the presence of NMDA excitatory
inputs. On the other hand, this common view is not
based on the fact that SK channel blockers do not af-
fect DA neuron firing in vitro, but more on the fact that
the effect is highly variable and therefore not statisti-
cally significant. One might therefore hypothesize that
this variability comes from a variability in L-type calcium
channel density between different DA neurons. Namely,
neurons showing a high density of these calcium channels
would switch from single-spike firing to bursting during
SK channel blockade, whereas the others would be barely
affected.

We verified this hypothesis on DA neuron extracel-
lular recordings from the substantia nigra pars com-
pacta (SNc) in the presence of synaptic blockers (10 mM
CNQX, 1 mM MK801, 10 mM SR95531, 1 mM sulpiride
and 1 mM CGP55845, which block AMPA, NMDA,
GABAA, D2 and GABAB receptors, respectively) (Fig.
8.2). Control experiments showed that application of
the synaptic blockers alone induced a small increase in
firing rate which was stable for at least one hour [40].

Consistent with the model prediction, the application
of Apamin 300 nM, a SK channel blocker, has mixed
effects on DA neuron signaling: whereas it barely af-

fect firing rate and pattern in some neurons (Fig. 8.2A,
left), it strongly increases irregularities and/or induces
spontaneous bursting in others (Fig. 8.2A, right). This
heterogenous effect was reversed by the application of a
L-type calcium channel blocker (Nifedipine 20 µM), regu-
larizing and homogenizing the firing pattern (Fig. 8.2B).

Consistent with our model predictions, these experi-
mental observations suggest that L-type calcium chan-
nels play an important role in the SK channel block-
ade induced irregularities and bursting of DA cells. In
particular, it shows that increasing L-type calcium chan-
nel density increases neuron burstiness under SK channel
blockade both in vitro and in vivo. This heterogeneity
might also be at the origin of the variability in the quality
of SK channel-induced bursting observed in DA neurons
in vivo, as reported in Chapter 6 (see Fig. 6.7).

To summarize, although DA neuron pacemaker activ-
ity is robust against heterogeneity in several ion channels,
owing to the cooperativity of these channels, the nature
of the dominant channel has nevertheless a strong impact
on the excitability of the cell and its firing pattern under
SK channel blockade. In particular, neurons whose dom-
inant channels are L-type calcium channels, or “calcium
pacemakers”, would be proner to burst than “sodium
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Figure 8.2 – The heterogeneity of dopaminergic (DA) neuron L-type calcium channel density is responsible for an
heterogeneity in their firing pattern. A. Extracellular recordings of substantia nigra of two DA neurons from rat brain slices
in control condition (top), during SK channel blockade (middle), and during concomitant blockade of SK channel and L-type
calcium channel (bottom). B. Coefficient of variations of neuron firing patterns in each condition. Black point represents
values for each neuron, bars represents the mean values and the standard deviation. Although DA neurons exhibit similar firing
patterns in control conditions, SK channel blockade uncovers an heterogeneity, some DA neuron exhibiting electrophysiological
signature of competitive excitability, namely single-spike firing, others of cooperative excitability, namely burst firing. A L-type
calcium channel blockade solely affect the firing pattern of bursting neurons.

pacemakers”, in which pacemaking is mostly sustained
by sodium channels.

Sodium and calcium pacemaking

Fig. 8.3A,B shows the bifurcation diagram of the DA
simple model of Chapter 4 for two configurations which
differ in their maximal L-type calcium conductance (
ḡCa,L = 1.5mS/cm2 for A, ḡCa,L = 0.5mS/cm2 for
B). Several bifurcations show up for specific values of in-
tracellular calcium concentrations, and these values are
lower in configuration B. Indeed, we know that a rise of
intracellular calcium concentrations reduces the excitabil-
ity of the cell, through the inactivation (resp. activation)
of an inward current exhibited by L-type calcium channels
(resp. an outward current exhibited by calcium pumps).
Moreover, calcium currents being excitatory, a reduction
in their conductance results in a reduction of the ex-
citability of the cell for a fixed value of [Ca2+]in. This
explains why the curves move to the left when ḡCa,L is
reduced.

Two types of bifurcations are observed: saddle-node
bifurcations, which only occur in the presence of L-type
calcium channels to be present (see Chapter 5) ; and
Hopf bifurcations, which arises from sodium channels.
Therefore, any event that occurs at a saddle node bifur-
cation (resp. Hopf bifurcation) relies on L-type calcium
channels (resp. sodium channels). Among these events,
one of particular interest is the initiation of action po-
tentials. In Fig. 8.3A, the initiation of action potentials
occurs at a saddle-node bifurcation, from what we may
conclude that the early initiation of spikes in the simple

model is induced by L-type calcium channels for that set
of parameters, which refer to “calcium pacemaking”.

On the other hand, when we reduce ḡCa,L, this bifur-
cation moves to lower values of [Ca2+]in (Fig. 8.3C).
When this value of calcium becomes too low, a subcriti-
cal Hopf bifurcation appears and becomes the initiator of
action potentials (configuration B in Fig. 8.3C) . In this
configuration, the early initiation of spikes is induced by
sodium channels, hence the name “sodium pacemaking”.

These results show that, although sodium and cal-
cium channels cooperate to sustain pacemaker firing in
the simple DA neuron model, their relative proportion
strongly affects the dynamical mechanisms of action po-
tential initiation. In particular, there exists couples of
conductance values at which the bifurcation responsible
for the spike initiation switches from a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation to a saddle-node bifurcation. Although Hopf
bifurcation is a common mechanism for spiking in neu-
rodynamics, the saddle node induced by a rise of ḡCa,L
has never been described in neurodynamics to date (it
even differ from the saddle-node not on invariant cycle
bifurcation proposed in [90]). Moreover, further increases
in L-type calcium channel maximal conductance increase
the bistable range separating the low and high calcium
thresholds (Supplementary Fig. S8.1), and his bistability
is a key component of bursting. This might explains why
a rise in L-type calcium channel density increases neuron
burstiness.
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Figure 8.3 – Cooperation between sodium and calcium channels in the generation of spontaneous activity in the simple
DA neuron model. A. Bifurcation diagram of the simple model in a relatively high L-type calcium conductance configuration
(ḡNa = 300mS/cm2, ḡCa,L = 1.5mS/cm2). B. Bifurcation diagram of the simple model in a relatively low L-type calcium
conductance configuration (ḡNa = 300mS/cm2, ḡCa,L = 0.5mS/cm2). C. Evolution of the value (in terms of [Ca2+]in)
of the bifurcation responsible for the generation of spikes according to the L-type calcium channels maximal conductance.
D. Type of pacemaker activity according to the sodium and L-type calcium conductances. The white zone represent the
couples of conductances which results to a spontaneous hyperpolarization of the cell, the light blue zone account for “sodium
pacemaking” and the dark blue zone for “calcium pacemaking”. The pacemaker behavior of the model strongly rely on the
values of both the sodium and the L-type calcium conductances.

Discussion

In this chapter, we analyzed the effect of L-type calcium
channel density variations on the excitability of the DA
neuron model and SNc DA neurons on brain slices. We
saw that an increase in this density decrease neuron en-
trainability and burstiness. The dynamical origin of this
increase in burstiness is the appearance and growth of a
robust bistable zone as the calcium maximal conductance
ḡCa,L increases. Moreover, the nature of the dominant

channel during pacemaking determines different dynami-
cal mechanisms of spike initiation, leading to the concept
of sodium and calcium pacemaking. Although the bi-
furcation diagram of sodium pacemaking corresponds to
the classical one of HH model, the bifurcation diagram of
calcium pacemaking strongly differs from what has been
described in the neurodynamics literature to date. It is
therefore of interest to further investigate this uncommon
spiking mechanism that seems to originate from calcium
channels.



Chapter 9

A Novel Phase Portrait for Neuronal Excitability

Fifty years ago, FitzHugh introduced a phase portrait
that became famous for a twofold reason: it captured in
a physiological way the qualitative behavior of Hodgkin-
Huxley model [81] and it revealed the power of simple
dynamical models to unfold complex firing patterns [50].
To date, in spite of the enormous progresses in qualitative
and quantitative neural modeling, this phase portrait has
remained a core picture of neuronal excitability. Yet,
FitzHugh analysis being based on the original Hodgkin-
Huxley model [81], it only accounts for the role of sodium
and potassium channels.

On the other hand, the prominent role of calcium chan-
nels in firing mechanisms has been highlighted in elec-
trophysiology since then. In particular, calcium channels
have an important role in the pacemaking behavior of DA
neurons, as shown in Chapter 5, and the classical phase
portrait fails to reproduce and explain the mechanisms
underlying this firing pattern. Indeed, we saw in Chapter
8 that increasing L-type calcium channel maximal con-
ductance in the simple DA neuron model induces a switch
in the dynamical mechanisms underlying spike initiation,
leading to a mechanisms that has not been described in
neurodynamics to date.

In this chapter, we show that including a calcium cur-
rent in Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics leads to a revision of
FitzHugh-Nagumo phase portrait that affects in a funda-
mental way the reduced modeling of neural excitability.
The revisited model considerably enlarges the modeling
power of the original one. In particular, it captures essen-
tial electrophysiological signatures that otherwise require
non-physiological alteration or considerable complexifica-
tion of the classical model.

The results of these mathematical analyses lead to a
novel simple model that further enriches the modeling
power of the popular hybrid model of Izhikevich. A sin-
gle parameter in the new model controls the neuron cal-
cium conductance. In low calcium conductance mode,
the model captures the standard behavior of earlier mod-
els. But in high calcium conductance mode, the same
model captures the electrophysiological signature of neu-

rons with a high density of calcium channels, in agree-
ment with many experimental observations. For this rea-
son, the novel reduced model is particularly relevant to
understand the firing mechanisms of neurons that switch
from a low calcium-conductance mode to a high calcium-
conductance mode. Because thalamocortical (TC) neu-
rons provide a prominent example of such neurons, they
are chosen as a proof of concept of the present chapter,
the benefits of which extend to a much broader class of
neurons, as shown in Chapters 10, 11 and 12.

Results

Planar reduction of Hodgkin-Huxley model revisited in
the light of calcium channels

Calcium channels participate in the spiking pattern by
providing, together with sodium channels, a source of
depolarizing currents. In contrast to sodium channels
whose gating kinetics are fast, calcium channels acti-
vate on a slower time-scale, similar to that of potas-
sium channels [78]. As a consequence, their activation
opposes the hyperpolarizing effect of potassium current
activation, resulting in bidirectional modulation capabil-
ities of the post-spike refractory period. We model this
important physiological feature by considering the HH
model [81] with an additional non-inactivating voltage-
gated calcium current ICa and a DC-current Ipump that
accounts for hyperpolarizing calcium pump currents. The
inactivation of calcium channels occurs in a slower time
scale than the HH dynamics [189]. It can be modeled by
a slower adaptation of the calcium conductance, which
does not affect the single spike generation mechanism.

Figure 9.1A illustrates the spiking behavior induced by
the action of an external square current Iapp in the two
different modes. As compared to the original HH model
(Fig. 9.1A left), the presence of the calcium current
is characterized by a triple electrophysiological signature
(see Fig. 9.1A right):

• spike latency: the spike train (burst) is delayed with
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respect to the onset of the stimulation

• plateau oscillations: the spike train oscillations oc-
cur at a more depolarized potential than the hyper-
polarized state

• after-depolarization potential (ADP): the burst ter-
minates with a small depolarization

This electrophysiological signature is typical of neurons
with sufficiently strong calcium currents. See for in-
stance: spike latency [130, 146], plateau oscillations [9],
ADPs [6, 26]. However, the mechanisms by which these
behaviors occur have never been analyzed using reduced
planar models to date.

Following the standard reduction of HH model [50],
we concentrate on the voltage variable V (that accounts
for the membrane potential) and on a recovery variable
n (that accounts for the overall gating of the ion chan-
nels) as key variables governing excitability (see meth-
ods). The phase-portrait of the reduced HH model is
shown in Fig. 9.1B (left). This phase portrait and the
associated reduced dynamics are well studied in the lit-
erature (see [50] for the FitzHugh paper, and [46, 89]
for a recent discussion and more references). We recall
them for comparison purposes only. The resting state is a
stable focus, which lies near the minimum of the familiar
N-shaped V -nullcline. When the stimulation is turned on
(spiking mode), this fixed point loses stability in a sub-
critical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (see below), and the
trajectory rapidly converges to the periodic spiking limit
cycle attractor. As the stimulation is turned off (resting
mode), the resting state recovers its global attractivity
via a saddle-node of limit cycles (the unstable one being
born in the subcritical Hopf bifurcation), and the burst
terminates with small subthreshold oscillations (cf. Fig.
9.1A left).

In the presence of the calcium current, the phase-
portrait changes drastically, as shown in Fig. 9.1B
(right). In the resting mode, the hyperpolarized state
is a stable node lying on the far left of the phase-plane.
The V -nullcline exhibits a “hourglass” shape. Its left
branch is attractive and guides the relaxation toward the
resting state after a single spike generation. The sign
of V̇ changes from positive to negative approximately at
the funnel of the hourglass, corresponding to the ADP
apex. The right branch is repulsive and its two intersec-
tions with the n-nullcline are a saddle and an unstable
focus.

When the stimulation is turned on, the V -nullcline
breaks down in an upper and a lower branch. The up-
per branch exhibits the familiar N-shape and contains an
unstable focus surrounded by a stable limit cycle, very
much as in the reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model. In con-
trast, the lower branch of the V -nullcline, which is not

physiological without the calcium currents, comes into
play. While converging toward the spiking limit cycle at-
tractor from the initial resting state, the trajectory must
travel between the two nullclines where the vector field
has smaller amplitude. As a consequence, the first spike
is fired with a latency with respect to the onset of the
stimulation, as observed in Fig. 9.1A (right) in the pres-
ence of the calcium current (see also Supplementary Fig.
S9.1). In addition, a comparison of the relative position
of the resting state and the spiking limit cycle in Fig.
9.1B (right) explains the presence of plateau oscillations.
As the stimulation is turned off the spiking limit cycle dis-
appears in a saddle-homoclinic bifurcation (see below),
and the resting state recovers its attractivity.

The presence of the lower branch of the V -nullcline
has a physiological interpretation. In the reduced HH
model, the gating variable n accounts for the activation
of potassium channels and the inactivation of sodium
channels. Their synergy results in a total ionic current
that is monotonically increasing with n for a fixed value
of V (Fig. 9.2, left). In this situation, at most one value
of n solves the equation V̇ = 0 and there can be only
one branch for the voltage nullcline. In contrast, when
calcium channels are present, the reduced gating variable
must capture two antagonistic effects. As a result, the
total ionic current is decreasing for low n (the gating
variable is excitatory), and increasing for large n (the
gating variable recovers its inhibitory nature) (Fig. 9.2,
right). In this situation, two distinct values of n solve
the equation V̇ = 0, which explains physiologically the
second branch of the V -nullcline. To summarize, the
lower branch of the voltage nullcline accounts for the
existence of an excitatory effect of n, which is brought
by calcium channel activation.

A bifurcation diagram with Iapp as the bifurcation pa-
rameter sheds more light on the transition mechanism
between the resting and spiking modes (Fig. 9.3). We
use XPPAUT [45] for this numerical analysis. We draw
the bifurcation diagram without (left) and with calcium
channels (right) only for small Iapp, corresponding to
the transition from resting to limit cycle oscillations (Fig.
9.3) (for larger Iapp, the stable limit cycle disappears in
a supercritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation in both cases,
which leads to a stable depolarized, i.e. high-voltage,
state).

Fig. 9.3 (left) illustrates the bifurcation diagram of
the original reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model. For low val-
ues of Iapp, the unique fixed point is a stable focus that
loses stability in a subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation
at Iapp = IAH . Beyond the bifurcation, the trajectory
converges to the stable spiking limit cycle. When Iapp is
lowered again below ISNLC , the spiking limit cycle disap-
pears in a saddle-node of limit cycles, the unstable one
(not drawn) emanating from the subcritical Andronov-
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Hopf bifurcation, and the trajectory relaxes back to rest.
Fig. 9.3 (right) illustrates the bifurcation diagram of

the reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model in the presence of
calcium channels. For Iapp < ISN , a stable node (lower
branch), a saddle (central branch), and an unstable focus
(upper branch) are present, as in Fig. 9.1B(top right).
The node and the saddle coalesce in a supercritical fold
bifurcation at Iapp = ISN , and disappear for Iapp > ISN ,
letting the trajectory converge toward the stable limit cy-
cle. The spike latency observed in the ICa-on configu-
ration unmasks the ghost of this bifurcation. The stable
limit cycle disappears in a saddle homoclinic bifurcation
as Iapp falls below ISH , which lets the trajectory relax
back to the hyperpolarized state. The homoclinic bi-
furcation exhibited by the Hodgkin-Huxley model with
calcium channels is a key mathematical difference with
respect to the standard HH model.

The central ruler of excitability is a transcritical bifurca-
tion, not a fold one

The power of mathematical analysis of the reduced pla-
nar model is fully revealed by introducing two further
simplifications.

• Time-scale separation: we exploit that the voltage
dynamics are much faster than the recovery dynam-

ics by assuming a small ratio ṅ = O(ε)V̇ (the ap-
proximation holds away from the voltage nullcline)
and by studying the singular limit ε = 0.

• Transcritical singularity: by comparing the shape of
the voltage nullcline in Fig. 9.1B(right) for (I =
0) and (I = 12), one deduces from a continuity
argument that a critical value 0 < Ic < 12 exists
at which the two branches of the voltage nullcline
intersect.

The critical current Ic depends on ε. In the singular
limit (ε = 0) and for the corresponding critical current
Ic = Ic(0), one obtains the highly degenerate phase por-
trait in Fig. 9.4A (center). This particular phase portrait
contains a transcritical bifurcation (red circle) which is
the key ruler of excitability. This is because, as illustrated
in Fig. 9.4B for ε > 0, the convergence of solutions ei-
ther to the resting point (I < Ic) or to the spiking limit
cycle (I > Ic) is fully determined by the stable Ws and
unstable Wu manifolds of the saddle point. In the sin-
gular limit shown in Fig. 9.4A, these hyberbolic objects
degenerate to a critical manifold that coincides with the
voltage nullcline near the transcritical bifurcation. It is
in that sense that the X-shape of the voltage nullcline
completely organizes the excitability, i.e. the transition
from resting state to limit cycle.
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Figure 9.4 – Transcritical bifurca-
tion as the main ruler of neuronal
excitability. A. Cartoon of the V-
nullcline transition through a singu-
larly perturbed transcritical bifurca-
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The persistence of the manifold Ws and Wu away from
the singular limit can be rigorously established by geo-
metric singular perturbation. The details of this analysis
are available in the report [51]. The same analysis also
establishes a normal form behavior in the neighborhood
of the transcritical bifurcation: in a system of local coor-
dinates centered at the bifurcation, the voltage dynamics
take the simple form

v̇ = v2 − w2 + i+ h.o.t.

where i is a re-scaled input current and with h.o.t. refer-
ring to higher order terms in v, w, ε.

It should be emphasized that it is the same pertur-
bation analysis that leads to the classical view of the
Hodgkin-Huxley reduced dynamics: the transition from
Fig. 9.1B left (I = 0) to Fig. 9.1B left (I = 12) involves
a fold bifurcation that governs the excitability with a fold
normal form

v̇ = v2 − w + i+ h.o.t.

It is of interest to realize that the addition of the cal-
cium current in the HH model unmasks a global view of
its phase portrait that has been disregarded to date for
its lack of physiological relevance. Figure 9.5A shows
the phase portrait of the classical reduced HH model for
three different values of the hyperpolarizing current, re-
vealing the transcritical singularity for the middle current
value. The unshaded part of the first plot (and only this
part of the plot) is familiar to most neuroscientists since
the work of FitzHugh. Likewise, the conceptual sketch of
the transcritical bifurcation will be familiar to all readers
of basic textbooks in bifurcation analysis. For instance,
the sketch is found in [166] as a prototypical example of
non-generic bifurcation. It is symptomatic that this par-
ticular example is described at length but not connected

to any concrete model in a texbook that puts much em-
phasis on the relevance of bifurcation analysis in neu-
rodynamics applications. As shown in Fig. 9.5B, the
missing connection is brought to life by calcium chan-
nels. Their particular kinetics renders the transcritical
bifurcation of HH model physiological in the presence of
a high-conductance calcium current.

Transcritical hybrid modeling of neurons

The singular limit of planar reduced models reveals that
the excitability properties of spiking neurons are essen-
tially determined by a local normal form of bifurcation
of the resting equilibrium. This property is at the core
of mathematical analysis of neuronal excitability (see
[46, 89] and the rich literature therein).

In recent work, Izhikevich showed that, for computa-
tional purposes, the combination of the local normal form
dynamics with a hybrid reset mechanism, mimicking the
fast (almost discontinuous) spike down-stroke, is able to
reproduce the behavior of a large family of neurons with a
high degree of fidelity [88, 91]. Mimicking Izhikevich ap-
proach, we simplify the planar dynamics into the hybrid
model:

v̇ = v2 − w2 + I if v ≥ vth, then

ẇ = ε(av − w + w0) v ← c, w ← d

The proposed transcritical hybrid model is highly rem-
iniscent of the hybrid model of Izhikevich, but it con-
siderably enlarges its modeling power by including two
features of importance:

• the transcritical normal form v̇ = v2 − w2 + I re-
places the fold normal form v̇ = v2 − w + I, in
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accordance with the normal form analysis presented
earlier.

• the new parameter w0 determines whether the in-
tersection of the voltage and recovery nullclines will
take place above (w0 > 0) or below (w0 < 0) the
transcritical singularity.

The parameter w0 is a direct image of the calcium
conductance: for small calcium conductances, the recov-
ery variable nullcline only intersects the upper branch of
the voltage nullcline (Supplementary Fig. S9.2) ; like-
wise in the hybrid model when w0 > 0. For high calcium
conductance, the recovery variable nullcline intersects the
lower branch of the voltage nullcline (Supplementary Fig.
S9.2) ; likewise in the hybrid model when w0 < 0.

Fig. 9.6 summarizes the four different phase portraits
that derive from the transcritical hybrid model for differ-
ent values of I and w0. For w0 > 0, the model cap-
tures the classical view of the reduced HH model Fig.
9.6(bottom). For w0 < 0, the model reveals the novel
excitability properties associated to a high calcium con-
ductance Fig. 9.6(top).The reader will notice the simi-
larity between the phase portraits of Fig. 9.1 and of Fig.
9.6. The lower plots in Fig. 9.6 (w0 > 0) correspond
to the left plots in Fig. 9.1 (HH model, no calcium cur-
rent). Likewise, the upper plots in Fig. 9.6 (w0 < 0)
correspond to the right plots in Fig. 9.1 (HH model +
calcium current).

Reduced modeling of a thalamocortical relay neuron

Thalamocortical (TC) relay neurons are the input to sen-
sory cortices. These neurons exhibit two distinct firing
patterns: either a continuous regular spiking (Fig. 9.7A)
or a plateau burst spiking (Fig. 9.7B) [83, 92, 93, 124].
The switch between the two modes is regulated by promi-
nent T-type calcium currents that are deinactivated by
hyperpolarization, thereby modulating the resting mem-
brane potential [31, 83, 93, 124, 205]. These firing pat-
terns have been observed during both in vitro and in
vivo recordings [58, 66, 67, 68, 170], and have been
shown to play an important role in thalamocortical re-
lay [30, 125, 171, 175]. Among others, synchronous burst
firing of TC relay cells is the key component of slow-wave
sleep [125, 176], whereas the pathological generation of
this firing pattern during wakefulness leads to absence
epilepsy [84, 172, 203].

Because TC relay cells have an important role in physi-
ology and pathology, they have been widely studied in the
literature. In particular, their electrophysiological activity
has been successfully reproduced in various conductance-
based models [37, 83, 124, 189, 194, 204]. The two
distinct spiking modes of TC neurons and their depen-
dence on the activation of calcium channels make them

-95mV

-58mV

A B
Spike

latency

Plateau oscillations

ADP

Figure 9.7 – Step responses of a conductance-based TC
neuron model (adapted from [37]) in low (left) and high
calcium conductance modes (right). (A and B): Membrane
potential variations of the simulated TC neuron over time in
both conditions. The model reproduces the firing patterns
exhibited by TC relay cells, namely tonic and burst firing.

a good candidate to test the relevance of our qualitative
reduced model against quantitative conductance-based
models. In order to verify this hypothesis, we perform
a classical two-dimension reduction of a state-of-the-art
conductance based model proposed in [37] (see Methods
for the reduction details).

Fig. 9.8 shows the phase portraits of the reduced TC
model in the two different modes. When the neuron
is initially depolarized, T-type calcium channels are in-
activated, and the phase portrait is similar to the tra-
ditional FitzHugh-Nagumo model: the voltage nullcline
has a simple (upper) branch, which breaks into a left and
a right branches when the stimulation is off (Fig. 9.8A,
black solid curves). The accompanying transcritical sin-
gularity appears at non-physiological values of the gating
variable mT . When the stimulation is turned on, the v-
nullcline upper branch rises (Fig. 9.8A, light gray solid
curve), the fixed point looses its stability to a limit cycle
that relaxes to the resting state when the stimulation is
switched off. Likewise, no plateau is observed and the
repolarization phase is strictly monotonic (no ADP can
be exhibited).

The situation is very different when the neuron is ini-
tially hyperpolarized, because T-type calcium channels
are then deinactivated, critically affecting the phase por-
trait: a lower v-nullcline branch is now present for phys-
iological values of mT , and the hyperpolarized state be-
longs to this lower branch (Fig. 9.8B, upper-left, black
gray solid curves). When a depolarizing current step is
applied, this branch falls below the mT -nullcline (Fig.
9.8B, upper-left, light gray solid curves). In order to
generate the first spike, the state travels the narrow re-
gion between the two nullclines, resulting in a pronounced
latency. This latency relies on the small level of IT acti-
vation in this hyperpolarized state (the mT -nullcline is al-
most horizontal), and is amplified by the dynamic inacti-
vation of T-type calcium channels, which further narrows
this funnel. This observation in agreement with previ-
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ous experimental and modeling data [204]. Furthermore,
the relative position of the hyperpolarized state (lower
branch) with respect to spiking cycle (upper branch)
clearly explains the generation mechanism of plateau os-
cillations.

These high frequency plateau oscillations continue un-
til the T-type calcium channel inactivation dominates
(Fig. 9.8B, upper-right). At the end of the burst, the
system converges toward the hyperpolarized state, being
attracted first by the upper part of the v-nullcline (depo-
larizing phase of the ADP), then by its lower part (repo-
larizing phase of the ADP) (Fig. 9.8B, lower-left). Note
the presence of a transcritical bifurcation in the phase
portrait for a particular value of T-type calcium channel
inactivation (Fig. 9.8B, lower-left, green circle). Finally,
when the stimulation is relaxed, the neuron recovers its
initial hyperpolarized state and the inactivation of T-type
calcium channels is released (Fig. 9.8B, lower-right).

This phase portrait analysis confirms that the transcrit-
ical singularity in indeed a key ruler of excitability in this
reduced conductance based TC neuron model. As a con-
sequence, our proposed transcritical hybrid model seems
appropriate to capture the essence of its firing mecha-
nisms.

Transcritical hybrid modeling of a thalamocortical relay
neuron

The phase portrait analysis in the previous section sug-
gests the relevance of a reduced transcritical hybrid
model to model TC relay neurons. We emphasize that
our objective is not a fine tuned quantitative modeling
of the TC neuron firing pattern. Rather, we attempt to
provide a qualitative picture of how the proposed simple
hybrid dynamics permits to reproduce and explain the
behavior of TC neurons and, in particular, the role of
calcium currents.

Fig. 9.9 compares the experimental step response of
a TC neuron in vitro and the simulated step response of
the transcritical hybrid model (12.1), both in the low and
high calcium conductance modes. As discussed above,
the small calcium conductance mode is obtained by
choosing a positive w0 (T-type calcium channels are in-
activated), whereas the large calcium conductance mode
is obtained by choosing a negative w0 (T-type calcium
channels are deinactivated), all the other parameters be-
ing identical in the two modes. An additional variable
z accounts for the slow adaptation mechanisms, such
as e.g. T-type calcium channels inactivation and vari-
ations of intracellular calcium concentration. The hy-
brid model reproduces the experimental observation: in
the low-calcium mode, it responds with a slow regular
train of action potentials; in the high-calcium mode, it
responds with a long spike latency, plateau oscillations,
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Figure 9.9 – Comparison of the experimental step re-
sponse of a TC neuron in vitro[171] (top) and the step
response of the proposed transcritical hybrid model (bot-
tom) in low (left) and high calcium conductance modes
(right). A. and B.: Membrane potential variations of the
recorded TC neuron over time in both conditions. C. and
D. Membrane potential variations of the modeled TC neuron
over time in both conditions. A variation of w0, which is an
image of the calcium conductance, is sufficient to generate
the switch of firing pattern physiologically observed in TC
cells.

and an ADP.
Fig. 9.10 shows the phase-portraits of the transcritical

hybrid model in the two modes. Note the great sim-
ilarity with these phase portraits and the ones of the
reduced conductance-based TC neuron model. When
w0 > 0 (Fig. 9.10, left), the hyperpolarized state be-
longs to the upper branch of the v-nullcline. Application
of a depolarizing current step lifts the voltage nullcline
above the resting state, thus generating a transient non-
delayed action potential (marked with a ∗ in Fig. 9.10A,
left). When the hyperpolarized state belongs to the up-
per branch of the v-nullcline, no plateau oscillations are
possible (Fig. 9.10A, left). Furthermore, the relaxation
toward the hyperpolarized state is necessarily monotone
(i.e. no ADP), as stressed in Fig. 9.10B, left.

At the generation of the first spike, z increases, which
reduces the excitability of the cell (calcium accumulates
in the intracellular space for instance, which activates
hyperpolarizing calcium pumps), and the v-nullcline up-
per branch falls. As the neuron remains polarized, z
decreases (the intracellular calcium is expelled), calcium
pump currents slowly deactivate and the cell slowly depo-
larizes (interspike period), until the spiking threshold is
reached and a new action potential is fired (Fig. 9.10B,
left).

When w0 < 0 (Fig. 9.10, right), the hyperpolarized
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state belongs to the lower branch of the v-nullcline, and
is more hyperpolarized than for w0 > 0, as in experi-
ments. When a depolarizing current step is applied, this
branch falls below the w-nullcline (Fig. 9.10A, right). In
order to generate the first spike, the state travels in the
narrow region between the two nullclines, resulting in a
pronounced latency. Furthermore, the relative position of
the hyperpolarized state (lower branch) with respect to
(hybrid) spiking cycle (upper branch) clearly explains the
generation mechanism of plateau oscillations, as in the
reduced TC model. These high frequency plateau oscilla-
tions (burst) continue until z is sufficiently large (T-type
calcium channels are inactivated and calcium accumu-
lates in the cytoplasm). Plateau oscillations then ter-
minate in a (hybrid) saddle-homoclinic bifurcation (Fig.
9.10A, right).

At the end of the burst, the system converges toward
the hyperpolarized state following the left branch of the
v-nullcline, thus generating a marked ADP at the passage
near the nullcline funnel. The subsequent slow phase is
mainly ruled by the variations of the intracellular calcium.
With the adopted simple dynamics it consists in a slow
depolarization that follows the decrease of the intracel-
lular calcium (Fig. 9.10B, right). A finer and more phys-
iological modeling of the intracellular calcium dynamics
could reproduce in vitro recordings with a higher degree
of fidelity. Note that the ADP trajectories are slightly
different in the reduced conductance based and the tran-
scritical hybrid models. This minor difference is due to
a lower time-scale separation in the reduced TC model
for low values of V , but the generating mechanisms are

similar. We discuss the impact of this difference in the
next section.

In order to further verify the physiological con-
sistence of the transcritical model, we compare its
behavior with the simulated step response of an-
other quantitative one compartment model [83, 124],
a quantitative 200-compartments model [37] (sim-
ulations were run in the Neuron environment,
based on the configuration files freely available at
http://cns.iaf.cnrs-gif.fr/alain demos.htML81)
and a fold hybrid model [89] of a TC relay cell in the
large conductance mode (Supplementary Fig. S9.3).
For the quantitative models, we plot the trajectory pro-
jection on the V −mT plane, where V and mT denotes
the somatic membrane potential and the activation
gating variable of the somatic T-type calcium current,
respectively.

There is a striking similarity between the projection
of the trajectories between both quantitative models and
the phase portrait of the second-order transcritical model.
In both cases, the ADP is generated during a decrease
of the activation variable, and plateau oscillations are
exhibited far from the resting state. Moreover, the spike
latency is a robust property of the transcritical model
because the trajectory must visit the neighborhood of
both the nullclines V̇ = 0 and ẇ = 0 before converging
to the spiking limit cycle. It should be stressed that
there are no comparable ways to reproduce this behavior
in a fold hybrid model. Indeed, as highlighted above,
reproducing this behavior with the standard reduced HH
model necessitates a non physiological alteration of the
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reset rule (Supplementary Fig. S9.3 [89, 182]). This
underlines the relevance of the revisited model to capture
the richness of neuronal excitability.

Robust generation of after depolarization periods

For a neuron model to be biologically relevant, it should
be robust to exogenous disturbances (small synaptic in-
puts, thermal noise, etc.). The firing pattern, in partic-
ular, should remain unchanged. Fig. 9.11 compares the
perturbation robustness of three TC neuron models to
small current impulses. It suggests that the fold hybrid
model is less robust than the transcritical model, because
a tiny pulse is sufficient to generate an extra action po-
tential at the ADP apex.

The difference in robustness is explained by the differ-
ent ADP generation mechanisms, as illustrated in Figure
9.12. In the fold model, ADPs are generated when tra-
jectories cross the v-nullcline from below (Fig. 9.12, see
also Supplementary Fig. S9.3). The absence of any ro-
bust attractor in the ADP generation region makes the
ADP height and shape heavily dependent on the exact
reset point. Moreover, when small current pulses are ap-
plied, the ADP generation is disrupted, and the model
fires an extra (non-physiological) spike.

Conversely, ADP generation in the transcritical hybrid
model is robustly governed by the attractor Sεa that steers
the trajectories through the ADP apex and toward the
resting point. That is the reason why the ADP height
and shape barely depend on chosen reset point. At the
same time, the persistence to small perturbations of this
invariant manifold [79] ensures, as required in biologi-
cally meaningful conditions, the robustness of the ADP
generation mechanism to small inputs.

The ADP apex is the most excitable part of the trajec-
tory. A physiologically relevant external stimulation can
easily generate a spike during this small period, whereas
the neuron is barely excitable in the preceding and follow-
ing periods. This suggests a major role for this ADP in
the modulation of external inputs by neuron endogenous
rhythm. This excitability can be finely tuned through
variations of channel kinetics. For instance, the presence
of a “buckle” in the ADP trajectory of the reduced con-
ductance based model in Fig. 9.8 (compare to Supple-
mentary Fig S9.3) is an artifact that illustrates the sensi-
tivity trajectories around the ADP apex, a mathematical
illustration of the neuron excitability at this particular
instant.

Discussion

Calcium channels physiologically unmask the physiolog-
ical relevance of a global view of the reduced Hodgkin-
Huxley phase portrait

The inclusion of calcium channels in Hodgkin-Huxley
model has a dramatic impact on its mathematical re-
duction: the firing mechanisms are governed by the local
normal form of a transcritical rather than fold bifurca-
tion. It results in the presence of a new voltage nullcline
branch in the phase portrait, which lies below the clas-
sical inverted N-shaped one. When the calcium channel
density is high, neuronal excitability is governed by this
lower branch, which accounts for the physiological signa-
ture of these currents: spike latency, plateau oscillations
and afterdepolarization potential.

Interestingly, it is not the phase portrait of the reduced
HH model that is affected by calcium, but only the sub-
region of the plane where it is physiologically relevant.
Indeed, the transcritical singularity is the core mecha-
nism of the classical Hodgkin-Huxley model as well, and
the well known fold bifurcation derives from it. As a con-
sequence, the classical FitzHugh Nagumo phase portrait
is a particular (because localized) view of the more com-
plete picture studied in the present paper. This complete
picture and its dynamical consequences are brought to
live by any slowly activating depolarizing current, calcium
currents being the most representative. Note that it may
be generated by a slowly activating persistent sodium
current as well.

The proposed planar model differs from earlier planar
models that include calcium channels

The proposed planar model is distinctively different from
earlier reduced models that include calcium channels in
that its slow variable (n or w) aggregates in the same
time scale the antagonistic activation of potassium and
calcium channels, thereby capturing the non monotonic-
ity of the total ionic current (Fig. 9.2, right). This prop-
erty is lost when the activation of calcium channels is
treated as a fast variable, that is, set at steady-state in
the reduction such as, for instance, in the popular Morris-
Lecar model [132]. A classical reference such as [78] nev-
ertheless suggests that the time constant of calcium and
potassium activations are comparable, motivating the re-
duction adopted in the present paper.

The richness of neuronal excitability is captured in a two
dimensional transcritical hybrid model

Although this enlarged phase portrait is the source of rich
and diverse forms of excitability, its essence is captured
in a simple and physiologically grounded hybrid model.
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The illustration of its modeling power on the thalamo-
cortical neuron excitability shows the impact of revisiting
the classical view. Indeed, whereas tonic spiking of these
cells is well captured by classical models based on the
fold normal form, the generation of burst firing needs
non physiological alterations of the phase portrait and
the reset rule of these models. On the other hand, both
firing patterns can be generated in the transcritical hy-
brid model through a change in one parameter, which
reflects the proportion of calcium channels which are not
inactivated.

This illustration is just the top of the iceberg because
the same principle will apply to many important fami-
lies of neurons that are thoroughly studied and that have
so far largely resisted reduced modeling. The proposed
model will impact the understanding of excitability of
e.g. dopaminergic, serotonergic, and subthalamic nu-
cleus neurons, whose various firing patterns have a di-
rect and critical impact in physiology and diseases, such
as Parkinson’s disease and depression.
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Chapter 10

The Novel Phase Portrait uncovers two New Types of
Excitability

In the early days of experimental neurophysiology,
Hodgkin identified three distinct types of excitability
(nowadays called Type I, II, and III) by stimulating crus-
tacean nerves with constant current stimuli [80]. The
three types of excitability have long been associated to
three distinct mathematical signatures in conductance-
based models. They all can be described in planar models
of the FitzHugh type [50], which can be rigorously asso-
ciated to the mathematical reduction of high-dimensional
models (see for instance the planar reduction of Hodgkin-
Huxley model in [148] and the excitability analysis in
[150]). Reduced models have proven central to the
understanding of excitability and closely related mech-
anisms such as bursting. However, understanding ex-
citability in detailed conductance-based models remains
a challenge, especially for neurons that exhibit transition
between distinctively different firing types depending on
environmental conditions. The present paper proposes a
generalization of FitzHugh-Nagumo model that provides
novel insights in the simple classification of excitability
types.

The proposed model is a “mirrored” version of
FitzHugh-Nagumo model, motivated by the mathemati-
cal reduction of conductance-based models including cal-
cium channels proposed in Chapter 9 [42]. A central
observation of Chapter 9 is that the electrophysiologi-
cal signature of excitability is strongly affected by a local
property of the recovery variable at the resting equilib-
rium: if the recovery variable is slow restorative, that is,
provides a negative feedback on membrane potential vari-
ations such as in all planar reductions of Hodgkin-Huxley
model, the qualitative properties of excitability are well
captured by the classical Fitzugh-Nagumo model. In con-
trast, if the recovery variable is slow regenerative, that
is, provides a positive feedback on membrane potential
variations, then the electrophysiological signature is dis-
tinctively different. This is for instance observed in a
planar reduction of Hodgkin-Huxley model augmented

with an activating calcium current (see Chapter 9). The
chief difference between the restorative or regenerative
nature of the recovery variable is responsible for an alter-
ation of the phase portrait that cannot be reproduced in
FitzHugh-Nagumo model and that calls for a generalized
model that motivates the present chapter.

We construct a highly degenerate pitchfork bifurca-
tion (co-dimension 3) that is shown to organize excitabil-
ity in five different types. The three first types corre-
spond to the types of excitability extensively studied in
the literature. They are all restorative, in the sense that
they only involve a region of the phase plane where the
model recovery variable is purely restorative. In addition,
the model reveals two new types of excitability (Type
IV and V) that match the distinct electrophysiological
signatures of conductance-based models of high density
calcium channels. We prove that these two new types
of excitability cannot be observed in a purely restorative
model, such as FitzHugh-Nagumo model. In addition,
an important result of the analysis is that Type IV and V
excitable models exhibit a bistable range that persists in
the singular limit of the model. This, in sharp contrast
to the Type I, II, and III. The result suggests the poten-
tial importance of Type IV and V excitability in bursting
mechanisms associated to regenerative ion channels, as
discussed in Chapters 11 and 12.

Results

A mirrored FitzHugh-Nagumo model and its physiologi-
cal interpretation

The chapter studies the excitability properties of the pla-
nar model

V̇ = V − V 3

3
− n2 + Iapp (10.1a)

ṅ = ε(n∞(V − V0) + n0 − n) (10.1b)

91
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where n∞(V ) is the standard Boltzman activation func-
tion

n∞(V ) :=
2

1 + e−5V
, (10.2)

The model is reminiscent of the popular FitzHugh-
Nagumo model of neuronal excitability: Eq. (10.1a) de-
scribes the fast dynamics of the membrane potential V ,
whereas Eq. (10.1b) describes the slow dynamics of the
“recovery variable” n that aggregates the gating of var-
ious ionic channels.

The voltage dynamics Eq. (10.1a) are identical to the
FitzHugh-Nagumo model, except that the quadratic term
n2 replaces the linear term n. The resulting nullcline
V̇ = 0 “mirrors” along the V -axis the classical inverse
N -shaped nullcline of FitzHugh-Nagumo model, as illus-
trated in Fig. 10.1. The figure illustrates the phase por-
trait of the model in the singular limit ε = 0. The left and
right phase-portraits are the unfolding of the transcritical
bifurcation organizing center (see e.g. [166, Pages 104-
105]) obtained for Iapp = I? := 2

3 . This particular value
will help understanding excitability mechanisms at work
in the situation Iapp > I?, illustrated in the right figure.

The recovery dynamics Eq. (10.1b) exhibit the familiar
first-order relaxation of ionic current to the static sigmoid
curve illustrated in Fig. 10.2. For quantitative purposes,
the numerator in the right hand side of Eq. (10.2) can
be picked larger or equal than 2 without changing the
underlying qualitative analysis. The parameters (V0, n0)
locate the relative position of the nullclines in the phase
portrait. In particular, the region

Sn0 := {(V, n) ∈ R2 : n ∈ (n0, n0 + 2)} (10.3)

is attractive and invariant for the dynamics of system
(10.1). The parameter n0 slides up and down the “phys-
iological window” of the recovery variable, whereas, V0

is the half-activation potential. The potential V ? < V0

is defined as the voltage at which n∞(V − V0) has uni-
tary slope. We adopt the conventional notation n for
the recovery variable but will allow n0 < 0, which makes
the range of n include negative values. This is purely for
mathematical convenience and should not confuse the
reader used to the physiological interpretation of a gat-
ing variable with range [0, 1]. For any value of n0, the
mathematical range [n0, n0 + 2] of the recovery variable
n can be mapped to the physiological range [0, 1] of
a gating variable ñ via the affine change of coordinate
ñ = n−n0

2 .

Restorative and regenerative excitability

The recovery variable n of model (10.1) is restorative
in the half plane n > 0, that is it provides a negative
feedback on membrane potential variations, because

∂V̇

∂n

∂ṅ

∂V
< 0.

In contrast, it is regenerative in the half plane n < 0, that
is it provides a positive feedback on membrane potential
variations, because

∂V̇

∂n

∂ṅ

∂V
> 0.

A consequence of that observation is that the recovery
variable of model (10.1) is always restorative when n0 >
0. The corresponding phase portrait is illustrated in Fig.
10.3A. It is reminiscent of FitzHugh-Nagumo model and
will recover known types of excitability. In contrast, n
is either restorative or regenerative when n0 < 0. The
corresponding phase portrait (Fig. 10.3B) is distinctly
different from FitzHugh-Nagumo model and it will lead to
the novel types of excitability studied in this paper. The
role of the proposed mirrored FitzHugh-Nagumo model
is to study the transition from a purely restorative model
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Figure 10.2 – Dependence of the n-nullclines (dashed line) of (10.1) on the parameters n0 and V0. The location of the
nullcline in the phase plane determines an attractive invariant region Sn0 . At the voltage V ?, the nullcline has unitary slope.
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associated invariant region Sn0 . A) When Sn0 is fully contained in the half-plane n > 0 the phase portrait is reminiscent of
original FitzHugh-Nagumo model and the outward ionic current is monotone increasing. The recovery variable has a purely
restorative role. B) When Sn0 extends to the half-plane n < 0, the phase portrait exhibits new characteristics. The outward
ionic current is not monotone, corresponding to two anti-synergistic (restorative and regenerative) roles of the recovery variable.
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to a model that is neither regenerative nor restorative
through a single parameter n0.

The physiology behind restorative and regenerative be-
haviors

Restorative and regenerative behaviors model different
types of (in)activation gating variables in conductance-
based models. When the recovery variable is purely
restorative (Fig. 10.3A), it models the activation (resp.
inactivation) of an outward (resp. inward) ionic current:
a positive variation of V induces a positive variation of n
and thus an increase of the total outward ionic current,
i.e. n2, which is monotone increasing in Sn0 . By con-
trast, when the recovery variable becomes regenerative
(Fig. 10.3B), its role is reversed: it models the activa-
tion (resp. inactivation) of an inward (resp. outward)
ionic current: a positive variation of V induces a positive
variation of n and thus a decrease of the total outward
ionic current, which is now monotone decreasing.

The seminal model of Hodgkin-Huxley only includes
restorative slow gating variables: inactivation of sodium
current and activation of potassium current. That is
why the classical reduction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model
leads to a FitzHugh-Nagumo type of phase portrait (Fig.
10.3A). However, conductance-based models often in-
clude slow regenerative gating variables. An example of
the latter is the activation of calcium currents included
in many bursting conductance-based models (e.g. R15
neuron of Aplysia’s abdominal ganglion [140], thalamo-
cortical relay and reticular neurons [36, 124], CA3 hip-
pocampal pyramidal neuron [183]). Adding a calcium
current in the Hodgkin-Huxley model is one natural way
to obtain a reduced phase portrait as in Fig. 10.3B (see
Chapter 9 and [42]).

A pitchfork bifurcation organizes different excitability
types

The model (10.1) has three free geometrical parameters
(Iapp, n0, V0). The parameter n0 is an additional param-
eter with respect to FitzHugh-Nagumo dynamics. The
three parameters can be adjusted to create a codimension
three pitchfork bifurcation that will provide an organizing
center for excitability.

The degenerate bifurcation is illustrated in Fig. 10.4
and is constructed as follows (see [52] for mathematical
details):

1. The applied current is fixed at Iapp = I?, imposing
the existence of the singularly perturbed transcritical
bifurcation at the V -nullcline self-intersection (cf.
Fig. 10.1 center).

2. We fix n0 = n?0(V0) := −n∞(−1 − V0) to force a

nullcline intersection at the transcritical singularity
at (−1, 0).

3. We fix V ? = −1, or, equivalently, V0 = V ?0 :=
−1 + 1

5 log
(
−6 +

√
35
)
, so that the n-nullcline is

tangent to the V -nullcline at the intersection.

Fig. 10.4 also shows the presence of codimension two
transcritical bifurcations for Iapp = I?, n0 = n?0 and
V0 6= V ?0 .

Unfolding in the plane Iapp = I?

The parameter chart in Fig. 10.5 unfolds the pitchfork bi-
furcation in the plane (V0, n0) for the fixed critical value
I?. This bifurcation analysis reveals four qualitatively
distinct regions denoted by I, II, IV, and V. The tran-
sition from Region I to Region II is through a saddle-
node bifurcation at which the n-nullcline is tangent to
the V -nullcline. See how the top right phase portrait is
continuously deformed to the top left phase portrait in
Fig. 10.5. The transition from Region I to Region IV is
through a transcritical bifurcation at which a saddle and
a node exchange their stability. See how the top right
phase portrait is continuously deformed to the bottom
right phase portrait in Fig. 10.5. A similar transition
occur from Region IV to Region V. See how the bottom
right phase portrait is continuously deformed to the bot-
tom left phase portrait in Fig. 10.5. Finally, the transi-
tion from Region V to Region II is through a saddle-node
bifurcation. See how the bottom left phase portrait is
continuously deformed to the top left phase portrait in
Fig. 10.5.

Region III in Fig. 10.5 is illustrated for future reference
in the next section, but it should not be differentiated
from Region II in the plane I = I?, i.e. there is no
bifurcation associated to the transition from Region II to
Region III.

The pitchfork bifurcation organizes excitability

The relevance of the unfolding in Fig. 10.5 for excitabil-
ity is that the different regions correspond to different
types of excitability for Iapp > I?. Regions I, II, and III
correspond to Types I, II, and III excitability identified in
the early work of Hodgkin [80] and extensively studied
in the literature since then. Those are the only types of
excitability that can be associated to purely restorative
models (i.e. n0 > 0) and they all have been studied
in FitzHugh-Nagumo type phase portraits. In contrast,
Region IV and V correspond to new types of excitability
that require the co-existence of restorative and regener-
ative ionic currents.

Our analysis assumes a timescale separation ε� 1, re-
flecting the accepted strong separation between the fast
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Figure 10.4 – Nullclines and fixed points of (10.1) for Iapp = I?, different values of V0, and with n0 as the bifurcation
parameter. Stable fixed points are drawn as filled circle, unstable as circle, and bifurcations as half-filled circle. A,C: When
V0 < V ?0 or V0 > V ?0 as n0 decreases below n?0(V0) a stable and an unstable fixed points exchange their stability in a
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Figure 10.5 – Unfolding of the degenerate pitchfork bifurcation in the plane Iapp = I? and associated nullclines and fixed
points. Stable fixed points are depicted as filled circles, whereas unstable as circles. Saddle points are depicted as crosses. �:
pitchfork bifurcation. TC: transcritical bifurcation. SN: saddle-node bifurcation.

voltage dynamics and sodium activation kinetics and the
remaining slow gating kinetics. We focus on those bifur-
cations that persist in the singular limit ε→ 0.

Fig. 10.6 summarizes the different types of excitability
studied in the next section and their main electrophysio-
logical signatures.

The case Iapp < I? is less relevant for excitability mod-
els and therefore not studied in details: for Iapp < I?,
there always exists a stable fixed point and the only
possible bifurcations are the two “vertical” saddle-nodes
(ISN,up in Fig.s 10.7-10.9) in which the unstable fixed
point of Type IV excitable systems and the up stable
steady state of Type V excitable systems disappear, re-
spectively. In this sense, this case corresponds to a con-
dition of reduced excitability.

Three types of restorative excitability

Type I (SNIC)

Fixing the parameters (V0, n0) in Region I of the
parameter chart in Fig. 10.5, the node and the saddle
approach each other as the applied current Iapp > I?

increases and eventually collide in a saddle-node
bifurcation at the critical value Iapp = ISNIC , as
depicted in Fig. 10.6 (top right). Under the timescale
separation assumption (i.e. ε � 1), the center man-
ifold of the bifurcation forms a homoclinic loop, as
sketched in the figure. This bifurcation is commonly
identified as saddle-node on invariant circle (SNIC). As
Iapp is further increased, the fixed point disappears and
the system generates a periodic train of action potentials.

The excitability properties of model (10.1) near a SNIC
bifurcation are commonly referred to as Type I excitabil-
ity (see e.g. [46, Section 3.4.4], [150], and [89, Section
7.1.3] and references therein). The main electrophysio-
logical signatures associated to Type I excitability are as
follows:

All-or-none spike. The model has a well defined
threshold (i.e. Iapp = ISNIC) to generate action
potentials. Above the threshold, the amplitude of
the action potentials does not depend on the stim-
ulus intensity.

Low frequency spiking. The frequency of the limit
cycle decreases to zero as Iapp ↘ ISNIC . From a
computational point of view, this property permits
to encode the stimulus intensity in the oscillation
frequency.

Examples of neurons exhibiting the electrophysiolog-
ical signature of Type I excitability include: thalamo-
cortical neurons with inactivated T-type calcium current
(depolarized steady-state) [204, Figure 3], isolated axons
from Carcinus maenas [80, Class 1], regular spiking neu-
rons in somatosensory cortex [179], molluscan neurons
[162].

Type II (Hopf)

In Region II of the parameter chart in Fig. 10.5, the
nullclines intersect only once at a stable fixed point. As
Iapp is increased, this fixed point looses stability in a
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Hopf bifurcation at Iapp = IHopf , as illustrated in Fig.
10.6 (top left). Above this critical input current, the
system possesses a stable limit cycle surrounding the
unstable fixed point.

Excitability properties associated to a Hopf bifurcation
are well known and define Type II excitability (see e.g.
[46, Section 3.4.4], [150], and [89, Section 7.1.3] and ref-
erences therein). Fundamental electrophysiological sig-
natures of Type II excitable systems include:

No threshold. When the bifurcation is supercriti-
cal, the amplitude of the limit cycle decreases to zero
as Iapp ↘ IHopf , which makes it hard to define a
threshold for the generation of an action potential.
Canard trajectories [192] are sometime considered as
“soft” threshold manifolds between small and large
amplitude action potentials.

Subthreshold oscillations. When the applied cur-
rent is slightly below the bifurcation values (i.e.
Iapp . IHopf ) the system trajectory relaxes to the
fixed point with damped oscillations at the natural
frequency of the Hopf bifurcation (i.e. the imaginary
part of the eigenvalues at the bifurcation).

No low frequency firing. The oscillation frequency
is (almost) independent of the injected current and
is equal to or larger than the natural frequency of
the Hopf bifurcation.

Frequency preference. Trains of small (< IHopf )
amplitude inputs can induce spike if the intra stimu-
lus frequency is resonant with the natural frequency
of the Hopf bifurcation. This phenomenon is tightly
linked to the presence of subthreshold oscillations
and permits to detect the presence of resonant har-
monics in the stimulus.

Post-inhibitory spike. Transient negative current
can induce an action potential in Type II excitable
systems.

Examples of neurons exhibiting the electrophysiologi-
cal signature of Type II excitability include: isolated ax-
ons from Carcinus maenas [80, Class 2], fast spiking neu-
rons in somatosensory cortex [179], alpha moto-neurons
[127].

Type III

Type III excitability was only recently studied [57]. It
can be thought as a less excitable variant of Type II
excitability. In Region III of Fig. 10.5, the half-activation
voltage V0 is so negative that the stable focus never
looses its stability as the applied current is increased.

Nevertheless, the model is still excitable. For instance,
as depicted in Fig. 10.6 (bottom left), a positive current
step instantaneously shifts the stable fixed point upright
and an originally resting trajectory is attracted toward
the right branch of the V -nullcline before relaxing back
to rest. On the contrary, if the applied current varies
slowly no action potential is generated.

Specific neurocomputational properties of Type III ex-
citable systems have recently been highlighted in [57]:

Slope detection. Because a brutal variation of the
applied current is necessary to excite the model,
Type III excitable neurons acts as slope detectors
with a high temporal precision

Slope based stochastic resonance. In the pres-
ence of noise, Type III excitable models are most
sensitive to the stimulus slope and frequency, rather
than to its amplitude. The associated stochastic
resonance phenomenon (slope based stochastic res-
onance) exhibits distinctly different filtering prop-
erties with respect to the classical stochastic reso-
nance in Type I/II excitable models.

Examples of neurons exhibiting the electrophysiologi-
cal signature of Type III excitability include: squid giant
axons (revised model) [28], auditory brain stem [57], iso-
lated axons from Carcinus maenas [80, Class 3].

Two novel types of regenerative excitability

Type IV (singularly perturbed saddle-homoclinic)

As illustrated in the bottom right phase portrait of Fig.
10.5, Type IV excitability is the first excitability type that
involves the “mirrored” shape of the voltage nullcline in
(10.1): the stable node and the saddle lie on the lower
regenerative branch of the V -nullcline. In particular, the
hyperpolarized stable steady state of Type IV excitable
models lies in the regenerative region of the phase por-
trait, i.e. where

∂V̇

∂n

∂ṅ

∂V
> 0.

As a consequence, excitability properties of this phase
portrait cannot be studied in FitzHugh-Nagumo like
models.

Fixing the pair (V0, n0) in Region IV of Fig. 10.5,
we obtain the bifurcation diagram illustrated in Fig.
10.7 together with the associated phase portraits. The
stable node looses stability in a saddle-node bifurca-
tion at the critical value Iapp = ISN,down > I?. For
Iapp > ISN,down, the model possesses a stable limit cycle
that attracts all solutions (but the unstable focus). The
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spiking limit cycle disappears in a (singularly perturbed)
saddle-homoclinic bifurcation at Iapp = ISH . The sta-
ble node attracts all solutions (but those on the stable
manifold of the saddle) for Iapp < ISH . Further decreas-
ing Iapp below ISN,up, the unstable focus disappear in a
saddle-node, letting the stable node globally asymptoti-
cally stable.
The chief electrophysiological signatures of Type IV ex-
citable systems are:

Bistability. Type IV excitable models are bistable
in the parameter range ISH < Iapp < ISN,down:
a limit cycle attractor coexists with a stable fixed
point.

Spike-latency. When the applied current is
abruptly increased slightly above ISN , the trajec-
tory necessarily travels the narrow region between
the nullclines. Since the vector field is small in that
region, the first action potential is fired with a large
latency.

After-depolarization potential. After the limit cy-
cle has disappeared in the homoclinic bifurcation,
the trajectory converges to rest by following the at-
tractive branches of the voltage nullcline, thus gen-
erating robust ADPs (see [42]).

We stress that bistability, spike-latency, and ADPs are
all direct consequences of the presence of a saddle point
on the regenerative branch of the voltage nullcline: the
basin of attraction of the stable node and the limit cy-
cle are separated by the stable manifold of the saddle;
spike-latency reveals the “ghost” of the center manifold
of the saddle-node bifurcation; ADPs are generated along
the hyperbolic invariant structure provided by the saddle
stable and unstable manifolds.

Examples of neurons exhibiting the electrophysiologi-
cal signature of Type IV excitability include: subthala-
mic nucleus neurons [72], thalamo-cortical reticular and
relay neurons with deinactivated T-type calcium current
(hyperpolarized state) [82, 125], dopaminergic neurons
[63, 98], superficial pyramidal neurons [64].

Type V (saddle-saddle)

Type V excitability relates to Type IV as Type III does to
Type II: similarly to Type IV, the hyperpolarized stable
steady state of Type V excitable models lies in regenera-
tive region of the phase plane. The distinct feature of the
bottom left phase portrait of Fig. 10.5 is the co-existence
of two stable fixed points, a “down-state” and an “up-
state”. The saddle stable manifold separates the two
attractors. As Iapp is decreased below I?, the up-state
eventually looses its stability in a saddle-node bifurcation
at ISN,up, leaving the down-state globally asymptotically

stable. Similarly, as Iapp is increased above I?, the down-
state eventually disappears in a saddle-node bifurcation
at I = ISN,down. But the up-state itself eventually
looses its stability in a Hopf bifurcation at Iapp = IHopf .
The Hopf bifurcation can either take place beyond the
bistable range [ISN,up, ISN,down], a situation illustrated
in Fig. 10.8, or it can take place within the bistable range
[ISN,up, ISN,down], in which case, depending on Iapp, the
stable down-state coexists with either a limit cycle attrac-
tor or a stable fixed point, a situation illustrated in Fig.
10.9.
The main electrophysiological signatures of Type V ex-
citable models are similar to those of Type IV and can
be summarized as follows:

Bistability Type V excitable models are bistable in
the range ISN,up < Iapp < ISN,down: a stable
down-state coexists with an up-state attractor that
can be either a stable fixed point or a stable limit
cycle.

Spike latency. Similarly to Type IV, the down-state
looses stability in a saddle-node bifurcation on the
lower (regenerative) branch of V -nullcline, leading
to a long latency before the convergence to the up-
state.

Plateau potentials. The up-state having a higher
voltage with respect to the down-state, the transi-
tion between the two gives rise to plateau potentials
either with or without spikes.

Examples of neurons exhibiting the electrophysiolog-
ical signature of Type V excitability include: olfactory
bulb mitral cells [77] and striatal medium spiny neurons
[195]. More examples are listed at Scholarpedia journal
article [197].

Discussion

Mirroring the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation accounts for
regenerative slow gating variables

Mirroring the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation was motivated
by the inclusion, in a simple model of neuronal excitabil-
ity, of the transcritical bifurcation observed in a planar
reduction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model augmented with
an activating calcium current (Chapter 9). This heuris-
tic geometrical construction is actually tightly linked with
the underlying electrophysiology: in the upper FitzHugh-
Nagumo like part of the phase portrait the model recov-
ery variable is restorative, as it is in all reduced models
derived from Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics; in the mirrored
part it is regenerative, accounting for regenerative slow
gating variables, such as the activation of calcium cur-
rent. To the best of our knowledge, this unified picture
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is not present in existing planar models of neuronal ex-
citability, that are purely restorative.

Regeneracy unravels a pitchfork bifurcation organizing
old and new types of excitability

The distinctive effects of regenerative gating variables
on neuronal excitability are widely studied in high dimen-
sional conductance-based models and in in vitro record-
ings. However, these same signatures can not be repro-
duced in restorative models and the underlying dynamical
mechanisms have remained obscure to date.

The unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation organizing the
proposed model reveals how the inclusion of regenerative
variables changes neuronal excitability. The obtained pa-
rameter chart recovers the three known types of (restora-
tive) excitability and unmasks two novel types that we
naturally defined as Types IV and V. The defining con-
dition of Types IV and V excitability is regeneracy, i.e.

∂V̇

∂n

∂ṅ

∂V
> 0,

at the hyperpolarized stable steady state. This sole con-
dition ensures the presence of the electrophysiological sig-
natures of regenerative slow gating variables, in particu-
lar, bistability.

Restorative and regenerative excitability in higher dimen-
sional conductance based models

The planar model discussed in the present paper quali-
tatively captures an important switch from restorative to
regenerative excitability. Electrophysiological recordings
suggest that this switch actually occurs in the physiolog-
ical range of many neurons. In Chapter 11, we show that
the switch indeed occurs in a number of published higher-
dimensional conductance based-models. A qualitatively
identical parameter chart to that in Fig. 10.5 is found in
those models and the switch from restorative to regen-
erative excitability is traced through a transcritical bifur-
cation in the parameter space. In this sense, the planar
model studied in the present paper is thought to capture
a normal form reduction associated to a transcritical bi-
furcation that occurs in many quantitative conductance-
based models of neurons.

Bistability and bursting in singularly perturbed excitable
models

A distinct feature of Types IV and V excitable models
with respect to the three other types is the existence
of a finite range of bistability. Bistability has been de-
scribed in the context of Types I and II excitability as well
(see e.g. [150]), but, in all these situations, the bistabil-
ity range shrinks to zero as the timescale separation is
increased [52]. In contrast, the stable manifold of the
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saddle point that separates the two basin of attraction in
Types IV and V excitability is a robust (hyperbolic) geo-
metric object that persists in the singular limit. Because
neurons do exhibit a pronounced timescale separation,
the robustness of the bistable range in Types IV and V is
thought to be an important feature of excitable models
that are not purely restorative.

The relevance of bistability in excitable models lies in
its relevance for model bursting. Bursting is typically
the result of a slow adaptation variable that modulates
the applied current across the bistability range, creating
a hysteresis loop between the stable down-state and the
up-state attractor. An important conjecture derived from
our analysis is that bursting will persist near the singu-
larly perturbed limit of model (10.1) only in Type IV and
V excitability, that is only in the presence of regenerative
ionic channels. In other words, Types IV and V excitabil-
ity would be the essential sources of bursting in singularly
perturbed models, as shown in Chapter 12.



Chapter 11

A Balance Equation Determines a Switch in Neuronal
Excitability

Detailed computational conductance-based models
have long demonstrated their ability to faithfully repro-
duce the variety of electrophysiological signatures that
can be recorded from a same neuron in varying physio-
logical or pharmacological conditions. But the predictive
value of a computational model is limited unless its anal-
ysis sheds light on the core mechanisms at play behind a
computer simulation. Because conductance-based mod-
els are nonlinear dynamical models, their analysis often
requires a drastic reduction of dimension. The reduced
model is amenable to the geometric methods of dynami-
cal systems theory, but the mathematical insight is often
gained at the expense of physiological interpretability;
hence the need for methodological tools that can relate
mathematical predictions of low-dimensional models to
physiological predictions in detailed conductance based
models.

In Chapter 10, we used phase plane analysis and dy-
namical bifurcation theory to characterize in reduced-
order neurodynamics models a switch of excitability that
is consistent with many physiological observations. More
precisely, a transcritical bifurcation governed by a single
parameter was shown to organize a switch from restora-
tive excitability, extensively studied in most models in-
spired from the Hodgkin-Huxley model, to regenerative
excitability whose distinct electrophysiological signature
include spike latency, plateau oscillations, and afterdepo-
larizeation potentials..

The main contribution of the present chapter is to
show that this transcritical bifurcation, and the asso-
ciated excitability switch, exist in a number of high-
dimensional conductance-based models and that the re-
sulting mathematical predictions have physiological rele-
vance. More precisely, we provide an algorithm to trace
the transcritical bifurcation in arbitrary conductance-
based models. Although purely mathematical in nature,
the detection of the transcritical bifurcation is based on
an ansatz that leads to a simple physiological interpreta-

tion: the switch of excitability is determined by a balance
between restorative (those providing a negative feedback)
and regenerative (those providing a positive feedback)
ion channels at the resting potential. Because this simple
tuning rule can take many different physiological forms, it
is potentially shared by very different neurons. We apply
the algorithm to detailed conductance-based models of
six neurons known to exhibit drastic changes in their elec-
trophysiological signatures depending on environmental
conditions: the squid giant axon [81], the dopaminergic
neuron [40], the thalamic relay neuron [37], the thala-
mic reticular neuron [36], the aplysia R15 model [149],
and the cerebellar granular cell [33]. In each case, the
algorithm identifies a transcritical bifurcation that occurs
close to the nominal model parameters and its predictions
are consistent with experimental observations.

After defining a novel classification of ion channels
based on their restorative or regenerative nature, we
briefly review the planar model presented in Chapter 10
and how its transcritical bifurcation qualitatively captures
the switch between restorative and regenerative excitabil-
ity. As a generalization of this low-dimensional case, we
mathematically construct the same bifurcation in generic
conductance based models and derive the balance condi-
tion determining the regenerative or restorative nature of
the model. This construction and its electrophysiological
predictions are firstly illustrated on the squid giant axon.
An algorithm for generic conductance-based models is
subsequently derived and different models analyzed. In
particular, we revisit, using a TC neuron model as an in-
sightful example, how neuronal signaling can rely on the
dynamic regulation of the balancing between restorative
and regenerative ion channels. Finally, we illustrate our
results in an experiment on midbrain dopaminergic neu-
rons.
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Results

Restorative and regenerative ion channels

The gating of ion channels occurs on many different
timescales. However, gating timescales can be grouped
in three families, according to their influence on neuronal
excitability [78]:

(i) Fast gating variables: These variables have a
time-constant in the millisecond range. They gen-
erate the rapid regenerative upstroke of an action
potential. Prominent representatives of this family
are the activation gating variables of fast voltage-
gated sodium channels (NaV1.1 to NaV1.9).

(ii) Slow gating variables: These variables have a
time constant 5 to 10 times larger than fast gat-
ing variables. They influence the spike initiation,
downstroke, and the afterspike period. They are
key players of neuronal excitability. Prominent rep-
resentatives of this family are the activation gat-
ing variables of delayed rectifier potassium channels
(KV1.1 to KV1.3, KV1.5 to KV1.8, KV2.1, KV2.2,
KV3.1, KV3.2, KV7.1 to KV7.5, KV10.1) and the
activation gating variables of all calcium channels
(CaV1.x, CaV2.x, CaV3.x).

(iii) Ultra-Slow (adaptation) variables: These vari-
ables gate too slowly to be strongly activated by
single action potentials. They modulate neuronal
excitability only over periods of many action po-
tentials. Prominent representative of this family
are the inactivation gating variables of transient
calcium channels (CaV2.x, CaV3.x). Ultra-slow
variables might also include non gating variables.
For instance, the intracellular calcium concentra-
tion [Ca2+]in, which modulates the conductance
of calcium-regulated channels.

In view of their importance for neuronal excitability
(see Chapter 10), we focus only on slow gating variables
to classify ion channels: when the slow channel provides
negative feedback to the membrane potential variation,
we term the associated channel a restorative ion channel.
When the slow variable instead enhances a voltage vari-
ation by positive feedback, the associated ion channel is
termed regenerative (a characterization in terms of par-
tial derivatives is postponed to the next sections). Ion
channels that do not possess a slow gating variable are
neither restorative nor regenerative and are called neutral.
Neutral ion channels solely regulate the “quantity” of ex-
citability without affecting its “quality”.

Tab. 11.1 shows a classification of many known
ion channels according to this criterion. Not surpris-
ingly, potassium channels are the main representatives

of restorative ion channels. By increasing the total out-
ward current, their activation induces a negative feed-
back on membrane voltage variations that is responsible
for neuron repolarization. On the other hand, physio-
logically described calcium channels are all regenerative.
Their activation induces an increase of the total post-
spike inward current, in contrast to potassium channels.
This is the source, for instance, of afterdepolarization
potentials (ADP’s). Interestingly, sodium channels can
be either restorative, regenerative, or neutral according
to their fast transient, resurgent, or persistent behavior,
respectively.

It is important to observe that the restorative (resp.
regenerative) nature of channels is not solely linked to
the outward (resp. inward) nature of the current. For in-
stance, transient sodium channels (although responsible
for the regenerative spike upstroke) are restorative, be-
cause their slow variable inactivates an inward current, in-
ducing a negative-feedback on membrane potential vari-
ations. Similarly, potassium channels can be regenera-
tive when their slow inactivation massively decreases the
outward current, like in the case of A-type potassium
channels.

Although elementary, the classification above seems
novel. It is motivated by the central message of this pa-
per, that the balance between regenerative and restora-
tive ion channels in slow timescale determines its neu-
ronal excitability type.

Restorative and regenerative excitability in planar models

Motivated by the phase portrait of an empirical reduction
of the Hodgkin-Huxley model augmented with a calcium
channel (Chapter 9) [42], Chapter 10 [52] explores the
neuronal excitability of the planar model

V̇ = V − V 3

3
− n2 + Iapp (11.1a)

ṅ = ε(n∞(V − V0) + n0 − n) (11.1b)

whose phase portraits are reproduced in Fig. 11.1 for
two distinct values of the parameter n0 (an indirect im-
age of the calcium conductance in the high-dimensional
model). The parameter ε > 0 is an image of the time-
scale separation between V and n. The function n∞(·)
has the standard sigmoid shape of conductance-based
models and V0 is the half-activation potential. Typical
phase portraits and step responses of (11.1) are repro-
duced in Fig. 11.1.

The phase portrait in Fig. 11.1 left is the qualitative
phase portrait of FitzHugh-Nagumo model. It is associ-
ated to a reversible and sudden switch from rest to firing
and has extensively been studied, with finer distinctions
depending on the mathematical nature of the underlying
bifurcation. See [46, 89, 150] and reference therein.
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Ion Channel Gating Kinetics Classification

. . .
Sodium Channels
. . .

Transient FA, SI - Negative feedback via SI Restorative
Persistent FA - No slow gating variable Neutral

Resurgent SA, USI - Positive feedback via SA Regenerative

. . .
Calcium Channels
. . .

L-type SA - Positive feedback via SA Regenerative

T-type SA, USI - Positive feedback via SA Regenerative

N, P/Q, R-type SA, USI - Positive feedback via SA Regenerative

. . .
Potassium Channels
. . .

Delayed Rectifiers SA - Negative feedback via SA Restorative
KCNQ USA - No slow gating variable Neutral
eag/erg USA - No slow gating variable Neutral

A-type FA, SI - Positive feedback via SI Regenerative

BK SA - Negative feedback via SA Restorative

HCN SA - Negative feedback via SA Restorative

FA: fast activation, FI: fast inactivation, SA: slow activation, SI: slow inactivation, USA: utraslow activation, USI: ultraslow

inactivation

Table 11.1 – Classification of ion channels according to their gating kinetics. Activation and inactivation variables are
distributed in three groups: fast, slow, and ultra-slow (adaptation). Slow variables are defined as restorative (resp. regenerative)
if they induce a negative (resp. positive) feedback on membrane potential variations. An ion channel that posses a restorative
variable is called “restorative channel”, and similarly for regenerative channels. Channels that do not posses a slow variable
are called “neutral channels”. This classification might change for a given channel for some channel subtypes.

Restorative excitability Regenerative excitability

V

n

Latency ADP
V

t
n

V

V

t Bistability

Iapp Iapp

Figure 11.1 – Typical step re-
sponses (top) and phase portraits
(bottom) of (11.1). The dark
(resp. light) blue circle denotes a
stable restorative (resp. regenera-
tive) steady state (V̄ , n̄). The full
(resp. dashed) line is the voltage
(resp. slow variable) nullcline. The
saddle point in the right phase por-
trait is represented as the cross and
its separatrix as the green oriented
line. The stable limit cycle sur-
rounding the unstable fixed point
(represented as a circle) is repre-
sented by the blue oriented line.
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The phase portrait in Fig. 11.1 right is in sharp con-
trast in that the electrophysiological response to a current
input exhibits spike latency, plateau oscillations, and after
depolarization potential (ADP). This specific signature,
experimentally observed in many families of neurons, is
fundamentally associated to the bistability illustrated in
the phase portrait: namely, the robust coexistence of
two stable attractors (a hyperpolarized resting potential
and a limit cycle of periodic action potentials) and a
saddle-separatrix that sharply separates their basins of
attraction. The time evolution shown in the top figure
is a consequence of this phase portrait and cannot be
observed in FitzHugh-Nagumo like phase portraits. The
distinction between the two phase portraits is further dis-
cussed in a later section on bistability.

A simple mathematical distinction between the two
phase portraits shown in Fig. 11.1 is drawn from the
Jacobian linearization of the model at the stable resting
point (V̄ , n̄):

J =


1− V̄ 2 −2n̄

ε
∂n∞
∂V

(V̄ − V0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

−ε

 .

The product of the partial derivatives ∂V̇
∂n

∂ṅ
∂V =

−2n̄ ε∂n∞∂V (V̄ − V0) is negative on the left phase por-
trait, capturing the restorative nature of the gating vari-
able, whereas it is positive on the right phase portrait,
translating the regenerative nature of the gating variable.
This difference is schematized in the block diagrams of
Fig. 11.2.

V n

+

-

V n

+

+
Restorative Excitability Regenerative Excitability

Figure 11.2 – Block diagrams representation of restorative
and regenerative excitability in planar models.

Accordingly, excitability in planar models is called
restorative (resp. regenerative) when the gating variable
provides negative (resp. positive) feedback close to the
resting point:

Planar restorative excitability

.
The model is said to be restorative at steady state if:

.

∂V̇

∂n

∂n∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
SS

< 0

.

Planar regenerative excitability

.
The model is said to be regenerative at steady state if:

.

∂V̇

∂n

∂n∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
SS

> 0

The planar model (11.1) can smoothly switch from
restorative to regenerative excitability, with a transition
occurring for n̄ = 0, or, in algebraic terms,

∂V̇

∂n

∂n∞
∂V

= 0 (11.2)

A convenient way to algorithmically track this excitability
switch is to use bifurcation analysis and to impose that
the critical condition (11.2) coincides with a bifurcation
of the model, which imposes the additional algebraic con-
dition

det J = −ε

(
∂V̇

∂V
+
∂V̇

∂n

∂n∞
∂V

)
= 0. (11.3)

Simultaneously imposing (11.2) and (11.3) implies

∂V̇

∂V
= 0, (11.4)

which, in geometrical terms, corresponds to the trans-
critical bifurcation obtained for Iapp = 2

3 and illustrated
in Fig. 11.3.

The theory of bifurcation unfolding is further exploited
in [52] in order to classify all excitability types associated
to the planar model in Fig. 11.1. This analysis results
in five different types of excitability obtained by varying
the two parameters (V0, n0) around the singular phase
portrait of Fig. 11.3, center (Chapter 10). The param-
eter n0 acts in particular as the sole regulator of the
balance between regenerative and restorative excitabil-
ity by shifting the n-nullcline up and down: a positive
n0 corresponds to a phase portrait as in Fig. 11.3 left,
whereas the phase portrait of Fig. 11.3 right is obtained
for sufficiently negative n0. The associated parameter
chart is reproduced in Figure 11.4. It contains the two
types of excitability discussed above. The transition from
restorative to regenerative excitability is always through
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Figure 11.3 – Smooth switch from restorative to regenerative excitability in planar models. A continuous deformation
from the restorative phase portrait of Fig. 11.1 left to the regenerative phase portrait of Fig. 11.1 right involving a transcritical
bifurcation determined by the algebraic conditions (11.2) and (11.3). The dark blue circle represents a restorative stable steady-
state, the light blue circle a regenerative stable steady-state, and the half-filled circle represents the transcritical bifurcation
which separates the restorative and regenerative regimes.

n0

V0

Restorative

Regenerative

SN

TC

Figure 11.4 – Excitability types in model (11.1). SN denotes the saddle-node bifurcation, TC the transcritical bifurcation.
�: Pitchfork bifurcation organizing center. Varying n0 and V0 the model switches between excitability types.
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a transcritical bifurcation. In addition, some paths tra-
verse a small hybrid region where a down regenerative
steady state and an up restorative steady state coexist.

The main contribution of the present chapter is to
show that the analysis of Chapter 10 (Fig. 11.4) is not
an artifact of planar reduction but captures excitabil-
ity transitions that can algorithmically be tracked in
conductance-based models of arbitrary dimension.

Restorative and regenerative excitability in conductance
based models

We start by grouping gating variables of a given
conductance-based model according to their time scales.
The family GF = {mNa,f , mNa,p, mK,A, . . .} col-
lects fast gating variables. The gating variable xf ∈
[0, 1] denotes a generic member of this family. Sim-
ilarly, the family GS = {hNa,f , mK,DR, mCa,L, . . .}
collects slow gating variables xs, whereas GA =
{hCa,T , hNa,R, mK,M , . . .} collects adaptation vari-
ables xa. For a given ion channel type i, the stan-
dard notation mi (resp. hi) is adopted for the activa-
tion (resp. inactivation) gating variable of the associated
ionic current Ii. With these notations, a general neuron
conductance-based model reads

CmV̇ = −
∑
i

ḡim
ai
i h

bi
i (V − Ei) + Iapp,

(11.5a)

τxf (V )ẋf = (xf∞(V )− xf ), (11.5b)

τxs(V )ẋs = (xs∞(V )− xs), (11.5c)

τxa(V )ẋa = (xa∞(V )− xa), (11.5d)

where the sum in (11.5a) is over all ion channels in the
model, and (11.5b),(11.5c),(11.5d) hold for all the asso-
ciated fast, slow, and adaptation variables, respectively.
The activation (resp. inactivation) functions xf∞, x

s
∞ are

strictly monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) sigmoids.
In the forthcoming analysis, all adaptation variables are
treated as constant parameter, that is their slow evolu-
tion is neglected.

We will detect a switch from restorative to regenerative
excitability by mimicking the two-dimensional algorithm
of the previous section. We first impose the bifurca-
tion condition det J = 0, where J denotes the Jacobian
of the subsystem (11.5a),(11.5b),(11.5c). The algebraic
condition writes

det Jf +
∑

xs

∂V̇

∂xs
∂xs∞
∂V

= 0 (11.6)

where Jf denotes the Jacobian of the fast subsys-
tem (11.5a),(11.5b) and the sum is over all slow vari-
ables. The particular form of equation (11.6) is a direct

consequence of the specific structure of conductance-
based models, that is, parallel interconnection of two-
dimensional feedback loops involving the voltage dy-
namics (11.5a) and one of the gating variable dynamics
(11.5b),(11.5c).
As for the planar model (11.1), we track the switch be-
tween restorative and regenerative excitability by impos-
ing the high-dimensional equivalent of the balance con-
dition (11.2). We therefore look for solutions of (11.6)
satisfying the ansatz∑

xs

∂V̇

∂xs
∂xs∞
∂V

= 0. (11.7)

The two conditions (11.6),(11.7) now imply

det Jf = 0. (11.8)

The corresponding bifurcation is transcritical [53].

The singularity (11.8) is the high-dimensional coun-
terpart of the V -nullcline self-intersection in the planar
model. It reflects the geometric nature of the trans-
critical bifurcation, that is, a robust geometrical object
that exists independently of the timescale separation and
persists in the singular limit of an infinite timescale sep-
aration, regardless of the system dimension. Our ansatz
makes the proposed analysis completely robust against
the model time constants. The time constants are only
used to classify the gating variables in the three physio-
logical groups.

We split GS in the two subfamilies GS+, which contains
regenerative slow gating variables xs+, and GS−, which
contains restorative slow gating variables xs−. The bal-
ance condition (11.7) is then rewritten as

∑
xs+

> 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂V̇

∂xs+
∂xs+∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC︸ ︷︷ ︸

regenerative gates

+
∑
xs−

< 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂V̇

∂xs−
∂xs−∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC︸ ︷︷ ︸

restorative gates

= 0

(11.9)

to express a balance between restorative and regenera-
tive ion channels. It is the high-dimensional counterpart
of (11.2) and it provides a rigorous high-dimensional gen-
eralization of restorative and regenerative excitability:
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Restorative excitability

.
The model is said to be restorative at steady state if:

.∑
xs+

∂V̇

∂xs+
∂xs+∞
∂V

+
∑
xs−

∂V̇

∂xs−
∂xs−∞
∂V


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
SS

< 0

.

V

+

-
xf xr

.

Regenerative excitability

.
The model is said to be regenerative at steady state if:

.∑
xs+

∂V̇

∂xs+
∂xs+∞
∂V

+
∑
xs−

∂V̇

∂xs−
∂xs−∞
∂V


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
SS

> 0

.

V

+

+
xf xr

The insight provided by the planar model of the pre-
vious section predicts that the switch of excitability de-
tected by the balance equation (11.9) will lead to the
accompanying distinct electrophysiological signatures of
Fig. 11.1.

Tracking excitability switches in the squid giant axon

The Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model [81] provides a non-
physiological, but historical and experimentally verified
tutorial for tracking a switch of excitability in conduc-
tance based models. The model reads

CV̇ = −gl(V − Vl)− ḡNam3h(V − VNa)
− ḡKn4(V − VK) + Iapp, (11.10a)

τm(V )ṁ = (m∞(V )−m), (11.10b)

τh(V )ḣ = (h∞(V )− h), (11.10c)

τn(V )ṅ = (n∞(V )− n), (11.10d)

where m is the fast sodium channel activation while the
sodium channel inactivation h and the potassium channel
activation n are the slow gating variables. We set all

time constants to one, because this simplification has
no effects on the algebraic conditions (11.7) and (11.8).
The Jacobian of (11.10) reads

J =



a

.
∂V̇
∂V

∂V̇
∂m

∂V̇
∂h

∂V̇
∂n

a

.a

.
∂m∞
∂V −1 0 0

a

.a

.
∂h∞
∂V 0 −1 0

a

.a

.
∂n∞
∂V 0 0 −1

a

.

 . (11.11)

The upper-left block is the Jacobian of the fast (V,m)
subsystem. Imposing the singularity condition (11.8)
yields

∂V̇

∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

+
∂V̇

∂m

∂m∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

= 0, (11.12a)

while the balance equation (11.9) reads

∂V̇

∂n

∂n∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

+
∂V̇

∂h

∂h∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

= 0 (11.13a)

Note that (11.12) and (11.13) imply the bifurcation con-
dition det J = 0 in (11.11).

At first sight, the balance condition (11.13) cannot be
satisfied because both sodium and potassium channels
are restorative channels according to their corresponding
kinetics in the model, and in agreement with our pro-
posed classification. This is consistent with the fact that
the excitability of the HH model is always restorative in
physiological conditions.

However, it was long recognized [131] that potassium
channels can generate an inward current at steady-state
if the extracellular K+ concentration is sufficiently large.
Indeed, any change in extracellular potassium concentra-
tion induces a change in the potassium reversal potential,
as expressed by the Nernst equation. This suggests to
use the potassium reversal potential VK as a bifurcation
parameter in HH model in order to satisfy the balance
equation

! > 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂V̇

∂n

∂n∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC︸ ︷︷ ︸

n: regenerative gating

+

< 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂V̇

∂h

∂h∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC︸ ︷︷ ︸

h: restorative gating

= 0

(11.14)

where potassium now acts as a regenerative gating vari-
able provided that VK > VSS . Physiologically, condition
(11.14) imposes that the potassium Nernst potential is
large enough for the cooperativity of the potassium ac-
tivation to balance the restorative effects of the sodium
current inactivation.
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Figure 11.5 – Variations of the potassium reversal potential VK induce excitability switches in the Hodgkin-Huxley
model. A. Bifurcation diagram of the HH model with VK as the bifurcation parameter. TC denotes a transcritical bifurcation,
SN a saddle-node bifurcation, HB a Hopf bifurcation. Branches of stable fixed points are represented as solid line, whereas
branches of saddle points and unstable points as dashed lines. B. Electrophysiological responses of the model for three different
values of VK , corresponding to three different excitability types (restorative, hybrid, and regenerative, from left to right). C.
Bifurcation diagrams with the applied current as the bifurcation parameter for the same three values of VK as in B. Black
(resp. blue) full lines represent branches of stable steady-states (resp. limit cycles), black dashed lines branches of saddle and
unstable steady-states. Branches of unstable limit cycle are drawn as dashed blue lines. HB denotes a Hopf bifurcation, SN a
saddle-node bifurcation, and SH a saddle-homoclinic bifurcation. D. Phase portraits of reduced HH model proposed by Rinzel
in [148] for the same three values of VK as in B,C. Blue full lines denote the V -nullclines and black full lines the w-nullclines,
where w denotes the slow variable of the reduced model. Filled circles denote stable steady-states, crosses saddle points, and
circles unstable steady-states.
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The two conditions (11.12) and (11.14) can numeri-
cally be solved to determine the critical values V cK and
V c. The value of the applied current at the transcriti-
cal bifurcation is then determined from (11.10a), which
gives

Icapp = gl(V c − Vl) + ḡKn
4
∞(V c)(V c − V cK)

+ ḡNam
3
∞(V c)h∞(V c)(V c − VNa).(11.15)

The numerical bifurcation diagram in Fig. 11.5A con-
firms the transcritical bifurcation at V cK . That bifurca-
tion diagram is drawn by varying VK together with ap-
plied current Iapp, following the affine reparametrization
described in Supplementary Material. More precisely,

Iapp(VK) = Icapp − ḡKn4
∞(V c)(VK − V cK).

Mathematically, this reparametrization imposes one of
the defining conditions of the transcritical bifurcation.
Physiologically, its effect is to keep the net current con-
stant at steady-state V c (i.e. Iion(VK)+Iapp(VK) = 0):
as VK is varied, the observed switch in the excitability
type does not rely on changes in the net current across
the membrane, but solely on changes in its dynamical
properties.

The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 11.5A provides in-
formations on the model excitability also far from the
transcritical values. For highly hyperpolarized VK , the
model is purely restorative and exhibits the typical ex-
citable behavior of the original Hodgkin-Huxley model.
As VK is increased, a stable regenerative steady-state
is born in a saddle-node bifurcation. At this transition,
the system switches to a hybrid excitability type. Short
current pulses let the system switch between the depolar-
ized restorative steady state and the hyperpolarized re-
generative stable steady state (Fig. 11.5B,middle). The
associated bifurcation diagram and phase portrait are re-
produced in Fig. 11.5C,D,middle. Finally, further in-
crease of VK let the restorative steady state exchanges
its stability with a (regenerative) saddle at the trans-
critical bifurcation and the system switches to regenera-
tive excitability. The regenerative steady state coexists
in this case with the spiking limit cycle attractor. Cur-
rent pulses switch the systems between the two attractors
(Fig. 11.5B,right). The associated bifurcation diagram
and phase portrait are reproduced in Fig. 11.5C,D,right.

The same qualitative excitability switch was described
by Rinzel in [148], who linked the appearance of a
bistable behavior to the inward nature of potassium cur-
rent at steady-state for sufficiently depolarized VK . In
vitro recordings of the squid giant axon with isotonic
extracellular K+ concentration show the same transi-
tion [131]. Our interpretation of this phenomenon in
terms of restorative and regenerative excitability is as
follows: as the potassium Nernst potential is increased,

the potassium current activation gating variable becomes
less and less restorative and eventually becomes regen-
erative. Further increases of VK causes its cooperativity
to dominate the competitivity of the sodium current in-
activation, providing an overall positive feedback on the
fast subsystem composed by the membrane potential and
the sodium current activation, leading to regenerative ex-
citability, as sketched in Fig. 11.6.
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Figure 11.6 – Representation of HH model excitability
as feedback interconnections. The membrane potential V
and the sodium channel activation m are the fast variables,
the potassium channel activation n and the sodium chan-
nel inactivation h are the slow variables. When VK is below
(resp. above) the critical value V cK , slow variables induce an
overall negative (resp. positive) feedback on membrane po-
tential variations, resulting in restorative (resp. regenerative)
excitability.

Tracking excitability switches in conductance-based mod-
els

The mathematical analysis of the previous sections fol-
lows an algorithm that allows to detect a transcritical
bifurcation in generic conductance based models of ar-
bitrary dimension and to track associated excitability
switches. The steps of the algorithm are summarized
in Tab. 11.2. For simplicity and conciseness, we restrict
our attention to the modulation of only one regenerative
ionic current at a time. However, a similar algorithm can
be written for an arbitrary modulation of ionic currents
that brings the model to the balance expressed in (11.9).

We now apply this algorithm to a number of published
conductance-based models and show that all these mod-
els can switch between restorative and regenerative ex-
citability through a transcritical bifurcation, as sketched
in Fig. 11.7. Figure 11.7 indicates two qualitatively dis-
tinct paths from restorative to regenerative excitability:
one path traversing the hybrid excitability region just de-
scribed with Hodgkin-Huxley model (Fig. 11.5A) and
one path switching directly from restorative to regener-
ative excitability through the TC bifurcation that will be
illustrated on the dopaminergic neuron model.

Dopaminergic (DA) neuron model

We first use the DA neuron model we developed in Chap-
ter 4 [40].
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(i) Classification of gating variables as fast (GF ), slow (GS), and adaptation (GA) variables
(i-a) Following Tab. 11.1, group gating variables in the three groups GF , GS , and GA.
(i-b) Split GS in regenerative GS,+ and restorative GS,− slow gating variables.
(i-c) If adaptation variables are present, set them to constant physiologically relevant values.

(ii) Balance equation and choice of the bifurcation parameter
(ii-a) Select a regenerative ionic current Ireg and the associated regenerative slow gating

variable xreg.
(ii-b) Write the balance equation

∂V̇

∂xreg
∂xreg∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

= −
∑
xr−

< 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂V̇

∂xs−
∂xs−∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

−
∑

xs+ 6=xreg

> 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂V̇

∂xs+
∂xs+∞
∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

(b.eq.)

(ii-c) If Ireg has an adaptation variable xa, pick it as the bifurcation parameter λ regulating
the left hand side of (b.eq.), that is λ = xa.

If Ireg has no adaptation variable, pick λ = ḡreg.
(iii) Singularity condition and fixed point equation

(iii-a) Solve (b.eq.) together with the singularity condition (11.8), in V and λ.
For numerical implementation, note that the left hand side of (11.8) can be written as

det Jf =
∂

∂V

(
V̇
∣∣∣
xf =xf

∞(V )

)
(iii-b) Plug the computed values V c and λc into the fixed point equation V̇ |TC = 0 to

compute the value of the applied current at the transcritical bifurcation (Ic).
(iv) Tracking of excitability switches

Change the applied current according to the equation

Iapp = Ic − ∂V̇

∂λ

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

(λ− λc),

and compute the model bifurcation diagram with V as the variable and λ as the bifurcation parameter.

Table 11.2 – Algorithm for the detection of a transcritical bifurcation in generic conductance-based models via modu-
lation of a regenerative ionic current and computation of the excitability switch bifurcation diagram.

HH
V

RE
Ca,T

DA
Ca,L

GC
Ca,N
Na,R

R15
Ca,L

RT
Ca,T

K

SN

TC

Figure 11.7 – Modifications in the balance between restorative and regenerative channels induce excitability switches
in conductance-based models. The figure sketches excitability switches of the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model [81], Aplysia’s
R15 neuron (R15) model [149], a dopaminergic (DA) neuron model [40], thalamic reticular (RT) and relay (RE) neuron models
[36, 37], and a cerebral granule cell (GC) model [33] on the excitability parameter map computed for the two-dimensional
model of Chapter 10 [52]. All these conductance-based models can switch between restorative and regenerative excitability
through the physiologically relevant regulation of specific ion channels.
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(i) Classification of gating variables as fast (GF ),
slow (GS), and adaptation (GA) variables
The model includes fast sodium channels (INa,f ),
delayed-rectifier potassium channels (IK,DR), L-
type calcium channels (ICa,L), small conduc-
tance calcium-activated potassium (SK) channels
(IK,Ca), and calcium pumps (ICa,pump). We clas-
sify model variables as follows

• GF = {mNa,f}
• GS,− = {hNa,f , mK,DR} and
GS,+ = {mCa,L}

• GA = {[Ca2+]in}

In order to unfold excitability switches, SK chan-
nel density is set to zero, since SK channels dras-
tically attenuate DA neuron excitability by activat-
ing a strong calcium regulated potassium current
[41, 95, 96, 191]. The intracellular calcium concen-
tration is fixed at [Ca2+]in = 300nM .

(ii) Balance equation and choice of the bifurcation
parameter
The only source of regenerative excitability is pro-
vided by L-type calcium channels. The balance
equation reads

∂V̇

∂mCa,L

∂mCa,L,∞

∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

=

−

(
∂V̇

∂hNa,f

∂hNa,f,∞
∂V

+
∂V̇

∂mK,DR

∂mK,DR,∞

∂V

)∣∣∣∣∣
TC

We use the L-type calcium channel density ḡCa,L
as the bifurcation parameter (i.e. λ = ḡCa,L).

Solving Steps (iii) and (iv) of the algorithm above gives
the following results (in this and the subsequent tables,
the reported critical values are not exact, but rounded
to the last significant digit):

V c ḡcCa,L Ic

−64.92 mV 1.95 mS/cm2 9.54 µA/cm2

The critical value ḡcCa,L is roughly 1.5 times smaller than
the nominal parameter value in [40], which is consistent
with the observation that the original model exhibits
regenerative excitability during SK channel blockade.

The resulting bifurcation diagram is drawn in Fig.
11.8A. In addition to confirming the existence of a tran-
scritical bifurcation for the computed values, it reveals
the excitability switches induced by changes in L-type

calcium channel density in this model: in the absence
of L-type calcium channels, the model exhibits restora-
tive excitability. As ḡCa,L increases, a saddle point and
an unstable node emerge at a saddle-node bifurcation,
which induces no excitability switch. Further increase of
ḡCa,L causes a transcritical bifurcation, where the sta-
ble point and the saddle exchange their stability. At this
point, the stable steady-state becomes regenerative, and
the model switches to regenerative excitability.

These excitability switches induce the predicted
changes in the electrophysiological signatures, as illus-
trated in Fig. 11.8B. Whereas the DA neuron model
instantaneously reacts to a step input of depolarizing
current for ḡCa,L < ḡcCa,L, it exhibits electrophysiolog-
ical signature of regenerative excitability such as spike
latency, plateau oscillations and ADP as soon as ḡCa,L
becomes higher than ḡcCa,L. In addition, the model be-
comes strongly bistable.

Thalamic relay (RE) neuron model

Model equations and parameters are taken from [37].

(i) Classification of gating variables as fast (GF ),
slow (GS), and adaptation (GA) variables
The model includes fast sodium channels INa,f ,
delayed-rectifier potassium channels IK,DR and T-
type calcium channels ICa,T . We classify model
variables as follows

• GF = {mNa,f}
• GS,− = {hNa,f , mK,DR} and
GS,+ = {mCa,T }
• GA = {hCa,T }

(ii) Balance equation and choice of the bifurcation
parameter
The only source of regenerative excitability is pro-
vided by T-type calcium channels. The associated
balance equation reads

∂V̇

∂mCa,T

∂mCa,T,∞

∂V

∣∣∣∣∣
TC

=

−

(
∂V̇

∂hNa,f

∂hNa,f,∞
∂V

+
∂V̇

∂mK,DR

∂mK,DR,∞

∂V

)∣∣∣∣∣
TC

T-type calcium channels are dynamically regulated
by a (slow) voltage-gated inactivation hCa,T . We
use this variable as the bifurcation parameter (i.e.
λ = hCa,T ).

Solving Steps (iii) and (iv) of the algorithm above gives
the following results:
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Figure 11.8 – Variations of L-type calcium channel density ḡCa,L induce excitability switches in the DA neuron model
developed Chapter 4 [40]. A. Bifurcation diagram of the model with ḡCa,L as the bifurcation parameter. TC denotes a
transcritical bifurcation, SN a saddle-node bifurcation. Branches of stable fixed points are represented as solid line, branches
of saddle points and unstable points as dashed lines. B. Electrophysiological responses of the model to step inputs of
excitatory/inhibitory current (the intracellular calcium concentration is fixed at [Ca2+]in = 300nM , which is within the
physiological range). For ḡCa,L lower (resp. higher) than the critical value ḡcCa,L, the model exhibits typical electrophysiological
signature of restorative (resp. regenerative) excitability. The low ḡCa,L configuration corresponds to ḡCa,L = 1mS/cm2,
whereas the high ḡCa,L configuration corresponds to ḡCa,L = 3mS/cm2.
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V c h̄cCa,T Ic

−61.56 mV 0.004 0.91 nA/cm2

Since h̄cCa,T ∈ (0, 1), the model dynamically switches
between restorative and regenerative excitability when
hCa,T crosses the critical value, and the electrophys-
iological signatures are consistent with the excitability
switches. See Fig. 11.9.

Thalamic reticular (RT) neuron model

Model equations and parameters are taken from [36],
maximal conductances are adapted as in Chapter 9 [42].

(i) Classification of gating variables as fast (GF ),
slow (GS), and adaptation (GA) variables
The model includes fast sodium channels INa,f ,
delayed-rectifier potassium channels IK,DR and T-
type calcium channels ICa,T . We classify model
variables as follows

• GF = {mNa,f}

• GS,− = {hNa,f , mK,DR} and
GS,+ = {mCa,T }

• GA = {hCa,T }

(ii) Balance equation and choice of the bifurcation
parameter
The only source of regenerative excitability is pro-
vided T-type calcium channels. The associated bal-
ance equation has the same structure as for the tha-
lamic relay neuron model considered above. Along
the same line, we choose the T-type calcium chan-
nel inactivation hCa,T as the bifurcation parameter
(i.e. λ = hT ).

Solving Steps (iii) and (iv) of the algorithm above gives
the following results:

V c h̄cCa,T Ic

−48.81 mV 0.18 −0.82 nA

As in the case of the thalamic relay neuron model, the T-
type calcium channel inactivation generates a dynamical
switch between restorative and regenerative excitability,
significantly affecting neuron response to external inputs
(Fig. 11.9).

Aplysia R15 neuron model

Model equations and parameters are taken from [149].

(i) Classification of gating variables as fast (GF ),
slow (GS), and adaptation (GA) variables
The model includes fast sodium channels INa,f ,
delayed-rectifier potassium channels IK,DR, slow L-
type calcium channels ICa,L and calcium-activated
potassium channels IK,Ca. We classify model vari-
ables as follows

• GF = {mNa,f}
• GS,− = {hNa,f , mK,DR} and
GS,+ = {mCa,L}
• GA = {[Ca2+]in}

The intracellular calcium conductance is fixed at
[Ca2+]in = 0.09nM .

(ii) Balance equation and choice of the bifurcation
parameter
As in the case of DA neurons, the source of re-
generative excitability is provided by L-type calcium
channels, and we take their maximal conductance
ḡCa,L as the bifurcation parameter. The associated
balance equation has the same structure as for the
DA neuron model considered above.

Solving Steps (iii) and (iv) of the algorithm above gives
the following results:

V c ḡcCa,L Ic

−48.05 mV 5.41 10−5 mS/cm2 −0.03 µA/cm2

Comparing the critical value ḡcCa,L with the original value

ḡCa,L = 4 10−3 mS/cm2 shows that the bursting model
proposed in [149] exhibits strong regenerative excitability.
Switches of electrophysiological signatures are illustrated
in Fig. 11.9.

Cerebellar granular cell (GC) model

Model equations and parameters are taken from [33].

(i) Classification of gating variables as fast (GF ),
slow (GS), and adaptation (GA) variables
The model includes the following ion channels:
fast (INa,f ), persistent (INa,P ) and resurgent
sodium channels (INa,R) ; N-type calcium channels
(ICa,N ) ; delayed rectifier (IK,DR), A-type (IK,A),
inward rectifier (IK,IR), calcium activated (IK,Ca)
and slow potassium channels (IK,slow). We classify
model variables as follows
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Figure 11.9 – The same mathematical bifurcation in different conductance-base models causes the same switch in
electrophysiological signatures. The figure shows the electrophysiological responses of various conductance-based models to
step inputs of excitatory/inhibitory current when the bifurcation parameter λ is lower (left) or higher (right) than the critical
value λc. This bifurcation parameter can be either the density or the inactivation variable of a regenerative channel. Other
adaptation variables are set to constant values chosen in physiological ranges (see text). For λ lower (resp. higher) than the
critical value λc, all models exhibit electrophysiological signatures of restorative (resp. regenerative) excitability. Numerical
values of the parameter λ in the different plots are as follows. Thalamic relay cell: left hCa,T = 0, right hCa,T = 0.2.
Thalamic reticular cell: left hCa,T = 0, right hCa,T = 0.4. Aplysia R15 neuron: left ḡCa,L = 10−6mS/cm2, right ḡCa,L =
0.004mS/cm2. GC neuron: left hCa,N = 0.01, hNa,R = 0.1, right hCa,N = 0.3, hNa,R = 0.1.
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• GF = {mNa,f , mNa,P }
• GS,− = {hNa,f , mK,DR, mK,A, mK,IR} and
GS,+ = {mNa,R, mCa,N}

• GA = {hNa,R, hCa,N , hK,A, mK,slow}

We set the persistent and calcium-activated cur-
rents to zero (these two channels do not impact
excitability type as anticipated by our classification
and shown by D’Angelo and colleagues [33]). The
inactivation of the A-type potassium current is fixed
at hK,A = 0.02 and the activation of the slow
potassium current is fixed at mK,slow = 0.13.

(ii) Balance equation and choice of the bifurcation
parameter
The neuron model possesses two sources of regener-
ative excitability: resurgent sodium channels and N-
type calcium channels. As in the case of T-type cal-
cium channels mentioned above, these two channels
possess an inactivation gate, which is used as the
bifurcation parameter. We apply our algorithm by
varying the parameter of one regenerative current
while fixing the other at different values. This per-
mits to draw an approximated hypersurface in the
(hCa,N , hNa,R) plane at which the balance equa-
tion is satisfied and the model undergoes the tran-
scritical bifurcation and the associated excitability
switch.

Solving Steps (iii) and (iv) of the algorithm one ob-
tains the parameter chart in Fig. 11.10. These results
show that both channels can induce a dynamical switch
in excitability. However, the N-type calcium channel
contributes much more to regenerative excitability than
the resurgent sodium channel in this model: as soon as
hCa,N & 0.03 the model is in regenerative excitability for
all values of hNa,R. On the contrary, when hCa,N = 0
the inactivation of resurgent sodium channel should be
more than a half deinactivated for the model to exhibit
regenerative excitability.

The transcritical bifurcation determines a switch from
restorative to regenerative excitability

As illustrated in Fig. 11.4, the significance of the trans-
critical bifurcation is that it delineates in the parameter
space the boundary of a specific type of excitability and
that this boundary is determined by a simple physiological
balance between restorative and regenerative channels.

Specific to regenerative excitability is the bistable
(right) phase portrait of Figure 11.1. For the five an-
alyzed conductance-based models, our bifurcation analy-
sis of the full model confirms the existence of a bistable
range beyond the transcritical bifurcation, where a regen-
erative resting state and a spiking limit cycle coexist. In

each case, the bistability range is obtained for the nom-
inal time scales of the published model and is robust to
a variation of time scales. In each case, the bistabil-
ity range is also neuromodulated, that is, determined by
conductance parameters that are known to vary in slower
time scales and/or across neurons of a same type.

It is important to distinguish this robust and physiolog-
ically regulated bistability from other types of bistability
that can be encountered in conductance-based models.
Fig. 11.11 qualitatively illustrates three typical bistable
phase portraits associated to the planar model (11.1)
that exhibit the coexistence of a stable resting state and
of a spiking limit cycle. The first two are associated
to restorative excitability and are extensively studied in
the literature. See, e.g., [89, 150] and references therein.
Only the third one is associated to regenerative excitabil-
ity.

The three bistable phase portraits share the common
feature of “hard excitation”: as the amplitude of a step
input depolarizing current is increased, the response of
the neuron abruptly switches from no oscillation to high
frequency spiking. Following the historical classification
of Hodgkin, the three situations correspond to Class II
neurons, as opposed to Class I neurons for which the
spiking frequency gradually increases with the depolariz-
ing current amplitude.

Hard excitation can be a manifestation either of a
switch-like monostable bifurcation diagram or of a hys-
teretic bistable bifurcation diagram. By definition, the
three bistable phase portraits in Figure 11.11 give rise to
hysteretic bifurcation diagrams. But for the two bistable
phase portraits associated to restorative excitability, the
hysteresis is highly dependent on the time scale separa-
tion, i.e., the ratio ε between the slow and fast timescale.
In the case of the first phase portrait (subcritical Hopf bi-
furcation), asymptotic analysis shows that the hysteresis
vanishes as O(e−1/ε). In the case of second phase por-
trait (SN homoclinic bifurcation), the situation is even
worse because for small ε > 0 the system necessarily
undergoes a monostable saddle-node on invariant circle
bifurcation. In fact, the second phase portrait is not phys-
iological for conductance based-models. For instance, in
the hypothetical INa,p + IK conductance-based model
considered in [89, Fig. 6.44], the time constant of the
potassium activation must be set to below 0.17ms to
create a saddle-homoclinic bifurcation, which is roughly
40 times smaller than its physiological value and even
smaller that the fast time constant. A geometric proof
of the generality of this fact is provided in [52]. The
conclusion is that hysteresis associated to restorative ex-
citability is at best very small (if any) in physiologically
plausible conductance based models, which makes their
electrophysiological signatures similar to those associated
to a switch-like monostable bifurcation diagram.
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Figure 11.10 – Joint variations of the inactivation gates of N-type calcium channels and resurgent sodium channels
induce excitability switches in cerebellar granular cells. A. Two parameter bifurcation diagram of the mode with hCa,N
and hNa,R as bifurcation parameters. TC denotes a branch of transcritical bifurcations detected following the algorithm in
Tab. 11.2. B. Electrophysiological responses of the model to step inputs of excitatory/inhibitory current: left hCa,N =
0.01, hNa,R = 0.1, right hCa,N = 0.3, hNa,R = 0.1.

In sharp contrast, the hysteresis associated to regen-
erative excitability is barely affected by the time-scale
separation. Instead it is regulated by conductance pa-
rameters whose modulation is physiological (for instance,
an image of a regenerative ion channel density). The
extended hysteresis is what determines the specific elec-
trophysiological signature of regenerative excitability: a
pronounced spike latency, a possible plateau oscillation,
and an after depolarization potential. As a consequence,
those features cannot be robustly reproduced in physio-
logically plausible conductance based models of restora-
tive excitability. Because those features are important
markers of modern electrophysiology [55, 100], the dis-
tinction between restorative and regenerative excitabil-
ity seems physiologically relevant, beyond the possible
shared feature of hard excitation.

In conclusion, the bistability associated to regenera-
tive excitability is specific in that it produces a robust
electrophysiological signature in physiologically plausible
parameter ranges and consistent with many experimen-
tal observations. It is in that sense that the transcritical
bifurcation delineates a switch of excitability of physio-
logical relevance.

Discussion

A simple and robust balance equation identifies a trans-
critical bifurcation in arbitrary conductance based models

Motivated by a geometric analysis of a qualitative phase
portrait, we have proposed an algorithm that easily de-
tects a transcritical bifurcation in arbitrary conductance
based models. Owing to the special structure of such
models, the algorithm leads to solving an algebraic equa-
tion of remarkable simplicity and physiological relevance:
a balance between slow restorative and slow regenerative
ion channels. The condition is also robust because the
balance is independent of the detailed kinetics. It only
relies on a classification of variables in three well sepa-
rated time-scales, in full accordance with what is known
on ion channels kinetics [78].

The ubiquity of a transcritical bifurcation in conductance-
based models

The detection of the transcritical bifurcation relies on the
sole existence of a physiological balance between restora-
tive and regenerative ion channels. Given that all neu-
ronal models possess restorative sodium and potassium
channels, this implies that a transcritical bifurcation ex-
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ists in every conductance-based model that possesses at
least one regenerative ion channel. Moreover, the chan-
nel balance, and therefore the TC bifurcation, are read-
ily detectable in a model of arbitrary dimension (both
in the state and parameters): the balance (11.9) simply
defines a hypersurface in the parameter space that can
algebraically be tracked under arbitrary parameter varia-
tions, as illustrated with in the GC model above.

In spite of its ubiquity and of its physiological signifi-
cance, we are not aware of an earlier reference to a tran-
scritical bifurcation in conductance based models. A rea-
son for this omission might be accidental: there are no
regenerative channels in the seminal model of Hodgkin
and Huxley (unless one modifies the potassium resting
potential Vk) and this model has been the inspiration of
most mathematical analyses of conductance-based mod-
els.

For the same reason, it seems physiologically relevant
to distinguish between restorative and regenerative ex-
citability beyond Hodgkin’s classification in soft excita-
tion (class I) and hard excitation (class II). Regenerative
excitability faithfully captures specific electrophysiologi-
cal signatures of modern electrophysiology such as spike
latency, afterdepolarization potentials, or robust coexis-
tence of resting state and repetitive spikes.

A same mathematical prediction applies to many distinct
physiological observation

Although purely mathematical in nature, the transcriti-
cal bifurcation has a remarkable predictive value in sev-
eral published conductance based models. In each of
the six analysed models, the proposed algorithm iden-
tifies a physiological parameter that acts as a tuner of
neuronal excitability in a physiologically plausible range
and in full agreement with existing experimental data.
At the same time, the distinct nature of the regulating
parameter, which can be either the maximal conductance
or the inactivation gating variable of a regenerative ion
channel depending on the neuron model, is associated to
distinctly different regulation mechanisms.

Reduced modeling should retain the balancing channel

The classification of gating variables in three distinct time
scale is an essential modeling step both for the proposed
algorithm and for the reduction of full conductance-based
models to low-dimensional models that can be used in
population studies [90]. When all slow ion channels are
properly identified, they can be aggregated in a single
slow variable to lead to a second order model of the
type (11.1), where the single parameter n0 captures the
restorative or regenerative nature of the aggregated slow
variable. Further reduction to a one-dimensional hybrid

model with reset is possible thanks to the time-scale sep-
aration between the voltage V and the slow variable n.
This reduction is illustrated in [42] on the thalamic TC
neuron and the reduced model remarkably retains the
switch of excitability of its high-dimensional counterpart.
In contrast, a reduced model will loose the switch of
excitability of the full conductance-based model when a
regenerative ion channel is treated as a fast gating vari-
able. This is for instance the case in the STN neuron
model of [108]. The switch of excitability is well identi-
fied in experimental data [72] but cannot be reproduced
in the model because the only source of cooperativity,
the activation of T-type calcium channels, is treated as
an (instantaneous) fast variable.

Neuronal excitability is regulated

In each of the analyzed conductance-based models, the
balance equation responsible for the switch of excitabil-
ity is satisfied for a set of parameters that is close to the
published parameter values. This observation supports
the hypothesis that neuronal excitability is tightly reg-
ulated by molecular mechanisms and that the influence
of the channel balance condition on neuronal excitability
might play a role in neuronal signaling.



Chapter 12

A Physiological Route to Neuronal Bursting

Neuronal bursting has been heavily investigated since
the early days of neurodynamics, but the mechanisms un-
derlying physiological routes to bursting have remained
an open question to date. Most analyses agreed that
endogenous bursting relies on the slow variation of an
adaption variable over a bistable region, but the exis-
tence and possible regulation of such a robust bistable
region in existing reduced models is elusive. Likewise,
very few mechanisms of switch between single spike fir-
ing and bursting have been described, even though such
a switch is a prevalent signaling component of many neu-
rons.

In the previous chapters, we have described a novel
type of excitability, taking the role of regenerative ion
channels such as voltage-gated calcium channels into ac-
count. This excitability type, which we termed “regen-
erative excitability”, is shown to be at the origin of a
robust bistability between a resting state and a spiking
state [52], this bistable region being regulable by a sin-
gle parameter, that is the balance weight, both in planar
models and in conductance based models.

In this chapter, we apply these concepts to propose a
plausible route to neuronal bursting. This route relies on
the regulated interaction between neuron excitability type
and an ultraslow adaptation variable. In particular, we
show that endogenous firing quality is determined by two
parameters, that is the balance weight and the adaptation
gain. These two parameters are physiologically regulated,
as shown in Chapter 11.

We illustrate this phenomenon simply by adding an
ultra-slow adaptation variable z to the transcritical hy-
brid model developed in Chapter 9. The model is able
to switch from single-spike firing to bursting via a simple
change in its balance weight, defined by the parameter
w0. The value of w0 at which the neuron model switches
to bursting mode depends on the value of another param-
eter, that is the adaptation gain kz. The physiological
correlate of this parameter is the maximal density of ion
channels activating on an ultraslow timescale, such as SK
channels, for instance. The simple hybrid model is also

able to exhibit different bursting qualities, according to
the values of w0 and kz, in contrast with the common
view of neuronal bursting, where each bursting type is
viewed as arising from a different underlying mechanism.

This bursting mechanism is shown to arise from the
combination of four ion channel types, that is one fast
depolarizing, one slow restorative, one slow regenerative
and one ultraslow adaptation ion channel. These simple
ingredients are the key components of most of bursting
neurons and models, such as those involved in central
pattern generators. Any regulation mechanism of one
of these channel types therefore represents a potential
physiological route to neuronal bursting.

Results

A Novel Bursting Model for Neurodynamics

Although there exists many types of bursting neurons,
each expressing various ion channels and having different
morphologies, the mechanisms underlying their firing be-
havior are strongly similar and can be simply modeled and
reproduced in a reduced three-dimensional model. These
three dimensions arise from the three sharply separated
timescales that usually characterize neuronal dynamics
[78]:

1. The fast activation is proper to membrane poten-
tial variations and to fast gating variables, such as
activation of fast sodium channels. The rapid regen-
erative upstroke of the action potential is generated
on this timescale.

2. The recovery (slow) timescale characterizes all gat-
ing variables that (in)activate during the action po-
tential. They include the activation of the de-
layed rectifier potassium current, the inactivation
of the fast sodium current, and the activation of
all calcium currents. Recovery gating variables reg-
ulate neuronal excitability type via their regenera-
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tive or restorative nature (see Chapters 9,10 and
11) [52, 53].

3. The adaptation (ultra-slow) timescale includes all
the adaptation variables that varies only during long-
lasting neuronal activity, such as the inactivation of
calcium currents or activation of calcium-activated
potassium channels through variations of the intra-
cellular calcium concentration. Their effect is to
modulate neuron excitability via slow changes in the
net membrane current, as well as excitability type,
through the indirect modulation of recovery gating
variables.

In Chapters 9,10 and 11, we have shown that slow
variables are responsible for neuron excitability type.
Namely, when slow restorative variables, which provide
a negative feedback to membrane potential variations,
are dominant, the neuron exhibits restorative excitability,
whose electrophysiological signatures are monostability,
non-plateau firing and instantaneous response to exter-
nal suprathreshold stimulations. Conversely, when slow
regenerative variables, which provide a positive feedback
to membrane potential variations, are dominant, the neu-
ron exhibits regenerative excitability, whose electrophys-
iological signatures are robust bistability, plateau firing
and spike latency. The degenerate case where the role
of slow restorative and regenerative variables is exactly
balanced corresponds to a transcritical bifurcation in ar-
bitrary conductance-based models.

On the basis of these physiologically relevant results,
we propose a reduced hybrid model of neuronal bursting
based on the transcritical normal form (Chapter 9)

v̇ = v2 + bvw − w2 + Iapp − kzz if v ≥ vth, then

ẇ = ε(av − w + w0) v ← c, w ← d,

ż = −εzz, z ← z + dz.

where v merges the membrane potential and fast vari-
ables, w merges all recovery variables and z all adaptation
variables .The only parameters are w0 and kz, Iapp repre-
sents system input. Parameter w0 represents the balance
between restorative and regenerative channels: w0 > 0
models the case where restorative channels are dominant,
w0 < 0 model the case where regenerative channels are
dominant, and w0 = 0 corresponds to the exact balance
between both type of channels. Parameter kz is the adap-
tation gain, which relates to the maximal conductance of
all adaptation currents, such as calcium-activated potas-
sium channels. These two parameters modulate excitabil-
ity quality. They are physiologically regulated, as shown
in Chapter 11, and will be the key players in tuning the
quality of model firing pattern. Iapp is the total applied
current. It regulates excitability quantity. For our study,
we set Iapp to a particular value ISN to normalize the

value of z at which the neuron starts firing while w0 is
varying. All other parameters, such as reset values, are
fixed to physiologically appropriate values and will not be
modified in any case.

This simple hybrid model is able to reproduce single-
spike (pacemaker) and bursting activities, as well as to
continuously switch between these two states via changes
in the balance weight w0 (Fig. 12.1). In the restorative
region, the model exhibits a very regular pacemaker ac-
tivity, and variations of w0 only slightly affect the shape
of the interspike period. As the model becomes regen-
erative, the pacemaker activity first robustly persists and
the neuron starts to exhibit after-depolarization poten-
tials (ADPs) between spikes. Then, the neuron eventu-
ally reaches a bursting behavior as the balance weight
increases (w0 becomes more negative): the higher the
balance weight, the longer the bursts and the higher the
intraburst firing frequency, which is accompanied by a
larger increase in z. Note that, as observed experimen-
tally, the intra-burst firing rate is several times higher
than the pacemaking rate. This physiological route to
bursting is a peculiar feature of the proposed model and
cannot be reproduced in existing reduced models, be-
cause all these models are exclusively restorative.

A Unique Bursting Model accounts for Different Bursting
Qualities

Although regeneracy is a key to neuronal bursting, the
figure shows that this firing pattern only occurs for a
sufficiently large balance weight. Indeed, in the present
case, the neuron bursts only for w0 < −3. This high-
lights the presence of another key player in the regulation
of pacemaker and bursting activities, that is the adapta-
tion gain kz. In fact, whereas the presence of a robust
bistable region (a signature of regenerative excitability)
is a critical component of neuronal bursting, transitions
between spiking and quiescent periods are fully deter-
mined by the adaptation variable z. Any change in the
adaptation gain kz therefore strongly affects the firing
pattern, and even generates switches from pacemaking
to bursting and conversely.

The interaction between the balance weight and the
adaptation gain in the regulation of neuronal firing pat-
tern is illustrated in Fig. 12.2. As expected, restorative
neurons (w0 > 0, hatched area of Fig. 12.2) solely ex-
hibit pacemaking for any value of kz. In the regenerative
region, a sufficient decrease in w0 always leads to burst-
ing whatever the value of kz, suggesting that a regulation
of the balance between restorative and regenerative ion
channels is a robust regulator of neuron spiking behavior.

In addition, there exists many couple of parameters
(w0, kz) for which the model can exhibit similar bursting
patterns, with identical numbers of spikes in burst, for
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Figure 12.1 – Route into bursting in the transcritical hybrid model. The figure shows the evolution of the membrane
potential v (middle) and the adaptation variable z (bottom) over time as the balance weight w0 is decreased (top).

instance. However, the quality of bursting can strongly
vary according to the considered couple (w0, kz), as il-
lustrated by the inserts A, B and C of Fig. 12.2. These
three inserts sketch membrane potential variations of the
model for three different couple (w0, kz) at which the
model exhibits bursts of four spikes. For low adaptation
gain, bursting activity is reached at a low balance weight
(Fig. 12.2, insert A), leading to non-plateau bursts of
relatively low intra-burst frequency as compared to the
inter-burst frequency. This bursting behavior, similar to
the one exhibited by Aplysia’s R15 neurons [140, 149], is
usually referred as “parabolic bursting” [90, 149]. As the
value of the adaptation gain increases, bursting activity
is reached at a higher balance weight (Fig. 12.2, insert
B, C), and the quality of bursting drastically changes,
switching from a “parabolic” shape to a “square-wave”
shape. Namely, bursts are generated on a depolarized
plateau and are separated by hyperpolarized quiescent
periods. In addition, the relative difference between the
intra-burst and the inter-burst firing frequencies is much
higher than in the previous case.

These results show that a common mechanism can
generate different bursting types, the type being deter-
mined by two parameters: the balance weight and the
adaptation gain. This is in sharp contrast with the
classical view of neuronal bursting, where each bursting
type is associated to a different generation mechanism
[46, 90, 101]. This common mechanism of bursting can
be found in many conductance-based models, where it

is at the origin of a robust and physiological firing pat-
tern regulation (see Chapter 11). The two parameters of
bursting can be physiologically regulated via many dif-
ferent mechanisms in different neurons, giving rise to a
great variety of bursting cells, although the underlying
mechanisms are similar, as shown below.

A Minimal Set of Conductances modulate the three Pa-
rameters of Bursting

The abstract model described above is easily transposed
to the physiology. As shown in the previous chapters, the
balance weight w0 is defined by the average feedback pro-
vided by all channels having a restorative or regenerative
nature (see Tab. 1 of Chapter 10 for further details). In
particular, this parameter is solely defined by the balance
between restorative and regenerative ion channels, re-
gardless of involved channel types. The adaptation gain
kz is set by the maximal conductances of all adaptation
currents, namely that activate on an ultra-slow timescale.
In addition to these channels, all other ion channels solely
affect excitability quantity (action potential threshold,
constant hyperpolarization/depolarization, etc.), which
can be seen as changes in the parameter Iapp.

As a consequence, very few ion channel types are nec-
essary for the generation of the highly diverse firing pat-
terns observed in physiology:

• One fast activating depolarizing channel, generally a
transient sodium channel, for the generation of the
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Figure 12.2 – The transcritical hybrid model is able to exhibit different bursting types. The central panel shows the
behavior of the model for different balance weights and adaptation gains (the hatched area corresponds to the restorative
parameter space). The inserts A, B and C show the time-course of the model for three different couples of w0 and kz.
Although many different sets of parameters generate qualitatively similar firing patterns, their shape can strongly differ from
one to the other.

regenerative upstroke of action potentials.

• One slow restorative ion channel, generally a
delayed-rectifier potassium channel, for the action
potential downstroke.

• One slow regenerative ion channel, generally a cal-
cium channel, for the regulation of the balance.

• One ultraslow hyperpolarizing ion channel, such as
calcium-activated potassium channels, for the adap-
tation of excitability during spiking.

These four simple ingredients are repetitively encoun-
tered in bursting neurons, such as molluscan bursting
neurons (Aplysia’s R15 neuron [140, 149], crab stomato-
gastric ganglion neuron [61], etc.), neurons involved in
central pattern generators (CPGs), as well as many mam-
malian neurons (reticular and relay cells of the thalamus
[36, 37], subthalamic nucleus neurons [72], dopaminer-
gic neurons (see Part II), granule cells of the olfactory
bulb [118], etc.). All these bursting neurons and mod-
els include at least one transient sodium channel, one
delayed-rectifier potassium channel, one calcium channel

and one calcium-activated (or slowly-activating) potas-
sium channel.

In 1999, Wilson proposed a reduced model for mam-
malian neocortical neurons [198, 199]. He showed that,
even if over 12 different ion channel types have been iden-
tified in these cells, their diverse firing activities could be
reproduced in a simple conductance-based model com-
posed of one fast variable V , one arbitrary (restora-
tive) potassium current IR, one arbitrary (regenerative)
calcium current IX and one arbitrary slow (adapta-
tion) calcium-activated potassium current IH [198, 199].
Those four states correspond directly to the four ingre-
dients of our bursting model. Wilson model is indeed
capable of generating the various firing patterns depend-
ing on the values of ion channel maximal conductances
ḡR, ḡX and ḡH [145, 198, 199].

Following the procedure of the previous section, we
analyze how Wilson model behaves for different balance
weights and adaptation gains (Fig. 12.3). The former
is varied through variations of the regenerative current
maximal conductance ḡX with ḡR fixed. The latter is
varied through variations of the adaptation current max-
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Figure 12.3 – Wilson model is able to exhibit different bursting types. The central panel shows the behavior of the
model for different values of the regenerative current IX and the adaptation current IH maximal conductances (ḡX and ḡH ,
respectively). The hatched area corresponds to the restorative parameter space. The inserts A, B and C show the time-course
of the model for three different couples of ḡX and ḡH . As it is the case for the transcritical hybrid model, many different sets
of parameters generate qualitatively similar firing patterns, but their shape can strongly differ from one to the other.

imal conductance ḡH .

The similarity between hybrid model and conductance-
based model behaviors is striking (compare Fig. 12.2
and Fig. 12.3). Indeed, a sufficient increase in ḡX al-
ways leads to burst firing for any value of ḡH , and burst
firing is solely reachable in the regenerative region. In
addition, there also exists many couple of conductances
(ḡX , ḡH) at which the neuron exhibits comparable burst-
ing activities in terms of number of spikes in bursts. For
low values of ḡH , bursting can be reached at low values
of ḡX . As in the hybrid model, bursting shape resembles
parabolic bursting, that is non-plateau spiking and low
intra-burst firing rate as compared to the inter-burst fir-
ing rate (Fig. 12.3, insert A). This is a typical bursting
pattern defined by a low balance weight and a low adap-
tation gain. As ḡH increases, bursting occurs for higher
values of ḡX and evolves towards a square-wave shape
(Fig. 12.3, insert B), typical for intermediate balance
weight and adaptation gain. The model even eventually
converges towards a triangular shape as (ḡX , ḡH) is fur-
ther increased (Fig. 12.3, insert C). This phenomenon
arises from the fact that a small part of IX activates
slowly during the spiking period, increasing the degree of
membrane depolarization.

These results show that a small set of four chan-

nel types is sufficient to generate many of the different
spiking behaviors observed in neurons, that is one fast,
one restorative, one regenerative and one adaptation ion
channel, regardless of their molecular properties. Based
on this small set, neurons are able to switch between
these different spiking behaviors through variations in
channel properties such as maximal conductances, which
directly and solely affect the balance weight and/or the
adaptation gain of the neuron, together with excitability
quantity. This phenomenon is at the basis of a great rich-
ness in neuron excitability, where even molecularly similar
neurons can exhibit various firing activities.

A physiological route to bursting

The simple route to bursting is highly suggestive from
a physiological viewpoint. The key parameters of neu-
ronal bursting can indeed be physiologically regulated in
many different ways, leading to a diversity of possible
regulations mechanisms of neuronal excitability and fir-
ing pattern.

Fig. 12.4 shows some qualitative illustrations of such
regulation mechanisms of physiological relevance. For
each neuron, an experimental trace of a switch from tonic
spiking to bursting is shown (top), and the switch is re-
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Figure 12.4 – Routes to bursting in different neuron types. The top traces show experimental data of thalamic reticular
cells [125] (A), dopaminergic neurons of the thalamus [96] (B), relay cells of the thalamus [171] (C) and subthalamic nucleus
neurons [9] (D). The bottom traces show qualitative reproductions of the experimental data using the transcritical hybrid
model. The transcritical hybrid model is able to qualitatively reproduce the switch of firing pattern observed in different
neuron types, via the physiologically relevant regulation of the balance weight and/or the adaptation gain.

produced in our hybrid model (bottom), through a simple
variation of w0 if the regulated channel is restorative or
regenerative, or kz if the regulated channel generates an
ultraslow adaptation current. This figure shows how the
simple route to bursting described above is able to qual-
itatively reproduce physiological switches of firing pat-
terns observed in different neuronal populations.

The two parameters w0 and kz provide two distinct
routes to bursting: the route to bursting via an increase
of the balance weight, and the route to bursting via a
decrease of the adaptation gain.

The route to bursting via an increase of the balance
weight is observed in many neurons, and can potentially
occur for any value of the adaptation gain, as shown
above. This robust way of inducing bursting activity re-
lies on the possible regulation of one restorative or one
regenerative ion channel maximal conductance, the latter
being more common. As shown in the previous chapters,

the increase of the balance weight generates an increase
of the robust bistable range, strengthening neuron en-
dogenous activity and burstiness.

One example of this route to bursting is the mani-
festation of hyperpolarization-induced bursting in retic-
ular and relay cells of the thalamus [36, 37, 125] and
subthalamic nucleus neurons [9, 72], among others (Fig.
12.4A,C,D). This bursting activity has been related to the
prominent presence of low-threshold inactivating T-type
calcium channels in these cells. These regenerative chan-
nels inactivate on an ultraslow timescale, modulating the
balance between restorative and regenerative ion chan-
nels, and in turn neuron excitability type (see Chapter
11). As a consequence, any modification of their inacti-
vation state, which depends on neuron resting potential,
affects the balance weight, the lower the inactivation, the
higher the balance weight. Their action can therefore be
modeled through a dependence of w0 with the resting
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potential, as for the modeling results of Fig. 12.4A,C
and D.

The route to bursting via a decrease in the adapta-
tion gain is also observed in many neurons, but can only
occur if the neuron exhibits regenerative excitability. It
relies on the possible regulation of one ultraslow ion chan-
nel generating an adaptation current. A reduction of the
adaptation gain reduces amplitude variations of the adap-
tation current during spiking, leading to the generation
of more spikes in a same bistable range.

One prominent example of this route to bursting is
the SK channel blockade-induced bursting observed in
many neurons, such as dopaminergic neurons [95, 191]
and serotonergic neurons [151], among others. SK chan-
nels being solely activated by variations in intracellular
calcium concentrations, which are several orders of mag-
nitude slower than variations of membrane potential, they
generate an adaptation current that mostly affects neu-
ron adaptation gain. Their blockade reduces this adap-
tation gain, allowing neurons to exhibit bursting if their
balance weight is large enough (Fig. 12.4B). A potential
systemic role of this firing pattern regulation mechanism
and implication of its dysregulation in discussed in Chap-
ter 13.

Discussion

Switching from restorative to regenerative excitability: a
simple yet robust physiological route to neuronal bursting

Robust bistability is a critical component of bursting.
Such robust bistability is shown to arise from regenerative
excitability. A consequence is that regulating neuron bal-
ance weight from restorative to regenerative dominance
generates a switch from single-spike firing to bursting,
regardless of the type of the neuron. This sole route
to bursting, which relies on a switch from restorative
to regenerative excitability, is sufficient to account for
the switches of firing patterns physiologically observed in
many neuron types.

This provides a very simple and robust dynamical
mechanism of firing pattern regulation. Indeed, only two
global parameters regulate neuron spiking activity, all ion
channels cooperating to regulate the values of these pa-
rameters. It provides a great robustness to neuronal spik-
ing, where the dysregulation of one channel, which affects
the three parameters of bursting, can be easily overcome
by another channel subtype, via the restoration of the
three parameter values. Such an adaptation mechanism
is often observed in neuroscience, and is generally referred
as “intrinsic homeostasis”.

One mechanism, many bursting qualities

It is often considered that each bursting type relies on
a particular dynamical mechanism, differing in the bifur-
cations that occur at spiking initiation and termination
[90]. The simple bursting mechanism proposed in this
chapter exhibits many different bursting qualities, de-
pending on the values of the balance weight and the
adaptation gain. Namely, a slightly negative balance
weight and a low adaptation gain results in a parabolic-
like bursting shape, whereas a high adaptation gain leads
to square-wave bursting for a sufficiently negative balance
weight. These results suggest that one simple mechanism
of bursting could be sufficient to account for the bursting
activities physiologically observed in many neurons.

Bursting richness arises from the diversity of very few
ingredients

Four ion channel types are shown to be sufficient to gen-
erate many bursting qualities, through the regulation of
the three parameters of bursting, leading to a very simple
and robust mechanism of firing pattern regulation. These
four ingredients are repetitively encountered in bursting
neurons.

On the other hand, a tremendous amount of differ-
ent ion channel subtypes, differing in their quantitative
kinetics, pharmacology, regulation mechanisms, etc., are
potential regulators of the three proposed parameters of
bursting. It allows a great richness in firing pattern reg-
ulation, leading to an enormous diversity in bursting cell
types.
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Discussion

Summary of Results

Part III of the dissertation attempts to integrate the role
of regenerative ion channels in the dynamical picture of
neuronal excitability. These channels, whose main repre-
sentative are voltage-gated calcium channels, are depo-
larizing similarly to sodium channels, but activate on a
slow timescale similarly to potassium channels.

We started by highlighting the role of voltage-gated
calcium channels in DA neuron excitability and burst-
ing (Chapter 8). We showed that an increase in L-type
calcium channel maximal density increases neuronal ex-
citability and burstiness both in vitro and in vivo, through
the simulation of the minimal conductance-based model
developed in chapter 4 and experimental recordings on
rat brain slices. In addition, bifurcation analyses on the
minimal model in low and high calcium configurations
extracted two different dynamical mechanisms of action
potential initiation, leading to the concepts of sodium
and calcium pacemaking.

Integrating these channels into the Hodgkin-Huxley
model before its reduction leads to a novel phase por-
trait that have been disregarded to date (Chapter 9).
Namely, a specific part of the phase portrait lying out
of the physiological region becomes physiological when
the role of regenerative ion channels becomes sufficiently
prominent. This specific part involves a transcritical bi-
furcation in the fast subsystem that is shown to organize
neuronal excitability. It leads to the construction of a
transcritical hybrid model in which a single parameter
controls the neuron calcium conductance. As a basic il-
lustration, the new model is shown to highlight a core
dynamical mechanism by which calcium channels control
the two distinct firing modes of thalamocortical neurons.

The results developed in Chapter 9 lead to the
construction of a generalized FitzHugh-Nagumo model
(Chapter 10). The model differs from the classical
FitzHugh-Nagumo model in that it accounts for the effect
of cooperative gating variables such as activation of cal-
cium currents. Analyses on the model uncover two novel

types of excitability whose peculiar electrophysiological
signatures, that is first spike latency, after-depolarization
potentials and plateau oscillations, apply to many neuron
types.

The planar dynamical analyses are further extended
to conductance-based models of arbitrary dimensions
(Chapter 11). It shows the existence of a transcritical
bifurcation in conductance-based models, which occurs
at the balance between restorative and regenerative ion
channels. Any modification of this balance affects model
excitability types, generating switches from restorative
to regenerative excitability. Such modification can be
made through the regulation of regenerative ion channel
properties, such as channel maximal conductance, for in-
stance. These dynamical results are illustrated on seven
published conductance-based models of neurons.

Finally, physiologically relevant switches from restora-
tive to regenerative excitability are shown to provide a
physiological route to bursting (Chapter 12). A trans-
critical hybrid model of bursting neurons is constructed
by adding an ultraslow adaptation variable to the model
of Chapter 9. This model is able to switch from single-
spike firing to bursting via a sufficient decrease of the
balance weight w0. This model is also able to repro-
duce many bursting qualities, according to the values
of two parameters, that is the balance weight and the
adaptation gain. These two parameters are modulated
in conductance-based models by four different ion chan-
nel types, these ion channels being the key ingredients of
many bursting cells.

Limitations and Open Questions

The dynamical analyses proposed in Part III face some
limitations and open questions that arise from the reduc-
tion approximation.

One source of approximation is the separation of model
variables in three groups according to their timescale, in
order to apply the algorithm described in Chapter 11. In-
deed, such segregation might not be so clear in the differ-
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ent models. For instance, the calcium current of Aplysia’s
R15 neuron model [140, 149] is significantly slower than
the calcium currents used in the other models. Some
of these currents might therefore play a significant role
across several timescales, which is not taken into account
in our analyses. Such approximations should not alter the
underling qualitative mechanisms, but may affect some
quantitative properties, such as the parabolic shape of
intraburst firing frequencies observed in the R15 neuron
model.

Many of the results discussed in this part call for fur-
ther experimental validations. Some experimental proto-
cols might be designed to highlight the role of the balance
between restorative and regenerative ion channels in neu-
ron excitability type and electrophysiological signatures.
Similarly, the dynamical analyses provide predictions that
might be tested experimentally on different neuron types,
both in vitro and in vivo.



Part IV

Abnormal Timing of SK Channel
Activation and Parkinson’s Disease





Introduction

Mitochondrial dysfunction and metabolic issues are
known to be strongly involved in the pathogenesis of
Parkinson’s disease (PD) [1, 11, 71, 120, 129, 138, 155,
156, 157, 177]. Indeed, since the first post-mortem de-
scription of complex I deficiency in the substantia ni-
gra [120, 155, 156], platelets [120, 129, 138] and skele-
tal muscle [11, 120] of PD patients, many mitochon-
drial proteins or proteins associated with mitochondria
have been associated with familial forms of PD, such as
Parkin, PINK1 (PTEN-induced putative kinase 1), DJ-1
and HtrA2/Omi, inter alia [1]. Moreover, toxins used
to create animal models of PD, and which are thought
to increase the incidence of the disease in humans, are
known to target mitochondria [8, 10, 20, 34, 94, 121].

One intriguing hallmark of PD is that, despite the fact
that mitochondrial dysfunction and expression of PD as-
sociated genes is a general feature [177], the resulting
neurodegeneration is highly specific: it is strongly local-
ized and limited to particular areas, which are dispersed
throughout the entire organism. The motor symptoms
of PD primarily include the abnormal neuronal activity in
the basal ganglia, through the degeneration of substantia
nigra pars compacta (SNc) dopaminergic (DA) neurons
and, to a lower extent, other basal ganglia/brainstem
neurons [47, 135]. Other regions of the central nervous
system are critically involved in the disease, such as the
dorsal raphe (serotonergic (5-HT) neurons) [85, 141], the
internal plexiform and mitral cell layers of the olfactory
bulb (OB) [43], the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON) [43]
and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagal nerve [15]; neu-
rodegeneration is even observed in the enteric nervous
system, namely in the Meissner and Auerbach plexuses
of the intestine [16]. In the remaining of this chapter, we
will refer to these neurons as “PD affected neurons”.

To date, the mechanisms by which metabolic and/or
mitochondrial dysfunction trigger such a selective loss
remain unclear [8, 20, 94], even if many modeling and
experimental results have highlighted the enhanced vul-
nerability of SNc DA neurons [10, 34, 71, 121]. These
results mainly suggest the involvement of cytoplasmic

calcium accumulation in degeneration. Indeed, calcium
accumulation induces mitochondrial stress, one role of
the latter being to regulate the cytoplasmic concentra-
tion [Ca2+]in, through the pumping or release of cal-
cium. In addition, an increasing body of experimental
data highlights the involvement of endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) stress in PD [47, 135, 136], the other intracellular
source of calcium, which supports the previous idea.

In Parts II and III, we have highlighted the critical role
of calcium channels in regenerative excitability, which un-
derlines burst firing, for instance. We have also shown
that [Ca2+]in is a major regulator of cell excitability
in DA neurons (Chapters 5 and 6), via the activation
of small conductance calcium-activated (SK) potassium
channels, among others. Despite their heterogeneous to-
pography, neurochemistry and functions, other PD af-
fected neurons share SNc DA neuron electrophysiological
characteristics. Indeed, these neurons are all pacemakers
and many of them have been shown to express SK chan-
nels (generally belonging to the SK3 subfamily). As it is
the case for DA neurons (Part II), the blockade of these
channels increases the excitability of the neurons in vitro
and enhances bursting in vivo.

Finally, one recent and potentially critical finding is
that the gating of SK channels is partially regulated
by mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticulum calcium ef-
fluxes in SNc DA neurons. In addition, a deletion of two
PD-associated genes coding for mitochondrial proteins,
namely PINK1 or HtrA2/Omi, leads to a functional re-
duction in the activity of these potassium channels in
SNc DA neurons, making them hyperexcitable, but not
in VTA DA neurons or GABAergic interneurons, those
neurons being spared in the disease [12].

These observations lead to our hypothesis that neurons
in which SK channels regulate firing activity preferentially
degenerate in Parkinson’s Disease. This is well illustrated
in the olfactory bulb, where neurodegeneration preferen-
tially occurs in mitral cells, whose firing is regulated by
SK channels, whereas granule cells, in which there is lit-
tle SK channel activity, are barely affected [12]. This
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observation is also valid for dopaminergic neurons of the
SNc and the VTA, since SK channels express to a higher
extent in SNc DA cells, the ones that degenerate in PD
[154].

In this part, we discuss this hypothesis at the light of
the results developed in Part II and Part III. We first
propose a review of PD affected neurons that share this
common electrophysiological signature, as well as an ab-
straction of the mechanisms underlying this spiking be-
havior. In particular, we show how SK channels affect
in a similar way the excitability of neurons having very
different morphological parameters and mean firing fre-
quencies. On the basis of this abstraction, we discuss
one potential impact of the intracellular calcium source
dysfunction observed in PD on neuron electrophysiology
and degeneration.

Although this part is purely hypothetical, it provides
an illustration of the fact that only few parameters de-
termine neuronal excitability and firing patterns, allowing
one particular pathology to affect specifically but dras-
tically different neurons. In Chapter 12, we underlined
the role of the adaptation gain as a key regulator of neu-
ronal excitability. In this part, we illustrate how a single
dysfunction can affect the adaption gain of an heteroge-
neous population of neurons, affecting their firing in a
similar way and leading to widespread pathological con-
sequences.



Chapter 13

Parkinson’s Disease Selective Neurodegeneration: Involve-
ment of SK channel Dysregulation?

Neurons Affected in Parkinson‘s Disease
Share Electrophysiological Characteristics

PD affected neurons are located in very different areas,
and sustain highly different functions, such as the control
of movement (SNc DA neurons and STN neurons), ol-
faction (mitral cells of the OB and the AON) or intestine
motility (interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) of the Meissner
and Auerbach plexuses of the intestine). These excitable
cells are also heterogeneous from an electrophysiologi-
cal point of view. Indeed, whereas the spontaneous fir-
ing rate of DA cells is in the range of 0.5Hz to 5Hz
[62], subthalamic nucleus neurons are able to fire at very
high rate, up to 200Hz [72]. However, despite these dif-
ferences, these neurons share several electrophysiological
characteristics.

First of all, these PD affected neurons are pace-
maker cells, i.e. they exhibit spontaneous firing in
vitro, and intracellular calcium variations are a key el-
ement of their pacemaker activity [44, 70, 72, 190]. In
other words, these neurons have a proper endogenous
rhythm, which relies on the [Ca2+]in variations. More-
over, they are able to exhibit two specific firing pat-
terns in vivo, namely single-spike firing and burst firing
[2, 48, 62, 63, 115, 116, 151, 191]. One important fea-
ture, as stated in Chapter 12, is that the intra-burst firing
frequency is much higher than single-spike firing rate,
although the absolute values of interspike intervals are
quite different among these cells.

The firing pattern of these neurons is similarly reg-
ulated by a specific category of ion channels, the so-
called small conductance calcium-activated (SK) potas-
sium channels. The gating of SK channels is solely reg-
ulated by the intracellular calcium concentration at their
vicinity. Indeed, these channels are tightly associated
with the protein calmodulin, which accounts for their
calcium sensitivity [122, 159]. On the other hand, their
gating is insensitive to variations of the membrane po-

tential, which makes these channels quite unique. As a
consequence, their activity is an image of the [Ca2+]in
variations in their Nano-domain, and therefore linked to
the endogenous rhythm of the cell. In addition, the EC50
for the activation by Ca2+ is rather low (about 300 nM
[103]) meaning that, physiologically, these channels will
operate during a large portion of the pacemaker cycle,
contrary e.g. to BK channels, which are much less sensi-
tive to calcium and therefore close at the end of the fast
AHP (a few ms after the end of each action potential).

For many PD affected neurons, an inhibition of the SK
current affects both the excitability and the firing pat-
tern (Tab. 13.1). In vitro, SK channel blockade usually
induces irregularities in the firing or even bursting and
potentiates the response of the cell to excitatory stimuli.
In vivo, the blockade also strongly affects the firing pat-
tern. In particular, it causes several of those neurons to
switch from low-frequency single spike firing to bursting,
with a relatively high intra-burst firing frequency.

In addition, despite of the lack of electrophysiolog-
ical studies on the role of SK channels on ICC of
the myenteric plexus, immunohistochemical experiments
have found that these cells are SK3 immunoreactive
[56]. Knowing that the pacemaker activity of these cells
strongly relies on [Ca2+]in variations, which activate SK
channels, it is reasonable to suggest that these channels
have an important role in the regulation of ICC firing.

On the other hand, many neuronal types that are not
affected in Parkinson’s disease do not share these elec-
trophysiological characteristics. This is for instance the
case for granular cells (GC) of the olfactory bulb, the ex-
citability of which is not controlled by SK channels [118].
Indeed, no Lewy bodies or neurodegeneration have been
detected in the granular layer of the olfactory bulb in
patients affected by PD [43].

To summarize, most of PD affected neurons are pace-
maker neurons whose endogenous rhythm strongly relies
on variations of intracellular calcium concentration. In
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PD affected neuron Effect of SK channel blockade

SNc Dopaminergic Neurons [59] Increased irregularities in vitro [200]

Increased bursting in vivo [95, 96, 191]

Serotonergic Neurons [85, 141] Increased irregularities in vitro [151]

Increased bursting in vivo [151]

Subthalamic Nucleus Neurons [174] Increased irregularities in vitro [72]

Increased bursting subjected to hyperpolarization [72]

Mitral Cells of the Olfactory Bulb [43] Increased excitability [118]

Motoneurons of the Vagus [15] Reduction of the after hyperpolarization period [152]

Locus coeruleus noradrenergic neurons [15] Increased excitability [161]

Nucleus basalis of Meynert neurons [14] Blockade of spontaneous miniature outward currents [5]

ICC of the gastrointestinal tract [16] SK3 expression (no electrophysiological study) [56]

Table 13.1 – Effect of SK channel blockade on several PD affected neurons.

vivo, these neurons are able to exhibit two different fir-
ing patterns, namely low-frequency single-spike firing and
burst firing. In addition, SK channels are key regulators
of the excitability and firing pattern of those neurons.
It is now important to understand the mechanisms by
which these common electrophysiological characteristics
might render these particular cells more sensitive to hy-
peractivity or neurodegeneration in PD.

SK Channels Dysregulation affects Calcium
Homeostasis

The hybrid model developed in Chapter 12 provides a
convenient abstraction of the shared electrophysiological
characteristics of PD affected neurons. For many of these
neurons, it has been shown that slow spiking follows cal-
cium oscillations [44, 70, 72, 190], suggesting the intra-
cellular calcium concentration [Ca2+]in as an ultra-slow
variable (resp. z in our hybrid model), whose adaptation
gain kz can be modulated through variations of SK chan-
nel density. The abstract model is therefore composed
of the three timescales v, w and z. The only parameters
that differentiate the control condition and the SK chan-
nel dysregulation state is the adaptation gain kz, which
is lowered in the latter case, as shown in Chapter 12.

The model suggests that a tenfold reduction of the
adaptation gain has two possible consequences (Fig.
13.1): for endogenous bursters (i.e. neurons with a large
balance weight), the SK dysregulation may switch the
pacemaking activity to an endogenous bursting pattern
(Fig. 13.1A). In contrast, for exogenous bursters (i.e.
neurons with a relatively low balance weight), the SK
dysregulation does not disrupt the pacemaking activity
(Supplementary Fig. S13.1) but makes it much more
sensitive to external excitatory inputs (Fig. 13.1B).

In both cases, a diminution of neuron adaptation gain
increases the number of high frequency firing periods.
High frequency firing induces high cytoplasmic calcium
accumulation, the passive entry of calcium being much
more rapid than its active removal during these peri-
ods. Therefore, mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticu-
lum stress would be maximal when the neurons are in
this pathological state, which might accelerate neurode-
generation, as discussed below.

SK channels equally affects vastly different neurons

PD affected neurons strongly differ in their endogenous
firing rate, ranging from 0.5Hz to 5Hz for SNc DA neu-
rons to more than 200Hz for STN neurons, and it is not
obvious how SK channels may affect in a similar way such
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Figure 13.1 – Comparison of the firing patterns of two types of neurons in control condition (left) and during SK
channel dysregulation (right). A. and B. Membrane potential (top) and calcium variations over time (bottom) in control
condition (left) and during SK channel dysregulation (right). Note that a SK channel dysregulation affects calcium homeostasis
in both cases, resulting in higher cytoplasmic calcium accumulation.
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different neurons

The critical feature that makes SK channels so “adap-
tive” is that their gating is solely regulated by the in-
tracellular calcium concentration in their nanodomain.
Their gating is not affected by many parameters that
vastly differ from one neuron to the other, such as the
resting potential, the action potential amplitude and
width, the presence of other ion channels, etc. In con-
trast, any of these differences would strongly affect a
voltage-gated channel.

This specific feature of SK channels is illustrated in
Fig. 13.2. This figure shows an in vivo simulation of
the simple conductance-based model developed in Chap-
ter 4 when SK channels are absent, present, or replaced
by a voltage-gated potassium current (from top to bot-
tom). As shown in Fig. 13.2A, the voltage-gated current
is designed to play a similar role as SK channels in the
simple model for one particular endogenous rhythm. In
Fig. 13.2B, all time constants are modified similarly (ex-
cept those of the SK current and the SK-like potassium
current), in order to change the firing rate by a factor of
20 without affecting the behavior of the modeled neuron.

A comparison of Fig. 13.2A and Fig. 13.2B shows that
SK channels play a similar role in both conditions, regard-
less of the timescale differences between the two neurons.
In contrast, the role of the voltage-gated potassium cur-
rent is completely altered by the timescale modification.
Because of this, the kinetics of voltage-gated currents
are specific to the neuron, whereas the properties of SK
channels may remain constant.

Physiologically, the adaptability of SK channels to the
endogenous rhythm is due to the fact that these chan-
nels are activated by intracellular calcium, and [Ca2+]in
varies several times slower than the kinetics of activa-
tion of SK channels. This activation can be considered
as instantaneous compared to [Ca2+]in variations, SK
channel activation time constant being of few millisec-
onds. In addition, the gating might be controlled by the
neuron itself, through the tight regulation of [Ca2+]in
in SK channel nanodomains ([Ca2+]in,SK) by intracellu-
lar calcium stores and sources, such as mitochondria and
endoplasmic reticulum, as outlined below.

A Possible Interplay between Calcium
Channels and Intracellular Calcium Sources
in the Regulation of SK Channel Activation

Correlation between the intensity of neurodegeneration
and the degree of expression of SK channels

As mentioned above, although mitochondrial dysfunction
is global in PD, the degree of neurodegeneration is ex-
tremely variable within the brain. There is a wealth of

studies that have tried to understand the mechanisms
of this heterogeneity. Many potential mechanisms have
been suggested, including a variable neuronal size, vari-
able extent of axonal arborisation, etc. Recent in situ
hybridization, electrophysiological and cell imaging data
suggest another possibility based on the observations that
SK channels are expressed to a much greater extent in
sub-regions where neurodegeneration is very prominent
[154].

In our opinion, a link can be made between these ob-
servations and the pathophysiology of PD. Indeed, we
have shown that SK channels regulate cell entrainability,
their inhibition inducing a hyperexcitability of the neu-
ron. In particular, a SK channel blockade induces (syn-
chronized) bursting in vivo in these cells. In addition,
Bishop and colleagues analyzed the effect of the deletion
of PD associated-genes encoding for mitochondrial pro-
teins on the firing of SNc DA neurons, VTA DA neurons
and GABAergic neurons of mouse brain slices [64]. They
observed that the time to peak (TTP) of SK channel de-
pendent after-hyperpolarization period (AHP) in PINK1-
and HtrA2/Omi-Deficient Mouse SNc DA neurons was
significantly reduced as compared to control conditions,
whereas the maximum peak value was unaffected. As a
consequence, SNc DA neurons displayed irregular firing
patterns in vitro and were hyperexcitable in ex vivo brain
slices and in vivo [64]. Moreover, they showed that an in-
hibition of ER Ca2+ release or mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+

exchanger-mediated Ca2+ release reduces the amount of
spike-generated SK currents in SNc DA neurons of mouse
brain slices [64].

On the other hand, deletion of these genes did not
affect either VTA DA neuron or GABAergic neuron elec-
trophysiology [64]. The reason for VTA DA neuron unre-
sponsiveness to these gene deletions is that SK channels
do not play an important role in these cells, as mentioned
above. By contrast, whereas SK channels play an impor-
tant role in GABAergic neuron excitability [154], their
activation does not rely on CICR [154]; an observation
that may explain why they are spared in these conditions.
Indeed, blockade of ER Ca2+ release does not affect SK
channel activity in GABAergic neurons [154], whereas
apamin, a SK channel blocker, strongly affects the firing
of the latter [12, 154].

These observations highlight an important role for in-
tracellular sources of calcium in the regulation of SK
channels in SNc DA neurons, but not in GABAergic
neurons. In addition, the idea that intermediates exist
between the entry of calcium through calcium channels
and the activation of SK channels is supported by vari-
ous experimental observations. Namely, the SK channel-
dependent AHP has strongly varying kinetics from one
neuron to the other. For instance, the maximum time-
to-peak of the AHP of SNc DA neurons, which express
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Figure 13.2 – Adaptation of SK channel activity to the endogenous rhythm of the cell. A. and B. From top to bottom:
Membrane potential variations over time in the absence of IK,Ca and IK,V , in the exclusive presence of IK,Ca and in the
exclusive presence of IK,V , respectively. Note that the time scale in (B.) is 20 times larger than in (A.). SK channels fully
adapt to neuron endogenous rhythm, in contrast to voltage-gated channels.
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the SK3 subunit [200], is significantly smaller to the one
of substancia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) GABAergic neu-
rons [154], which express the SK2 subunit [12]. However,
the calcium-activation kinetics of these SK channel sub-
units are very similar [202]. Therefore, it is clear that the
kinetics of [Ca2+]in,SK are strongly different in these two
neurons. This can probably not be explained specifically
by a difference in calcium channel density.

A potential regulation mechanism of SK channel activity
by mitochondria and ER

On the one hand, it is commonly accepted that activa-
tion of SK channels requires entries of calcium into the
cell through voltage-gated calcium channels. Indeed, a
substitution of calcium in the extracellular space, i.e. by
cobalt or cadmium, has been shown to almost completely
block the medium AHP in most of the SK expressing neu-
rons [178], this AHP being generated by an activation of
these SK channels [168].

On the other hand, the experimental and modeling
results previously mentioned suggest an interaction be-
tween calcium channels and intracellular sources of cal-
cium, such as mitochondria and ER, for the regulation
of [Ca2+]in,SK . This hypothesis is illustrated in Fig.
13.3A. One could imagine that calcium entering through
calcium channels is first taken up by mitochondria and
ER. As a consequence, [Ca2+]in,SK does not rise much
at that time, and SK channels are not strongly acti-
vated yet. Subsequently, this accumulation of calcium
into the stores induces a calcium-induced calcium release
(CICR) in the SK nanodomain, which activates SK chan-
nels through the increase of [Ca2+]in,SK . In that con-
figuration, SK channels would be activated after a delay,
and their kinetic of activation would be controlled by mi-
tochondria and ER. Strong arguments in favour of CICR
exist in cardiac myocytes and in a number of other cell
types, including neurons [29, 54, 112]. However, any
dysregulation of CICR would affect neuron excitability.

Indeed, if the calcium entering through calcium chan-
nels is not collected by mitochondria and ER, this calcium
immediately diffuses to the SK channel nanodomain (Fig.
13.3B). As a consequence, [Ca2+]in,SK rises significantly
at that time, and SK channels are strongly activated.
This calcium subsequently diffuses, or is pumped, out of
the SK nanodomain, and SK channels deactivate. In this
configuration, SK channels are quickly activated and de-
activated, in a way that generates a lower AHP TTP after
the spike generation. As a consequence, the excitability
of the cell is strongly enhanced during a large part of the
interspike cycle, making it prone to excitotoxicity.

Mitochondrion- and endoplasmic reticulum-induced SK
channel dysregulation as a potential origin of the selective
neurodegeneration in PD

This phenomenon is of particular relevance in PD. In-
deed, as mentioned above, it has recently been shown
that deletion of two PD-associated genes, through their
effect on the coupling between mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+

exchanger and SK channels, affects the excitability of
the PD affected SNc DA neurons, but not the PD-spared
VTA DA neurons and GABAergic neurons [12]. These re-
sults suggest that this mitochondrion induced SK channel
dysregulation might be a potential origin of the selective
loss in PD.

Indeed, global dysfunctions of mitochondria and ER,
which affect the metabolism of all cells, may specifically
enhance the excitability of these particular pacemaker
neurons. Once in a hyperexcited state, their metabolic
demand is increased. In turn, this rise in metabolic de-
mand increases mitochondrial and ER stress, which then
affects their ability to regulate the intracellular calcium
concentration even more [7], and amplifies neuron hyper-
excitability. This is the beginning of a vicious circle that
may lead to the selective degeneration observed in PD.
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Discussion

Part IV highlights a potential systemic role for small
conductance calcium-activated potassium channels in the
excitability regulation of diverse neuronal populations. It
shows how a same ion channel is capable to similarly
affect vastly different neurons, and how ionic adaptation
mechanism might involve neuron endogenous structures
such as mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum.

The implication of such a systemic role for SK chan-
nels is also discussed from a pathological point of view. In
particular, a dysregulation of these channels is shown to
increase excitability and burstiness of very heterogenous
neuron populations. This increase in excitability leads
to a dysregulation of cell signaling and calcium home-
ostasis, the latter being one potential cause of prema-
ture neurodegeneration. Interestingly, a review of the
experimental literature concerning neurons whose firing
patterns are tightly regulated by SK channels identifies
precisely those neurons affected in Parkinson’s disease,
leading to the hypothesis that SK channel dysregulation
is a potential cause of the selective neurodegeneration in
this neurological disorder.

Our hypothesis is speculative and calls for extensive ex-
perimental validations. Nevertheless, it illustrates the in-
terest of a system viewpoint on neurodynamics and elec-
trophysiology when it comes to analyze their implications
in neurological diseases.
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Part V

Conclusion and Prospects
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Summary

The present thesis is devoted to the understanding of the
dynamical mechanisms underlying neuronal excitability
and their physiological relevance. Starting from a con-
crete physiological question concerning a specific type of
neuron of the midbrain, it attempts to extract a general
dynamical picture of excitability, pacemaking and burst-
ing as well as their potential regulation mechanisms.

Part II: Dopaminergic neuron electrophysiology

Part II focuses on the mechanisms underlying dopamin-
ergic neuron excitability, both in vitro and in vivo, us-
ing experimental recordings, conductance-based model-
ing and dynamical analyses. In particular, it spotlights
the qualitative mechanisms underlying DA neuron fir-
ing patterns and aims at extracting key players in the
switches between these electrical activities.

Most of the analyses are performed via the use of a
simplified conductance based model. This model is en-
dowed with the minimal set of conductances that are
necessary for the generation of DA neuron firing pat-
terns. It contrasts with existing DA neuron models be-
cause its simplicity allows deeper mathematical analyses
of the mechanisms underlying firing activities, at the ex-
pense of quantitative details, for which existing quanti-
tative models are more successful.

The simple model is used to analyze the mechanisms of
DA neuron spontaneous firing in vitro. Although much
experimental work has been done in this field, the re-
sulting conclusions are sometimes conflicting with each
other. In particular, experimental analyses on the role
of a particular type of calcium channels, called L-type
calcium channels, lead to conflicting conclusions. Anal-
yses on the simple model permit to highlight a potential
origin for these discrepancies. It shows that several ion
channels, including sodium and L-type calcium channels,
cooperate to sustain this spontaneous activity, making it
robust against variabilities in ion channel maximal den-
sity. However, these variabilities strongly affect neuronal
response to experimental protocols, such as L-type cal-
cium channel blockade, offering a possible explanation for
the conflicting conclusions. In vitro extracellular record-
ings on substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) dopamin-
ergic neurons were performed to validate experimentally
these modeling results.

In vivo entrainability mechanisms are analyzed subse-
quently, focusing on the mechanisms underlying irregular
single-spike firing and bursting in DA neurons, and iden-
tifying small conductance calcium-activated (SK) potas-
sium channels as potential key players in the regulation
of the switch between these firing pattern. DA neuron
entrainability is shown to be maximal during SK channel

blockade, these channels acting as filters against excita-
tory inputs. While they protect the endogenous rhythm
of the cell when present, a blockade of SK channels in-
duces a switch from single-spike firing to bursting in vivo
only, in agreement with experimental results. We sug-
gest that this firing pattern is therefore exogenous, the
neuron transmitting informations only in that state. In
addition, we show that a similar mechanism might control
the synchrony of neurons subjected to a common exci-
tatory input, which would insure a concomitant switch
towards bursting and synchrony.

Finally, analyses of the role of a particular type of
potassium channels, called KCNQ potassium channels,
in the regulation of DA neuron firing patterns are per-
formed, combining in vivo extracellular recordings, in
vitro intracellular recordings and quantitative mathemati-
cal modeling. These analyses show that these potassium
channels selectively modulate the quantity of bursting
without affecting the pacemaking behavior, their activity
being masked by SK channels in the latter state. Anal-
yses of experimental recordings and simulation results
show that this current prevents the appearance of short
interspike intervals during bursting. Knowing that these
channels are often regulated by muscarinic receptors in
neurons, it provides an endogenous mechanism by which
bursting might be selectively regulated in dopaminergic
neurons.

In summary, Part II attempts to bring some qualita-
tive insights on the dynamical mechanisms underlying
DA neuron electrophysiology. Only the mathematical re-
sults that are directly relevant to answer the physiological
questions are considered. However, a further understand-
ing of the role of calcium channels in neurodynamics mo-
tivates the analysis in Part III.

Part III: Restorative and regenerative excitability

Motivated by the observed effect of calcium channel vari-
ability on DA neuron excitability and pacemaking mech-
anisms, Part III attempts to capture and abstract the
dynamical role of these channels on neuronal excitability.

A mathematical analysis of the effect L-type calcium
channel variability on the behavior of the simple DA neu-
ron model is firstly proposed. Bifurcation analysis shows
that increasing L-type calcium channel maximal conduc-
tance induces a switch in the bifurcation responsible for
the spike initiation during pacemaking, switching from a
subcritical Hopf bifurcation to a saddle-node bifurcation,
leading to the concepts of sodium and calcium pacemak-
ing. Although the spontaneous activities are similar in
both cases, the behavior of the model under SK chan-
nel blockade is strongly affected. In particular, modeling
and experimental results show that calcium pacemakers
are proner to bursting both in vitro and in vivo under the
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blockade of SK channels. This analysis, which is very de-
scriptive, raises questions concerning the effect of these
calcium channels on the dynamics of neuronal excitabil-
ity.

Mimicking the approach of FitzHugh in 1961, we then
show that incorporating calcium channels in the HH
model before its reduction leads to a significant revision
of the traditional FitzHugh-Nagumo phase portrait. In
particular, it uncovers the role of a transcritical bifur-
cation in the organization of neuronal excitability. This
bifurcation has been absent from the neurodynamics lit-
erature to date. On the basis of this novel phase portrait,
we develop a novel hybrid model of spiking neurons, in
which a single parameter, termed w0, is able to account
for the calcium channel density. Modifying w0 is shown
to induce a switch in neuronal excitability, whose conse-
quences are illustrated on thalamic relay neuron electro-
physiology.

The properties of the novel phase portrait are further
analyzed, through the study of the excitability proper-
ties of a mirrored FitzHugh-Nagumo model, in which the
previously derived insights are incorporated. Excitabil-
ity is explored by unfolding a pitchfork bifurcation that
is shown to organize five different types of excitability.
In addition to the three classical types of neuronal ex-
citability, two novel types are described, whose main elec-
trophysiological signatures are robust spike latency and
robust bistability.

Given that these insights are for two dimensional re-
duced models, the generality of the results for arbi-
trary conductance-based models is further investigated.
The presence of the transcritical bifurcation in arbitrary
conductance-based models is proven, defining a frontier
between restorative excitability, which includes the three
previously described excitability types, and regenerative
excitability, which includes the novel type of excitability
described in planar models. From a physiological point
of view, a neuron exhibits restorative (resp. regenerative)
excitability when slow restorative (resp. regenerative)
variables, i.e. providing a negative (resp. positive) feed-
back to membrane potential variations, are dominant, the
exact balance between both variable types corresponding
to a transcritical bifurcation. This physiological interpre-
tation leads to a novel classification of ion channels as
restorative, regenerative, or neutral, depending on their
effect on neuronal excitability. For illustration purposes,
the role of the transcritical bifurcation in the organization
of excitability is analyzed in seven published conductance-
based models.

Finally, the physiological relevance of these abstract
results is examined. The regulation of the balance be-
tween restorative and regenerative ion channels is shown
to provide a physiological route to bursting. Indeed, the
main dynamical signature of regenerative excitability is

robust bistability, a key component of neuronal bursting,
this bistability being marginal or even absent in restora-
tive excitability. In addition, although there exist many
qualitatively different bursting types, they all arise from
the same dynamical mechanisms, their qualitative prop-
erties being determined by two parameters, that is the
balance weight and the adaptation gain. This statement
is in sharp contrast with the current view of bursting
in neurodynamics, each bursting type being linked to a
particular dynamical mechanism.

To summarize, Part III incorporates the role of regener-
ative ion channels, such as calcium channels, in reduced
models of neurodynamics. This inclusion leads to a novel
global picture that permits to easily interpret a num-
ber of electrophysiological dynamical features of interest
in contemporary electrophysiology, as well as to extract
key players in the regulation of these electrophysiolog-
ical properties. In addition, these results suggest that,
although a large amount of different ion channels exist,
spiking behavior is primarily governed by two parame-
ters modulating excitability quality and quantity. One
potential illustration of this property and its pathological
consequences are discussed in Part IV.

Part IV: Abnormal Timing of SK Channel Activation and
Parkinson’s disease

Part IV proposes a novel hypothesis concerning a pos-
sible implication of the results described above for the
genesis of Parkinson’s disease. In particular, it highlights
a common electrophysiological signature of neurons af-
fected in Parkinson’s disease: the firing of these neurons
is commonly regulated by SK channels, these channels
strongly affecting neuron adaptation gain, as shown in
Part III. As a consequence, any global dysregulation of
SK channel activity would strongly affect the adaptation
gain of these neurons, increasing their entrainability and
burstiness. This excitability dysregulation would affect
calcium homeostasis, which would therefore render the
neuron proner to degeneration. This hypothesis is shown
to be consistent with the recent literature on the subject.

Although totally hypothetical, the discussion proposed
in this part emphasizes the interest of a system view-
point on neurodynamics for the investigation of global
pathological processes, as in the case of neurodegenera-
tive diseases.

Prospects

Systems analysis suggests novel experiments

The mathematical results discussed in this thesis sug-
gest novel experiments. In particular, our results identify
potential key players in excitability and firing pattern reg-
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ulation, which can be correlated to specific physiological
studies.

One potential application of the results is the investi-
gation of the physiological mechanisms underlying burst
firing in dopaminergic cells. Two key players have been
identified: SK channels, which modulate the adaptation
gain, and L-type calcium channels, which modulate the
balance weight. One hypothesis is therefore that DA neu-
ron firing pattern can be physiologically regulated via the
modulation of these channels, as illustrated below.

SK channels are clearly important for regulating burst-
ing in vivo [95, 191]. However, no physiological mecha-
nism of SK channel regulation has been observed to date
in DA neurons. The experimental exploration of such
a mechanism would therefore spotlight a source for the
regulation of DA neuron firing pattern, as well as a tar-
get for the pharmacological treatment of diseases whose
symptoms correlate to a dysregulation of the dopamin-
ergic system.

Concerning the role of L-type calcium channels, we
show that their functionality can be heterogenous over
a same population, leading to different responses to SK
channel blockade in vitro. A physiological regulation of
these channels might therefore also be a source of firing
pattern modulation. For instance, knowing that L-type
calcium channels can be activated only in their phos-
phorylated state, their activity might be modulated in-
tracellularly via modifications in the level of protein ki-
nase A (PKA), which can be controlled extracellularly by
metabotropic receptor activation. This mechanism could
be investigated by the use of patch clamp recordings on
rat/mouse brain slices, for instance.

Using the dynamical results provided in Part III con-
cerning the important role of regenerative ion channels
in neuron excitability and bursting, such experimental
strategies can be extended to other types of neurons,
such as reticular and relay neurons of the thalamus, sub-
thalamic nucleus neurons, etc.

Implications for intrinsic homeostasis

A promising application of our results concerns neuronal
homeostasis. It has been shown that many neurons are
able to robustly maintain neuronal and circuit excitability
at a “target value” in responses to changes in their envi-
ronment, via mechanisms known as synaptic and intrinsic
plasticity, for instance [184]. In particular, intrinsic plas-
ticity is mediated by changes in the expression level or
biophysical properties of ion channels in the membrane
[32], which affects ion channel kinetics and maximal con-
ductances, for instance. In addition, very different neu-
rons can reach a similar spiking behavior via the regula-
tion of very different ion channel types. The mechanisms
underlying this neuronal homeostasis are still poorly un-

derstood to date.
The dynamical properties we derive in Part III are of

interest to investigate these mechanisms. In particular,
the generalization of the concepts to conductance-based
models provided in Chapters 11 and 12 suggests that
neuron excitability is mainly determined by three param-
eters: the balance between restorative and regenerative
ion channels, the adaptation gain and the net membrane
current. Intrinsic homeostasis could therefore result from
a tight regulation of these parameters only, which can be
made via many different ion channel combinations, as
illustrated in Fig. V.I.

In addition, our results show that many different sets of
balance weight and adaptation gain can induce qualita-
tively similar endogenous behaviors, whereas sensitivity
and robustness properties strongly differ between these
sets of parameters (Chapter 12). This might provide a
regulation mechanism by which neurons adapt their re-
sponse to the environment while keeping their endoge-
nous signaling behavior constant, to ensure the persis-
tence of basic functions, as observed in central patterns
generators. Similarly, although neurons would be able
to adapt their intrinsic properties in pathological states
to sustain their endogenous signaling, they might loose
robustness against the environment, making these cells
proner to degeneration, for instance. Such novel con-
cepts, which derive from the proposed dynamical analy-
sis, deserve further research.

Implications for network analyses

Finally, one natural extension of our single-neuron anal-
ysis is to explore its implications at the network level.
In particular, the hybrid model developed in Chapter
12 contains all the dynamical properties extracted from
conductance-based models in Chapter 11, yet is simple
enough to allow large population simulations. This sim-
ple model differs from existing simple models because it
integrates the role of regenerative ion channels, and is
therefore able to express regenerative excitability from
which robust endogenous bursting arises, as well as to
switch between different excitability types.

One illustration of interest of this simple model at the
network level is the analysis of the pathological rhythms
observed in the basal ganglia during Parkinson’s disease
currently studied by Julie Dethier. It has been shown that
a disruption of dopamine release into the striatum af-
fects neuronal populations of the basal ganglia, including
the external globus pallidus and the subthalamic nucleus
[74, 174, 193]. These populations exhibit a pathologi-
cal increase in their synchronized bursting activity, which
correlates with the motor symptoms of PD [110].

One unsolved challenge is the extraction of the ionic
mechanisms underlying this switch of firing activity. The
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Figure V.I – Example of applications of our results to investigate the mechanisms underlying intrinsic homeostasis.
The figure shows the behavior of a model of a stomatogastric ganglion neuron [61, 114] for different sets of parameters.
These different sets of parameters define similar balance weight and adaptation gain, which leads to a similar spiking behavior,
mimicked by our transcritical hybrid model.
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Figure V.II – Example of applications of our results at the network level. The figure shows the spiking behavior of three
coupled neuron types of the basal ganglia, that is striatal medium spiny neuron, globus pallidus externus (GPe) and subthalamic
nucleus (STN) neuron (provided by Julie Dethier from the University of Liege). Using the transcritical hybrid model described
in Chapter 12, it is possible to reproduce the pathological switch in basal ganglia rhythms observed in Parkinson’s disease both
at the single cell level and at the network level, via a simple reduction of dopamine release in the striatum.

dynamical picture of neuronal excitability proposed in
this thesis might be helpful to address this question, as
illustrated in Fig. V.II. This figure shows how the simple
hybrid model is able to reproduce the pathological switch
in basal ganglia rhythms observed in Parkinson’s disease
both at the single cell level and at the network level, via
a simple reduction of dopamine release in the striatum
(data provided by Julie Dethier from the University of
Liege). These promising data illustrate the potential role
for the dynamical results provided in this dissertation in
population studies.

To conclude. Working on the fascinating subject
of neuron electrophysiology has been an exciting and
surprising journey. Initially rooted in the investigation
of a very concrete question, it has unexpectedly led to

a broad revision of the dynamical picture of neuronal
excitability, which we believe will enhance the interaction
of neurodynamics with experimental electrophysiology
and advance our understanding of neuronal excitability.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value

VNa 50 mV ḡNa 0.16 S/cm2

VK −95 mV ḡK,DR 0.024 S/cm2

Vl −54.3 mV gl 0.3 10−3 S/cm2

VCa 120 mV ḡCa,L 3.1 10−3 S/cm2

KM,L 0.00018 mM KM,P 0.0001 mM

k1 0.1375 10−3 kC 0

ḡSyn 0.1 10−3 S/cm2 ICa,pump,max 0.0156 mA/cm2

ḡK,Ca 5 10−3 S/cm2 KD 0.4 10−3 mM

Cm 1 µF/cm2 k2 0.018 10−4

Table S4.1 – Parameters of the minimal model of DA neurons.
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Figure S5.1 – Cooperation between sodium and calcium channels in the generation of spontaneous activity in the
detailed model. The center pannel shows the type of pacemaker activity according to the sodium and L-type calcium
conductances. The white zone represent the couples of conductances which results to a spontaneous hyperpolarization of
the cell and the dark blue zone account for pacemaking. Each insert shows the behavior of the model in control condition
and during a blockade of L-type calcium channels or sodium channels for a particular set of conductances, respectively. The
pacemaker behavior of the model strongly relies on the values of both the sodium and the L-type calcium conductances.
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Figure S5.2 – Effect of synaptic blockers and a D2 receptor agonist on the firing rate of SNc DA neurons in brain
slices. A. Mean firing frequency (samples of 2 minutes) of the recorded cells over time (mean ± sem, n=4). B. Mean firing
frequency (samples of 30 seconds) of the recorded cells over time (mean ± sem, n=6). The application of synaptic blockers
induces an increase in the firing rate which remains stable for at least one hour. The application of the D2 receptor agonist
BHT 920 (100 nM) [33] strongly reduces the firing rate of the recorded cells.
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Figure S5.3 – I-V curves of various depolarizing currents in the two models. I-V curves of sodium channels (in black) and
of L-type calcium channels (in red) of the minimal model A. and of the detailed model B.. For the detailed model, I-V curves
of N-type (in blue) and T-type (in dotted black) calcium channels are also plotted. The only current which has a significantly
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Control GABA SR95531 SR95531 
+ GABA 

Firing frequency (Hz) 2.23 ± 0.40 0.92 ± 0.18 2.69 ± 0.32 2.44 ± 0.23 

*

N=6; *, p<0.05 

Table S7.1 – SR95531 blocks the inhibitory effect of GABA on the firing of DA neurons.
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Figure S7.1 – Effect of the i.p. administration of XE991 on the firing rate of DA neurons in the absence of a GABAA
antagonist. A variable effect was observed in these experiments, with some cells being inhibited (N=6). A. Mean frequency
over time for the six cells. B. Single cell frequency over time.
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Figure S7.5 – Effect of M-channel blockade on the distribution of short interspike intervals. ISI’s were classified into four
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had no effect on this distribution C.. D. Simulations showed a qualitatively similar, but more robust effect. (*, p < 0.05; **,
p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001). Note that the ordinate scale is expanded in the upper left side of each panel.
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Figure S7.6 – Effect of M-current blockade on a DA neuron model when the M-current conductance was identical to
the one reported experimentally [106].
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Figure S8.1 – Evolution of the calcium thresholds with an increase of L-type calcium channel maximal conductance
ḡCa,L in the simple DA neuron model. The white part shows couple of values for which the model is hyperpolarized, the
dark blue part shows couple of values for which the neuron is firing, and the light blue part correspond to a bistable region,
where the model can both fire or be hyperpolarized. Note how the bistable zone increases with an increase in ḡCa,L.
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Figure S9.1 – Stimulation-induced bursting in the reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model without (left) and with calcium
current (right).
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Figure S9.2 – Nullcline intersections in the reduced model (5) with calcium current for different values of the calcium
conductance. The n-nullcline is depicted as a dashed line, the V -nullcline as a solid line. The associated calcium conductance
is expressed via a gray scale, as indicated in the figure legend. The calcium pump currents is given by ICa,pump = 0.0, -0.74,
-2.78, -15.6 for, respectively, gCa = 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0.
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Figure S9.3 – Comparison of the step response and phase-portrait in the transcritical hybrid model, a quantitative one
compartment model of TC neuron [83, 124], a 200-compartment model of TC neurons [37] and the fold hybrid model
[89] in large calcium conductance mode. In the phase-portrait of the hybrid models, v- and w-nullclines are drawn as full
and dashed lines, respectively, and trajectories are drawn as red oriented lines. The black full line represents the v-nullcline
at the onset of the stimulation. The gray full line represents the v-nullcline at the end of the burst. The phase-portrait of
the conductance based models depicts the trajectory projection on the V −mT plane, where V and mT denotes the somatic
membrane potential and the activation gating variable of the somatic T-type calcium current, respectively.
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both cases, resulting in higher cytoplasmic calcium accumulation.
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